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The measuring system and adjustment of compression ratio in
prototype of Stirling engine with non-conventional mechanism FIK
*

Peter Baran, * Miloš Brezáni, * Pavol Kukuča

*

University of Transport, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of Transport and Handling
Machines, Univerzitna 2, 01026 Žilina, Slovakia, {peter.baran, milos.brezani, pavol.kukuca}@fstroj.uniza.sk
Abstract. This paper deals with the measurement system of the thermodynamic processes and adjusting of
compression ratio in the prototype of Stirling engine with unconventional mechanism. The measuring system
consists of sensors which are integrated in the cylinder head, interconnecting pipes and output shaft of the
engine prototype. Compression ratio must be observed by the mathematical concept of thermal cycling. The
volume of the interconnecting pipes was detected through a virtual model and the method of weighing the
regenerator, where volume was detected by calculation according to the density of the material. Pipe
dimensions were measured and compared with a virtual model.
Keywords: Measurement system, FIK mechanism, Compression ratio, Stirling engine.

1. Introduction
Stirling engines are currently used in the production of electricity. There are several types of
mechanisms, which by design are suitable for use in a Stirling heat engine [2]. Engines with nonconventional mechanisms may have several advantages when used in practice. In the case of
prototype devices of Stirling engines, which verify the functionality of the machine it is necessary
to determine the progress of thermodynamic phenomena taking place at the premises of the rollers
and therefore need to create and implement measuring system on a machine.
Compression ratio is an important factor in designing of internal combustion engine [3]. In the
case of Stirling engine with a nonconventional mechanism FIK constitutes regenerator (consisting
of rings of steel wire net) part of the volume in the interconnecting pipe. Since it is not possible to
determine the volume through a virtual model, because of the relatively large number of the rings,
volume was determined by measuring of weight and recalculation by equation of density.
1.1. Description of swing mechanism
FIK mechanism (Fig. 1, Fig. 2) is a swinging system, which is characterized, that the center of
the swinging plate during the rotation of the shaft acting circular motion [1].
3

8

4

7

2

6

5
1

Fig. 1. Mechanism FIK: 1- Crankshaft, 2- crankcase, 3- swinging plate, 4- bevel wheel (part of swinging plate), 5
bevel wheel (part of crankcase), 6- ball joint segment, 7- piston, 8- head cylinder and regenerator pipe.
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1.2. Measuring system
The measuring system (Fig. 2, Fig. 3) consists of pressure and temperature sensors, RPM
sensor and the cooling cylinder is provided through non-return valve inlet pressure.
7
6
5
3
4

5

2
1
8

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the measurement system in head cylinder: 1- Heat cylinder, 2- cooled cylinder, 3Heat cylinder pressure sensor, 4- Cooled cylinder pressure sensor, 5- Temperature sensor, 6- regenerator, 7- Non- return
valve, 8- Piston.

RPM sensor (Fig.3) is connected with a rubber coupling on the output shaft. This sensor is
located at the bottom of the flywheel.

3
1
4
2

Fig. 3. RPM sensor: 1- Output shaft (crankshaft), 2- flywheel, 3- rubber coupling, 4- RPM sensor

Engineering design of assembling sensors: Proposal sensors (Fig.4) location in head valves and
interconnection pipe.

2
1

5
3

4

7
5
6
8
Fig. 4. Virtual model of head valves interconnection pipes and regenerator pipe with sensors: 1- Heat cylinder pressure
sensor, 2- Cooled cylinder pressure sensor, 3- Non- return valve, 4- Regenerator pipe, 5- Temperature sensor
connection 6- Interconnection pipe, 7- Cooled cylinder head valve, 8- Heat cylinder head valve.
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The measurement system used for measuring the waveform of pressure, temperature changes in
the individual pairs and is indispensable for the operation of the air supercharging system.

2. Adjustment of the compression ratio
2.1. Dead volumes
In this case, we add up all the dead volumes in a pair of prototype Stirling engine. Then
subtract the volume of regenerator. The volume of the regenerator is determined by calculation
through the density of the material.
Dead volume (Fig. 5) of the interconnecting pipes and cylinders consists of these individual
parts:
VC- Volume between the cylinder head and the piston top dead center
VH- Volume in the cylinder head hole
VK- Volume in knuckle
VF- Volume in the flange
VT- Volume in regenerator tube
VR- Volume of regenerator
VC

VH

VK

VF

VR

VT

Piston top dead
center

Fig. 5. Schematic model of dead volumes in interconnecting pipe.

The total dead volume (VD) is generally given by (1):
VD= [2.( VC+ VH+ VK+ VF)+ VT ]-VR

(1)

To determine the volume of regenerator, we first measured the mass of all steel rings in both
pairs, and then assigned them to half. The total mass of the rings was 104 grams, it follows 52
grams to one regenerator tube. Through the formula for the calculation of material density (2), we
express the volume (density of steel is ρR = 7800 kg.m-3).
ρR = m/VR
(2)
ρR = m/VR
VR = m/ ρR;
VR = 0.052kg/7800 kg.m-3
VR = 6666.66mm3
- 10 -
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Fig. 6. Weight measurement of steel rings.

Volumes VC, VH, VK, VF and VT were determined through a virtual model of the engine, which
parts are identical with a real prototype model.
VD = 302044.27 mm3
2.2. Compression ratio
The compression ratio ε (3) is determined by the equation [4]. The Fig. 7 shows the position of
the pistons in maximal compression. In this position, none of the pistons is in the top dead center
(TDC), and therefore to determine the volume V2 it is necessary to add to the dead volume VD
volume VTDC.
ε = V1/V2
(3)

VTDC

TDC

Fig. 7. Scheme (left) and the position of the pistons at the maximum compression. Position of piston, virtual model
(right) .

Calculation of volume V2 (4):
V2= (2.VTDC)+VD
V2= 391161.436mm3
- 11 -
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The Fig. 8 shows the position of the pistons V1 volume. In this position, none of the pistons is
in the lower dead center (LDC).
VZL

TDC

Fig. 8. Scheme (left) and the position of the pistons in V1 volume. Position of piston, virtual model (right).

Volume VZL (cylinder size) can be determined by measuring the height of the bottom edge of
the piston to TDC by virtual model. Calculation of volume V1 (5):
V1= (2.VZL)+VD

(5)

V1= 839689.564mm3
Calculation of compression ratio (3):
ε=V1/V2
(3)
ε=2.146
Comparison of compression ratio by virtual model (εM) and calculation (6) by Stirling engine
type α (εα):
D- piston diameter
Z- Piston stroke
εM= 2.146
εα=

√ .

.

.

1

(6)

εα= 2.15

3. Conclusion
By measuring the weight of steel rings regenerator and their integration into the regenerator
pipe the compression ratio was set. The computational model set compression ratio of 2.1.
Deviation from rated compression ratio is caused by deficiency of steel rings. Setting of the
compression ratio will be one of the basic preconditions for correct measurements. These measured
values serve as basic elements for the diagnosis of piping and regenerator system. Initial diagnosis
is to verify the tightness of connecting pipes and leakages of the medium (air) through the pistons.
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Simulation of acoustics energy propagation through the floor
structure of passenger coach
*

Lukáš Bavlna, *Peter Zvolenský

University of Žilina, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of Transport and Handling Machines,
Univerzitna 2, 01026 Žilina, Slovakia, {lukas.bavlna, peter.zvolensky}@fstroj.uniza.sk
Abstract. Acoustic properties can be detected not just experimentally, but also by computing and choosing
adequate tools for the simulation of selected physical process. Simulation can detect the acoustic properties
of materials used in the design of vehicles. Acquired information on the behaviour of different acoustic
materials can consequently be used in the design of sound resistant structures of railway vehicles. In the
program COMSOL Multiphysics by function poroacoustics was simulated propagation of acoustic energy
through the sandwich floor structure of the passenger coach. In the floor structure was used high-absorbent
fibrous material STERED®. This paper deals with proposal of using material STERED® in the structure of
the passenger coach floor during modernization and with identification acoustics effect of material
STERED®
Keywords: Noise, STERED®, Mineral wool, Passenger coach.

1. Introduction
Nowadays we concentrate attention to the design, but also to the modification, modernization
and reconstruction of transport to a wide spectrum of operating parameters. One of the important
parameters, which dominates in the selection of a suitable vehicle, is comfort. Word comfort very
often introduces silence. Rate of noise level which is generated in the interior of a vehicle is also a
rate of quality evaluation of a structure. Attention is paid to reducing noise in interior of vehicles,
which is radiated through structure of the floor, in the railway traffic.

2. Analysis
In the modernization of rail vehicles there is not often any change of shape and dimensional
parameters of construction, but particularly in the use of new materials. At the present, in the
construction of the floor of passenger coach series Bdghmeer as thermal and sound insulation is
used a “technical insulation mineral wool LFM 5 Alu R from company Knauf Insulation“. Mineral
and rock wool have in comparison with more modern thermal and sound insulations many
disadvantages. It is dangerous to health, material having a low elasticity which lost over time. It is
coming to ageing and loss volume and drastically losing heat-insulating properties [1].
Modernization of the floor includes fully dismantling of individual layers except the trapezoidal
steel sheet having a support function. From trapezoidal steel sheet old paint is removed and new
glaze is applied. The structure of layer is maintained. Old materials are replaced with new materials.
In the modernization of the passenger coach floor no change will occur in the shape and
dimensions of the structure and no change will occur in the use of new types of materials. There is
only restoring the properties of the materials from which the floor is made. When we want maintain
shape and dimensions of the structures and improve ride comfort, we must use new types of
acoustical materials.
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Possible solution can be material STERED®, which is novelty on the market of thermal and
sound insulation material. STERED® used in the construction of the floor is suitable solution,
because has excellent acoustic properties.
The input material consists from textile parts waste of new cars, but also from separated textile
parts of cars after end of life. Separation of textile material produces significant volumes of textile
materials of specific qualities. This material is characterized by:
Excellent properties that are not changed in time.
Material was originally used in the cars and was determined to sound and thermal insulation
while must meet the criteria of strict requirements especially for health and safety.
To define the behaviour of new sound-insulating material STERED® in the floor construction
of the passenger carriage, it is important to perform a computer simulations, which proves the
expected acoustic effect in operating conditions [2].

3. Simulation of sound pressure propagation through construction of floor
For simulation of the sound pressure transfer through floor construction of the passenger coach
series Bdghmeer was chosen as an appropriate tool program COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4. The aim
of the simulation is to implement frequency analysis and detect any differences between the
attenuation spectrums of the used materials.

Fig. 1 The floor structure of the passenger coach series Bdghmeer created in CATIA V5R21 and picture of passenger
coach during the modernization .

3.1. Poroacoustics
The program COMSOL Multiphysics offers an important function “poroacoustics”. By
using this function we can add extended spectrum of parameters to a material and it can be
considered as a porous media. The sound doesn´t spread only through the fibres of material, but as
well as through the fluid medium which is in pores among the fibres. This medium is usually air [1].
This case, the Johnson-Champoux-Allard model was used. The Johnson-Champoux-Allard model is
an equivalent fluid model that mimics two limiting behaviours of the full poroelastic material model
defined by Biot’s theory. The first is the rigid porous matrix model (1) and the second is the limp
porous matrix model (3). An equivalent fluid model is computationally less demanding than the full
poroelastic model. However, they are only physical correct for certain choices of material
parameters. Both models are based on describing the frequency dependent, effective density ρ(ω)
and the effective bulk modulus K(ω) of the saturating fluid inside the porous matrix. The following
parameters used in the (2) are given in (Tab. 1) have decisive effect on the acoustic properties of
investigated materials. These parameters were used in the simulation, and are acquired from the
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manufacturers of materials. The parameters were acquired in a laboratory of the manufacturer in
accordance with the relevant standards.
Value
Flow resistance
Thermal characteristic length
Viscous characteristics length
Fluid Density
Dynamic viscosity for air
Speed of sound in air
Thermal conductivity
Porosity
Tortuosity
Absolute pressure
Prandtl number
Porous material density
Tab. 1 Material parameters.
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The most significant effect on the acoustic properties of porous material has the thermal
characteristic length and viscous characteristic length. These parameters can be obtained using
equations (5, 6). The thermal and viscous characteristic lengths are, by definition, scalar quantities.
For spherical pores, the value of Lth is close to the value of the radius of the pore. Value Lv is close
to the value of the size of the inter-connection between two pores. Thus, from 2D or 3D acquisitions
of the material microstructure, an estimation of the thermal and viscous characteristic length can be
obtained. The main difficulty encountered with these methods is to define a macroscopic single
value (or mean value) Lth, from a disperse microscopic information [3].
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Fig. 2 Thermal and viscous characteristic length [4] and wave propagation in porous material [3].

Fig. 3 Mineral wool Knauf insulation LMF 5 Alu R [5] and STERED® [2].

The surface of trapezoidal steel sheet is exposed to acoustic pressure of 20 Pa (120 dB). The
frequency range of this sound is from 5 Hz to 20 kHz, with step 5 Hz. During the simulation, it is
possible to monitor propagation acoustic pressure through the construction into interior in this
spectrum. The aim is to find a material with a better attenuation ability of low-frequency sounds
than mineral wool. Attenuation can be determined by comparing the measured frequency analysis in
individual layers of floor construction and in interior of the passenger coach, both in the current
condition as well as when the material STERED® is used. This can be achieved by interesting
“Point graph” function, where it is possible in the individual points (Fig. 5) to record the sound
pressure depending on the excitation frequency. For simulation wasn´t used 3D model, because it is
very complicated, but a simplified cross-sectional of construction in 2D was used.
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Fig. 4 Measured points, which is located in layers of floor. A- interior of passenger carriage, B – PVC, C – plywood, D
®
– STERED /Mineral wool, E – Air, F – Trapezoidal steel sheet .

4. Results of simulation
Chosen frequencies
f
[kHz]

MINERAL WOOL

Frequencies analysis

STERED®

MINERAL WOOL

0.5

3

STERED®

15

20

Tab. 2 Results of simulation.
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5. Conclusion
By using “poroacoustic” function in COMSOL Multiphysics, the initial noise, which is
generated by bogie of passenger carriage and propagations through the floor, was simulated.
Results of simulations are shown in the frequency spectrums of noise, which is transferred
through the floor in different points of the floor structure.
It was detected that results of the simulation depend on the choice of input conditions, the
acoustic properties of the passenger carriage floor and the material properties of the porous material
in the floor. Other possibilities of verification of expected acoustic properties of the selected
insulating material will continue.
The dependencies of sound reduction of used material for the selected frequencies of noise
generated by bogie are shown. From these initial simulations the expected sound-insulating
properties of selected materials can be observed.
We assume that in the consequent research the simulation conditions will be made more precise
as well as the statistical analysis and complex evaluation of continuous results of simulation in
order to perform the verification of experiments in real service on railways will be done.
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Abstract. This article describes the methodology of designing the headlight for electromobile from
initial design concepts to construction documentation. Structural design was created using CAD
software CATIA V5. In addition to alternative designs strength and thermal analysis of the top
plastic cover of the headlamp was created. FEM analysis was created in software ANSYS
Workbench for the purpose of understanding the behavior of the material used under normal
operating conditions. Prototype parts of headlights were produced by Department of Design and
Mechanical Elements and, after careful adjustment and testing installed in built electric vehicle
EDISON. Plastic headlight cover made by 3D printer Vantage and retaining plate for lighting
modules - HELLA was the main objective of production.
Keywords: Construction design, Software ANSYS, Headlight, 3D printer, Electric vehicle, FDM.

1. Introduction
In this article we talk about Electric vehicle EDISON, which was designed and built at the
University of Žilina, Department of Design and Mechanical Elements . Edison was constructed by
teachers and students of the University of Žilina.

Fig. 1. Electric vehicle EDISON .

Electric vehicle or EV is car that is using electricity for his power. As a source of energy is
usually used battery that must be charged before driving from an external source. Range of the
electric car depends on the capacity of the battery. Electric vehicles are currently the most
environmentally friendly methods of transport. The advantage of electric car is zero emission
production, reduction of operating costs and lower noise. Another advantage is that they do not
produce exhaust gas. Technological breakthrough in the development of electric cars started by the
development of electronics and control systems, by the development of new types of batteries (eg.
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SCIB battery), but mostly by the rapid rise in energy fuels - especially oil and thus gasoline. The
advantage of electric cars is a simpler design. A car - drive can be placed directly in the wheels, the
control electronics and battery set in the bottom part of vehicle. The body can be constructed more
variable based on the same chassis [2].
Car headlights are an inseparable part of each vehicle, ensure road safety in low light
conditions and at night. The first headlights that were made, had clear circular cover glass and a
parabolic reflector. With increasing speeds and increasing traffic density it was necessary to shine
away to long distances, while not disturbing oncoming drivers. It was necessary to guide the flow of
light rays. Guiding Light began with breaking light beams on structured cover glass of headlight.
The constantly rising speed of cars required to see far ahead, so another feature of lighting was
added - lighting into the distance. Technically, it was resolved by using two-filament bulb or with
additional lighting equipment intended for this function. Later, the idea was to "see around corners",
which at the Citroën DS 19 was in 1967 implemented by rotation of internal reflectors in the
direction of rotation of the steering wheel. Today's modern cars, solve this problem by using fog
lights or special lamp integrated on the sides of the bumper. Latest technical innovation is
intelligent adaptive headlights that are computer controlled [3].

2. Experiment
The experimental part of this article describes the design methodology of electric headlights for
electric vehicle EDISON. The main part of the engineering design of the headlights, consists of the
design study, 3D body scanning and related calculations in ANSYS Workbench applications.
Simulation of manufacturing the plastic cover of the headlamp using rapid prototyping methods is
also included. Proposed headlamps must meet operational, legislative, safety and other
requirements.

Fig. 2. Methodology scheme of car headlight design.

2.1.

3D digitalization of car body

In the first phase of design solutions of headlights for EDISON it was necessary to
digitalize(3d scanning) the body of car, due to the creation of borders (spatial and dimensional).
These were later used like reference for CAD modeling. Scanning was performed by using a 3D
scanner ZScanner 700 from Z Corporation.
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Fig. 3. ZScanner 700 od firmy Z CORPORATION.
Technical specification
Weight

980 g

Dimensions

160x260x210 mm

Measurement

18 000 cycles/s

Laser class

II (safe for eye)

Resolution axis Z

0.1 mm

Accurancy:

do 0.05 mm

ISO

20 µm + 0,2L/1000

Output files

STL, RAW

Tab. 1. 3D scanner parameters

It was necessary to stick to the body with a series of small targets, which help the scanner
focusing the laser beam (Fig. 3) before scanning.

Fig. 4. Car body with positional targets.

Fig. 5. 3D digitalization of car body.
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Scan data were directly transmitted to a computer and recorded in program- ZScan from
ZCorporation. The output file of this program is STL (Standard Tessellation Language) ,widely
used in rapid prototyping and Computer Aided Manufacturing. Processed STL data were further
used in CAD application (in our case, in CATIA V5) that supports this type of files. Car body with
cover plates, tires and suspension can be seen on Fig. 5,6.

Fig. 6.

3D data in software ZScan.

Fig. 7.

3D data in software ZScan (side).

2.2. Design sketch of car headlights
Design concepts of shape and location of the headlights were developed regarding the overall
design of the car and vision of its creators, before concepting each alternative design.
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b) option 2

a) option 1

Fig. 8.

d) option 4

c) option 3
Design sketches of different options for car headlights.

The concept and design of the headlights had to match the basic legislative requirements and
government regulations, and also regarding UNECE and EC / EEC directives. In particular, it
should be followed by Decree no. 166/1997 of the Ministry of Transport, Posts and
Telecommunications of the Slovak Republic Collection of Laws, §40- Section 49, which deals with
the conditions of vehicle traffic on the roads. Law no. 725/2004 Z.z. which deals with the exchange
of halogen headlamps for xenon [4].
Regarding the Directive on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to
motor vehicle headlamps which function is main-beam and / or dipped-beam headlamps and
incandescent electric filament lamps for such headlamps No 76/761 / EEC of 27 July 1976 [5].
Tab. 2 summarizes the score for each variant of headlights.
Attributes

Options

Significance.
coeff.

1
p p.v

2
p p.v

3
p p.v

4
p p.v

Best
solution
pi pi.vi

a) critical

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

lifetime

2

2 3

3 4

4 4

4 4

4

design

1

1 4

4 1

1 3

3 4

4

1

1 4

4 4

4 1

1 4

4

2

2 4

4 1

1 1

1 4

4

Energy conumption

2

2 3

3 1

1 4

4 4

4

dimensions

2

2 4

4 2

2 4

4 4

4

features

4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4 4

4

Legislation
price

1
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b) very important

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

connectivity with the electrical wiring

3

1,5 4

2 3

1,5 2

1 4

2

resistance to weather conditions

2

1 2

1 4

2 4

2 4

2

2

1 4

2 3

1,5 2

1 4

2

2

1 3

1,5 1

0,5 3

1,5 4

2

resistance to damage

3

1,5 4

2 2

1 1

0,5 4

2

chemical resistance

3

1,5 3

1,5 3

1,5 3

1,5 4

2

Corrosion resistance

2

1 2

1 3

1,5 3

1,5 4

2

2

0,4 2

0,4 3

0,6 3

0,6 4

0,8

4

0,8 4

0,8 4

0,8 4

0,8 4

0,8

4

0,8 4

0,8 4

0,8 4

0,8 4

0,8

3

0,3 4

0,4 2

0,2 3

0,3 4

0,4

3

0,3 3

0,3 3

0,3 3

0,3 4

0,4

3

0,3 4

0,4 4

0,4 4

0,4 4

0,4

Easy of maintenance
Low noise and vibration

0,5

c) imoprtant

15 enclosures
16 Easy of use
17 manufacturability at school

0,2

d) informative

18 weights
19 Used materials
20 control

0,1

Summary

Tab. 2.

Technical value
Rating variants.

25,4

40,1

29,6

33,2

45,6

0,557

0,879

0,649

0,728

1

Tab. 2. shows that the variant No. 2 has the best score - the highest technical value and the best
satisfies all selection criteria.

3. Final variant
Body lamp is made of sheet metal holder, where are placed lighting modules from HELLA.
Specifically, the 50 mm Bi-halogen module, which provides the function of passing and driving
lights in one housing. Module is 12V with 55W bulb H7. The cover glass of the module is free of
optical elements. Daily function and position lamp provides 60 mm 12 V LED module. Directional
lights are 60 mm including premium P21W bulb. Top headlight cover is made of PC-ABS
thermoplastic. The plastic part is provided with threaded inserts for assembly on plate. Headlight
range adjustment is depending on the load and is carried out manually by the electric motor. Motor
is held in place by a plastic holder fixed to the plate. FIG. 9 shows light modules used for
headlight.

Fig. 9.

Final variant with and without cover.
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Fig. 10.

Detailed scheme of final variant.

Fig. 11.

Headlight (from back).

Top plastic cover (Fig. 12) of headlight was made of PC-ABS thermoplastic and was produced
on the 3D printer. The cover is provided with ribs to increase stiffness and strength [6]. Cover is
installed on retaining plate with screws (Fig. 11).

Fig. 12.

Retaining plate for lighting modules.
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Fig. 13. PC - Cover of headlights.

Fig. 14. Electric vehicle EDISON.

3.1. Simulation of printing the plastic cover
Sequences of images that simulate the printing of the top plastic cover of the headlight can be
seen on Fig.15 Cover was printed on a 3D printer Vantage SE (Fig. 13) from Stratasys, which uses
FDM technology (Fused Deposition Modeling). The printer is suitable for the production of strong
and accurate prototypes.

Fig. 14.

3D printer VANTAGE SE.

Printer specifications:
materials: ABS, ABSi, PC, PC-ABS a PS-ISO,
printing dimensions (X,Y,Z) max. 406 x 355 x,
406 mm,
washable support system,
layer thickness 0.125/0.17 mm,
speed 1cm3/ 8 min,
possibility of building functional sets of permanent,
parts.
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Fig. 15.

Simulation of printing the cover in software Insight.

Prototypes produced by this method are rigid and even over time dont lose their mechanical
properties.
3.2. Technical - economic assessment
Tab. 3 shows the costs of production, which consist of the cost of materials and cost of
construction.
Components

Amount

Price in EUR/piece no
TAX

Price in EUR/piece
including TAX

Production of metal brackets for lighting modules

2

18

36

Production of plastic headlight covers

2

750

1500

Bi-halogen modules

2

166,4

332,8

Blinkers

2

47,4

94,8

LED side lights

2

133,2

266,4

Adjusting motors

2

71,7

143,4

Connector bi-halogen

2

0,3

0,6

Bulb H7

2

3,9

7,8

Bulb PY21W

2

0,8

1,6

Connector LED/blinker

4

0,5

1

Threaded inserts

8

0,3

2,4

Screws

30

0,1

3

Nuts

30

0,12

3,6

Washers

22

0,08

1,76

Tab. 3.

Summary
Cost of production of headlight for EDISON.

2395,16

Tab. 4 shows the calculated approximate time-consuming of production left headlight for
electric vehicle EDISON.
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Operation

Time frame in (h)

Production of metal brackets for headlights

1,5

Production of plastic covers

40

Installation of threaded inserts in plastic. coverage

1

Assembling headlights

3
Summary

Tab. 4.

45,5

Production time of headlights.

Some of the data in technical - economic assessment were determined only on the basis of
theoretical assumptions.

4. Conclusion
This article describes the design methodology of the headlights from initial design concepts to
construction documentation. Structural design was created by using CAD support CATIA V5. With
the help of the Department of Design and Mechanical Elements production of prototypes took
place . After careful adjustment and testing these components were installed in electric vehicle
EDISON. Plastic headlight cover made on 3D printer Vantage and retaining plate for lighting
modules from HELLA has been the main objective of manufacturing.
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Abstract. Article discusses about the use of heat exchangers for stationary combustion engines and
cogeneration units. The paper is dedicated to the problem of unused thermal energy in stationary engines. It
analyses possibilities of accumulation of heat energy and its possible application in various fields. The paper
deals with the classification of heat exchangers and with the subsequent description of design solutions of
heat exchangers types used in given field.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays if we omit alternating economic crisis. We can talk about ecological time. Political
thinking towards just environmental but also economical, gives new insight into the lifestyle and
comfort of man. A great impact just on these aspects has energetic. It is due to the increasing energy
demands of human society, on which depends in no small measure the environmental burden and
efficiency of energy use.
Possibility how to reduce energy consumption, is the way of savings. Reduction in fuel
consumption can be utilized in a direction, which deals with the production of several types of
energy, and possibly also of the products from the primary source at the same time. To this category
can include cogeneration, trigeneration and polygeneration. Find a use for the heat is not as easy as
in the case of electrical energy. But nevertheless is being offered several options, such as use of heat
for hot water or direct water heating and its subsequent use for houses or large objects, depending
on the performance of the cogeneration unit itself. Another option would be to use the absorption
unit to transform heat to cold, making it possible to extend services to the production of cold water,
for example for supply of air conditioners.

Fig. 1 Cogeneration principle.

For all these systems the energy transformation is decisive the method how to submit it. For this
intention in case of heat is used inseparable part of most of the systems which is called the thermal
coupling node. Thereby may be various types of heat exchangers, coolers, condensers etc. The most
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common devices nowadays belong heat exchangers. In this case, for the generation of thermal
energy from the exhaust gas and its subsequent use in other applications.

2. Use of heat exchangers in cogeneration units and stationary internal
combustion engines.
For use of stationary internal combustion engine to generate electricity, or in other applications,
arises a waste heat [1]. In most cases, this heat is not used in any way, but today´s time more and
more forcing producers and consumers to invest in technology that can leverage the potential of
unused energy and contribute to cost saving. To this end has started to use exhaust gas heat
exchangers. An exhaust heat exchanger is positioned on the exhaust pipe, removing heat flue gases,
which could then be used for various applications.

Fig. 2 Position of exhaust gas exchanger in stationary combustion engine (1. Exhaust gas pipe, 2. Exhaus gas heat
exchanter).

Exhaust gas temperature at the start of the exhaust pipe is in the range 500-700 ° C. This means
that the exhaust gases offer a great potential for utilization of waste heat. The exhaust gases in the
most of cases heat up liquid, which can subsequently be used in several ways.

3. Use of thermal energy from stationary engines
Possibilities of using waste heat are several. The most common include heating domestic hot
water and heating. Smaller stationary engines can cover claims of houses alternatively smaller
buildings. Using the largest units with up to 2 MW, or combining multiple units into a single source
of energy can cover demands for heating and DHW for larger building or complex of several
buildings.

Fig. 3 Cogeneration unit with supply of heating water and hot domestic water.
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A further possibility is the use of waste heat to accumulate in the storage tanks, and its
subsequent use, if needs. In the Nordic countries, the use of waste heat necessary to ensure of the
right engine function. Heat is used for heating of intake air and in a case of engine shutdown for
maintaining the operating temperature for the purpose to avoid cold starts. With the similar
principle is already dealing automakers like BMW with their technology Efficient Dynamics.
Automakers already knows for a long time, that the heating of combustion engine in winter requires
more fuel and the engine also produces larger amounts of emissions. Thus the engine is warmer,
thus there is less friction and decreases consumption and CO2 emissions [2]. BMW engineers have
calculated that the warmed engine after start in the winter consumes about 10% less fuel than a cold
engine.
The heat exchanger which heats the fluids and shortens warm-up phase of the engine is already
commonly used in gasoline engines. The faster the heated oil in the gearbox and the engine is at
operating temperature, the lower the energy losses by friction and fuel consumption. For diesel
engines, BMW sees the potential saving in heating the interior. Modern units are already so
efficient that the waste heat from them is unable to heat cabin. Therefore, in vehicles with diesel
engines is started mounted auxiliary electric heater with 1000 W power, which in winter increases
fuel consumption by an average of 1 l per 100 km. In this regard can help heated interior by heat
exchanger. Attachments electric heaters will thus become superfluous. The heat exchanger, like in
gasoline engines may also participate in faster heating of diesel engine to operating temperature.

4. Heat exchanger
Device used for targeted transfer heat energy from the one heat medium to another one,
according to the second law of thermodynamics, is called a heat exchanger [3]. These facilities
include a large group and can be found in many sorts of systems without us realizing it. According
to the purpose and primarily according to the action, which takes place in the heat exchanger can be
divided into the condensers, evaporators, coolers, regenerative heat exchangers etc. Another
division is quite normal according to the method of heat transfer, ie whether there is contact
between the media etc.
Heat exchangers are divided into:
Recuperative - media are separated by a solid impermeable wall and not coming into contact
Regenerative - occurs periodically substituted flow heating and cooling media in the defined
area.
Contact - media come together for some time in contact without chemical reaction, and then
are separated.
Mixing - media are in a certain place mixed and continuing as a mixture.
The most commonly used type of heat exchanger is recuperative. This group primarily include
tubular and plate heat exchanger. From the point of view flow is the most common counter-flow
design, which results in better heat distribution than in parallel flow design.
4.1. Tube heat exchanger
In this type of exchanger, heat exchange takes place between the tube and the tubular-space.
Tubular space normally consists of pipes or tubes of circular cross section, but we can meet with
cross-sections of other shapes such as oval, square etc. To reduce the dimensional parameters of
tubular exchangers can use all sorts of ways to increase the area of the pipe from the side of the pipe
as well as the tubular space. For this purpose are used, for example ribs.
Tube heat exchangers can be divided according to the construction on:
With shaped tubes
With straight pipes
o Tube in tube
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o Tube in the shell
Design with shaped tubes represent different tube axis arranged in the shape of a helix, spiral
etc., located in the shell.

Fig. 4 Spiral tube heat exchanger.

Exchangers in design tube in tube are among the simplest device in the above category. It´s
occurred like dismountable and non-dismountable which are exclusively for pure thermal media.

Fig. 5 Shell & tube heat exchanger.

In general the tube exchanger with jacket is the most commonly used heat exchanger, where the
main structure consists of a tube bundle placed in the shell of a cylindrical shape. These exchangers
are manufactured at many different versions, depending on the configuration of inlet and outlet
orifices, pipes, construction attachment of different thermal dilatation of tubes and plastics etc. This
type of heat exchanger typically includes partitions that perform two basic functions. Arrestment of
tubes resulting in a reduction of bending and vibration and also primarily direct the flow of media
that is purposely altered to the cross-flow that increase the intensity of heat transfer. The system
also has the disadvantage that, with the inclusion of partitions create higher pressure drop.
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Fig. 6 Tube heat exchanger with baffles.

Tube heat exchangers are characterized by good heat resistance and affordable price. However,
their disadvantages are small compactness and high weight. The case of the pipes with small
diameter, in which is the aqueous medium dirty it´s expected gradual decrease of the cross-section
pipe up to its complete clogging.

Fig. 7 Real construction of tube heat exchanger with baffles.

4.2. Plate heat exchanger
Plate heat exchangers are based on a patent that has already been registered in 1878 by German
inventor Albrecht Dracke. This principle, when one liquid cooling another liquid and liquids are
flowing on both sides of group thin metal plates , became the basis for the construction of the heat
exchanger - commercial plate pasteurizer Alfa Laval.
For more than 130 years was plate heat exchangers developed and structurally modified to
devices that are used in thousands of different applications in all industries. Plate heat exchanger
was previously designed for heating and cooling of the milk, but now is commonly used for heating
and cooling in industrial processes and it is the basis of air-conditioning in buildings or it provides
heating of hot water for hundreds of millions of people.
This type of heat exchanger is characterized with a row lying plates which bear shaped
reinforcements create turbulence of heat transfer medium and enlarge the heat-conveying surface.
The heat transfer medium, as shown in the figure flows between the slabs of small thickness,
whereby the heat is transmitted between substances mainly convective. Plate heat exchangers can
be sorted into dismountable and non-dismountable. Non-dismountable exchangers are usually occur
in the brazing or welding design, which can also be used in case of the aggressive heat transfer
medium. For plate heat exchangers is a clear advantage of their higher performance per unit area,
therefore low weight and small size which is for the same performance about 5 times smaller than
in tubular heat exchangers. However, the benefits are offset by higher prices and demanding
production technology.
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Fig. 8 Plate heat exchanger.

Fig. 9 Fluid flow in plate heat exchanger.

5. Conclusion
Nowadays, everyone looking for ways to save the largest amount of funds. Hence arise
technology with which we can use energy from waste heat for other applications. Exhaust gas heat
exchangers are increasingly appearing in conjunction with stationary combustion engines and
automotive industries. Use of this technology to many manufacturers interesting solution as fuel
economy and reduce emissions. The rate of fuel savings and overall efficiency of the plant will
require yet another survey, which I will dedicate next steps in my work.
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Abstract. The article describes construction of primary circuit, its features and technical layout. VVER
reactors are special design of Pressurized Water Reactors with some particular design features. VVER
reactors are the most frequently build reactor type in the world, proposed and build by Rosatom. Beside this,
we can also notice reactors EPR (European pressured reactor) proposed and build by Areva. Basically
primary circuit consists from Reactor, Main circulating piping (MCP), steam generator, main circulating
pump, main closure valve and pressurized system. Besides primary circuit there are auxiliary system and
safety system for safe operation. Nowadays build reactors are defined as III+ generation with advanced
technology.
Keywords: VVER 440/ 213, Reactor, Main pump, Steam generator, Pressured system, Main valve,
Parameters, Primary circuit.

1. Introduction
VVER-type reactor development was started by OKB “GIDROPRESS” in 1955. The first
reactor of 210 MW (el.) power was commissioned at Unit I of Novovoronezh NPP (NV NPP) in
1964. A number of basic engineering solutions developed for the first VVER were of original
character and most of them became traditional features for subsequent VVER generations. Such
solutions included the following [1, 2]:
A hexagonal grid for the arrangement of fuel assemblies (FAs) in the reactor core and
accordingly the shape of fuel assemblies is hexahedral; the fuel rods in fuel assembly are
arranged in triangular grid,
Zirconium–niobium alloy is used as the material for fuel rod claddings,
Possibility to transport all large-sized equipment by railway to enable a complete
manufacturing process under factory conditions,
High-strength alloyed carbon steel, which is serviceable in high neutron radiation fluxes, is
used as the reactor vessel material,
The bottom part of reactor vessel, which has no nozzles or any other holes, contains the core,
The reactor vessel is manufactured of solid-forged shells without longitudinal welds,
CPS (control and protection system) drives, outlets of temperature and power control systems
are arranged on the removable upper head unit of the reactor,
An original design of horizontal type steam generators with a tube sheet in the form of two
cylindrical heads,
Austenitic stainless steel is used as the material of steam generator HX tubes.

2. VVER 440 Primary circuit design description
The VVER 440 primary circuit consists of subsystems, which are described below. The main
subsystems are:
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Reactor Vessel and Internals,
Reactor coolant system,
Main Gate Valve,
Reactor Coolant Pump,
Steam Generator PGV -4.
The model and parameters of the primary circuit are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. VVER 440/213 primary circuit 3D model and parameters. Source: http://www.tesnet.cz/en/sluzby-inzenyrskemodelovani.php.

2.1 Reactor Vessel and Internals
The VVER reactor vessel design is based on meeting the following requirements:
Proven materials and structures,
Complete manufacture of the vessel with workshop testing included,
Possibility of vessel transport by railway,
Possibility of vessel in-service inspection.
The vessel is made of heat-resistant chromium–molybdenum steel of Grade 15Kh2MFA. The
steel and the welding materials were chosen from the results of numerous analyses of mechanical
properties, the absence of susceptibility to brittle fracture, the absence of thermal embrittlement,
durability, and irradiation resistance. The steel was proven in manufacturing and it has been used in
the fabrication of all VVER 440 reactor vessels (Fig. 2).
The upper cylindrical part of V-230 reactor vessel has 5 inlet and 5 outlet Dnom 500 nozzles for
coolant to flow and one Dnom 100 nozzle for pressure-measurement pulse tubes and level gauge.
The Dnom 500 nozzles are located in two rows away from the area of maximum neutron irradiation.
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Four Dnom 250 nozzles were additionally included in the design for the V-213 reactor vessel for the
application of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS). Two nozzles of this diameter are placed
in each row of Dnom 500 nozzles.

Fig. 2. Reactor V-230 (left), 1 - Top head, 2 – protective tube unit, 3 - Core barrel, 4-ERC assembly, 5 - working
assembly, 6 - Vessel, 7 – Core barrel bottom. Reactor V-213 (right), 1 – ERC drive, 2 – Top head unit, 3 – Protective
tube unit, 4 – intermediate rod, 5 – Core barrel, 6 – Reactor core, 7 – Reactor vessel, 8 – Core barrel bottom.

2.2 Reactor coolant system
Under normal operating conditions both V-230 and V-213 reactor types are cooled by six
circulation loops of the main coolant pipeline (MCP). The pipelines are located in an airtight
compartment around reactor concrete cavity (fig. 3). Each circulation loop is welded to the inlet and
outlet nozzles of reactor vessel. The pipelines contain a reactor coolant pump (RCP) and a steam
generator connected by Dnom 500 pipelines. The pipelines are made of stainless steel
(05Kh18N19T).
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Fig. 3. Circulation loop 1 of reactor V – 213, MGV – Main Gate Valve, RCP – Reactor coolant pump.

2.3 Main Gate Valve
There is an annular shoulder on the internal surface of the vessel, which is located between the
rows of nozzles that separate the inlet and outlet coolant flows (fig. 4). The shoulder allows the
alignment of the core barrel with respect to the vessel. Corrosion-resistant cladding of internal
surface was only applied to the area of vessel-to-top head joint in the first V-230 reactor vessels (6
vessels). All other vessels were covered with corrosion-resistant cladding all over the internal
surface.

Fig. 4. Main gate valve.
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2.4 Reactor Coolant Pump
Reactor plants of the V-230 type are featured with centrifugal one-stage vertical pumps of the
packless type with an integrated electric drive of type GCN-310. The pumps (RCP) are used in the
primary coolant circuit (fig. 5). Such leakproof pumps have been proved to be highly reliable with
no leaks of radioactive primary water and they are simple in operation. Disadvantages of these
pumps include low efficiency due to the high electromagnetic losses on sealing metal partition of
electric motor and a small inertia coastdown in the case of the loss of power. Note that with reactor
plants of the type V-230, the coastdown of four RCPs in case of loss of power together with
coastdown of the turbine generators, power supply to these RCPs is provided by the terminals of the
station service generator located on one shaft with the main generator. Reactor plant V-213 is
featured with pumps of GCN-317 having mechanical sealing of the shaft, equipped with
flywheels.The pump of GCN 317 is equipped with antireversing mechanism.

Fig. 5. Reactor Coolant Pumps and its parameters.

2.4 Steam Generator PGV -4
The basic structural feature of VVER steam generator is the horizontal arrangement of the
cylindrical vessel, the submerged heating tube bundle, the cylindrical vertical collectors of the
tubes, natural circulation of the boiler water, and an integrated steam separation system (fig. 6).
Tube bundle consists of 5,146 stainless tubes with the outer diameter of 16 mm and wall thickness
of 1,4 mm. The entire heat exchange surface is equal to 2,570 m2.
The important advantage of horizontal steam generators is that there is a large water inventory
in the secondary circuit. This large water volume provides favorable inertial characteristics for the
whole of the reactor plant under transient and accident processes, thereby essentially enhancing its
safety.
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Fig. 6. Steam generator PGV -4 and its parameters.

3. Conclusion
Nowadays energetic field faces to chose main direction in matter to keep stable global energetic
balance. Of course with considering environmental issues not just during operation of plant but also
during construction and later on decommissioning. All of us very well know about CO2 reduction
and which source of energy is considered as main pollutant, but we still need stable sources of
energy for our homes and industry. However renewable energy is now in main discussion in EU
countries. But here it appears that we have problems to keep transmission line in balance and to
direct flow of energy via countries [3].
This article just in short shows some basic features of nuclear power plant and its process
criteria. It is one of possibility to produce big amount of energy. Yes, in this matter is necessary to
talk about safety, big CAPEX and nuclear fuel storage what is really long term issue basically issue
for our generation. In the face of all there are still plans to be finished (Mochovce, Olkiluoto, etc.)
and build (Hanhikivi 1) new power plants. It is just to believe in new technology and implemented
improved, independent, redundant safety system and we can discover the way of synergy between
nuclear power and renewable energy source.
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Abstract. This article deals with the comparison of properties of two coating with same chemical
composition (50% WC and 50% Cu), but different coating treatment, which can be used for contact surfaces
of anchoring system of geothermal borehole autonomous device called Plasmabit. The main object of our
investigations was the coefficient of friction between tribological pair consisting of coating – friction body
and wear resistance of WC-Cu (tungsten carbide - copper) coatings. These data are very important for the
next phase of development of the autonomous devices which are able to operate in deep geothermal borehole
with high temperatures and pressures. The choice of suitable material and its surface treatment are key
factors for force generation and expected lifetime of Plasmabit’s anchoring system.
Keywords: Plasmabit, Anchoring system, Wear resistant coatings, Coefficient of friction.

1. Introduction
The price of geothermal boreholes grows exponentially with the depth when using current
drilling methods. New technologies promising lower prices are currently being researched. One of
the most promising technologies is high energy electric plasma, the technology which is compatible
with liquid environments. This technology is directly integrated into Plasmabit – innovative device
developed by company GA Drilling and promising linear price growth with the depth. It is
autonomous system capable of its own movement in the borehole and the device itself consists of
many subsystems such as system for movement and anchoring, system for rock disintegration
(Plasmatron), control and management systems. Electric energy, cooling and technological water
are supplied from the surface. Plasmabit should be able to work at pressures up to 100MPa and
temperatures up to 360°C. Simplified 3D model of Plasmabit with basic principle of anchoring
system can be seen on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Plasmabit – main parts and principle of anchoring system.
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GA Drilling cooperates with Faculty of mechanical engineering of University of Žilina on the
project “Autonomous robust mechatronic systems for ultra-deep geothermal boreholes” dealing
with the design of Plasmabit´s movement-anchoring system. This system allows Plasmabit to move
axially in the irregularly shaped borehole with deviation of borehole from vertical axis. In order to
anchor Plasmabit to the surface of the borehole, anchoring elements are pushed against the surface
of the borehole until the normal force of required magnitude is generated.

Fig. 2. Anchoring module of Plasmabit with enlarged anchoring element.

Anchoring elements will operate under high pressure and high temperature and will be exposed
to high abrasive wear due to the contact with the surface of the borehole and also because of sharp
small size particles which are produced during plasma rock disintegration process and later become
part of drilling fluid. Therefore the choice of the material with suitable coating is decisive factor
from the perspective of a lifetime and also for the value of the coefficient of friction between the
anchoring element and the surface of the borehole.
The coatings with different mechanical properties than the substrate itself can be interesting
option because of increased hardness, higher coefficient of friction and decreased price. Currently
we are experimenting with WC-Cu coatings with different content of WC and Cu. These coatings
can be used in the applications requiring high wear resistance and high coefficient of friction such
as rock grinders. An electro-spark deposition (ESD) was used to deposit the coating to the surface.
The deposition of the coating is achieved by an electrical circuit, which generates sparks between
the electrode and the substrate. Electrical pulses of high frequency and high direct current between
the electrode (anode) and substrate (cathode) release very hot micro-particles of electrode material,
resulting in continuous micro-welding coating on the work-piece surface. The attributes of WC-Cu
coating can be altered by subsequent laser treatment.

2. Samples, measurement devices and conditions
Linear tribometer which is available at Department of design and mechanical elements was
used for the evaluation of surface properties of different coatings. This tribometer works on ball-onflat principle and can reproduce loads similar to those expected in real life conditions. The
tribological pair for every test consists of the samples made of carbon steel C45 with coating
consisting of 50% WC and 50% Cu which is deposited onto its upper surface and grade 14 109
(according to STN) steel ball with5 mm diameter and hardness of 58 HRC which corresponds to the
hardness of granite. Steel is more suitable for the task because of its exact material properties and
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the integrity of the material. Granite on the other hand is susceptible to cracks and disintegration
during the process and has different material characteristic depending on exact material
composition.
It was impossible for the samples to have exact size and shape as is shown on Fig. 2 because
there are certain limitations within the design of the tribometer. Two 50% WC – 50% Cu samples
with dimensions of 30 x 70 x 4 mm were used during experiment. Figure 3 shows surface structure
of coating a) deposited by the ESD and of coating b) deposited by the ESD with laser treatment.
The Nd:YAG laser (impulse mode), model BLS 720 was used. The sample was modified by using
the following parameters: spot diameter d = 0.7 mm, power P = 60 W, laser beam velocity v = 250
mm/min, nozzle-workpiece distance f = 6 mm, pulse duration ti = 0.4 ms, pulse repetition frequency
f = 50 Hz, beam shift jump S = 0.4 mm, nitrogen gas shield Q = 25 l/min.

a)
Fig. 3. Coatings used in experiment.

b)

The surface structure of both coatings is very different. ESD deposited coating has very uneven
surface structure. There are certain areas with higher copper content which are visible as rough
circles. The laser treatment led to the homogenization of chemical composition of the coating,
structure refinement, and crystallization of phases supersaturated due to the occurrence of
temperature gradients and high cooling rate. Previous research conducted by Norbert Radek
indicates that laser treatment refined the structure and some microcracks disappeared. However, 9%
decrease in the Vickers microhardness occurred and average value of the coefficient of friction
slightly decreased after laser treatment.
The most important part of our research is to measure the coefficient of friction for given
tribological pairs in order to compare and evaluate coatings and determine whether these coatings
are suitable for anchoring elements or not. Friction force FN between the coating and steel ball is
given by following equation:
FT = FN . µ
(1)
where FN is normal force and µ represents coefficient of friction. Normal force is generated by the
weight applied to the tip with steel ball and friction force is measured with tensometric sensor
which is installed directly in the tribometer.
2.1. Experiment conditions
Experiment conditions such as laboratory temperature (20 °C), humidity and material of steel
ball were the same for every experiment. The load for every test was determined according to given
parameters and was constant during our experiments, values of 1N, 5N and 10N were used. Time
for each test was chosen according to the overall length of tribological track with value of 100
meters (1000 cycles) or 500 meters (5000 cycles).
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3. Results
The parameters used for tribological tests on 50% WC + 50% Cu coating are listed in table 1.
There were 5 different tests performed on this sample, each corresponding to different track.
Track
1
2
3
4
5

Load
[N]
1
5
10
5
10

Distance
[m]
100
100
100
500
500

Cycles
[1]
1000
1000
1000
5000
5000

Mass [g]
Before
56.5193
56.5192
56.5189
56.5179
56.5167

After
56.5192
56.5189
56.5179
56.5167
56.5159

Tab. 1. Tribological test parameters for ESD deposited coating 50% WC + 50% Cu.

The parameters used for tribological tests on 50% WC + 50% Cu coating with laser treatment
are listed in table 2. The mass of the sample was evaluated after every test in order to measure its
wear.
Track
1
2
3
4
5

Load
[N]
1
5
10
5
10

Distance
[m]
100
100
100
500
500

Cycles
[1]
1000
1000
1000
5000
5000

Mass [g]
Before
56.1478
56.1474
56.1469
56.1453
56.1434

Tab. 2. Tribological test parameters for ESD deposited coating 50% WC + 50% Cu with laser treatment.

Fig. 4. Comparison of ESD deposited coatings used in 100 meter tests.
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We decided to divide the results to two separate graphs because of different length of the tests.
The coefficient of friction as a function of time for both samples with tribological track length of
100 m is shown on Fig. 4. The loads 1N, 5N and 10N used for the tests on both samples are listed
here. The coefficient of friction has growing tendency for all tests, starting at 0.2 and rising to
values over 0.75 after 6000 seconds. Many tests showed that value of the coefficient of friction
started to be constant after reaching 5000 seconds. The highest value of 0.85 was reached by 1N
load on 50% WC + 50% Cu sample with laser treatment. By comparing test results with
corresponding loads it is clear that laser treated sample achieved lower values of the coefficient of
friction. There is only one exception – 1N load. Situation was different here because the sample
with laser treatment reached higher value of the coefficient of friction.

Fig. 5. Comparison of ESD deposited coatings used in 500 meter tests.

The coefficient of friction as a function of time for both samples with tribological track length
of 500 m can be seen on Fig. 5. The growing tendency of the coefficient of friction was observed
for all tests, starting at 0.2 and rising to values over 0.69 after 30000 seconds. The tests performed
on the sample with laser treatment showed that value of the coefficient of friction become constant
after reaching approximately 20000 seconds. The tests done on sample without laser treatment have
slightly rising tendency even after reaching 30000 seconds. The highest value of 0.82 was reached
by 5N load on 50% WC + 50% Cu sample without laser treatment. By comparing test results with
corresponding loads it is clear that the sample without laser treatment achieved higher values of the
coefficient of friction.
The samples were weighted after every test which means we can compare results and determine
whether the coating is wear resistant of not. Wear process occurred on both samples and material
loss due to wear reached values no higher than 2.2 milligrams for 500 m tests. The values lower
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than 1.6 milligrams were obtained during short tests. Wear rate was always lower on the coating
without laser treatment.
Wear of steel balls used in our tests was also evaluated. Wear rate of all steel balls was higher
for the coating without laser treatment. Steel balls used for 10N and 100 meter test are on Fig. 6.
The ball a) corresponds to the coating without laser treatment while b) was used on laser treated
coating.

a)
Fig. 6. Steel balls used in 10N and 100m test.

b)

4. Conclusion
Both coatings (with and without laser treatment) achieved very high coefficient of friction
which makes these coatings suitable for use as the coatings for anchoring elements. By comparing
both coating it is clear that the coating without laser treatment reached higher coefficient of friction
by 5 to 9%. As far as wear is concerned wear rate is much higher for the coating with laser
treatment by 60 to 200% depending on length and load used during our tests. That means that 50%
WC + 50% Cu coating without laser treatment is more wear resistant than laser treated coating.
When wear resistance and coefficient of friction are taken into account, the coating without laser
treatment is more suitable for our purposes.
More experiments will be performed in the near future. We are planning to evaluate the impact
of different content of main components in WC-Cu coatings on wear resistance and on coefficient
of friction as these coatings clearly show great promise for our application.
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Abstract. Computer modelling and simulation tools are nowadays widely used in the field of a rail vehicle
design. These virtual reality tools allow to perform static analyses of rail vehicle parts and dynamic analyses
of a rail vehicle multibody system. The finite element method is are most commonly used for static analyses
and the multibody system dynamics is used for dynamic analyses Dynamic analyses performing is mainly
necessary in the field of rail vehicle design. The goal of this paper is an implementation of flexible bodies
into the rail vehicle multibody system. The implementation of flexible bodies into the rail vehicle multibody
system allows extending the using of simulations, especially for an assessment of an influence of flexible
bodies on running properties of the rail vehicle.
Keywords: Multibody system dynamics, Rail vehicle, Computer modelling, Flexible bodies.

1. Introduction
Rail vehicle production composes number of parts. First it is the design phase, then the
development phase and the optimisation phase, further the production of a rail vehicle, the
verification and validation of a rail vehicle and finally the commissioning of a rail vehicle.
Computer software allows performing complex simulations. Thus, shorter development periods and
rising requirements like durability, efficiency or mass reduction which intensifies the usage of
lightweight structures demand precise simulations. In this way costly experiments and prototypes
can be reduced using computer aided simulations.

2. Formulations of flexible multibody system dynamics
Dynamic behaviour and properties of rail vehicle are described by means of the multibody
system dynamics. The standard multibody system of a rail vehicle is composed of rigid elements
which are connected by ideal joints, coupling elements, contact elements and force elements. In the
field of rail vehicle dynamics the phenomena of the contact between a wheel and a rail enters into
account.

Fig. 1. The workflow of creating flexible bodies.

The MBS with flexible bodies has to be applied for applications of the rail vehicle dynamics
where the deformations of the bodies have to be considered
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Flexible bodies are introduced into the multibody system of rail vehicle by using of the finite
element method. The reduction of the linear flexible degrees of freedom is the principal step for an
efficient simulation of a flexible multibody system of a rail vehicle [9]. The Fig. 1 gives an
overview of the workflow when working with flexible bodies in MBS software.
2.1. Figures and Tables
There are several methods for the kinematic description of the motion of the flexible bodies
that are subjected to large displacements.
It is implemented in several commercial software as well as research general purpose
multibody computer software.

Fig. 2 Representation of the flexible body kinematic.

In this approach, two sets of coordinates are used to describe the configuration of the flexible
bodies – one set describing the location and orientation of a selected body coordinate system and
second is to separate the motion of the body into a large nonlinear motion of the reference frame
and a small linear elastic deformation with respect to the reference frame.
In this description, the global position on the flexible body I can be written as:

r i = Ri + Ai ( uoi + u if ) ;

(1)

where all the vectors that appear in this equation are shown in Fig. 2. and Ai is the transformation
matrix for defining the orientation of the body coordinate system with respect to the global
coordinate system.
Using the dynamic description introduced above, the principle of virtual work in dynamics of
Lagrange’s equation can be used to systematically develop the dynamic equation of motion of the
flexible bodies that undergo large reference displacements. In the floating frame of reference
formulation, the equations of motion are formulated in terms of a coupled set of reference and
flexible coordinates. In case of using the floating frame of reference formulation approach, the
equations of motion of a flexible body in the multibody system of rail vehicle can be written in the
general form:
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M i &&yi + K i yi = qei + qvi + qci ;

(2)

where M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, y, &&
y are vectors of the coordinates,
accelerations, qe is vector of externally applied forces and qv is the vector of Coriolis forces and
centrifugal forces and qc is the vector of the constraint forces. The equations of motion of the
multibody system can be expressed as:
&& + Ky = qe + qv + qc .
My
(3)
The vector of coordinates y can be partitioned:
T

y =  y Tr , y Tf  ;

(4)

where subscripts r and f refer, respectively, to reference and flexible coordinates. Using the
equation (4), the equation of motion of the flexible multibody system are:
 M rr
M
 fr

M rf   &&yr  0
+
M ff   &&y f  0

0   ( qe )r   ( qv )r   ( qc )r 
=
+
+
.
K ff  ( qe ) f  ( qv ) f  ( qc ) f 

(5)

The floating frame of reference formulation leads to a highly nonlinear mass matrix as the result
of the inertia coupling between the reference motion and the elastic deformation. On the other hand,
the stiffness matrix is the same as the stiffness matrix used in the structural dynamics due the fact
that the flexible coordinates are defined with respect to the coordinate system of the body.

3. Process of flexible body creation for multibody system dynamics
In the field of flexible multibody system of rail vehicle it is needed to perform reduction of a
flexible body. Flexible body creation and flexible body reduction includes three main operations:
1) creating the finite element model of rail vehicle component,
2) import the finite element model into the software for a multibody system dynamics,
3) creating the flexible multibody system of the rail vehicle.
Before the import the finite element model of rail vehicle component into the multibody
software it is necessary to perform reducing degrees of freedom of the finite element model of rail
vehicle component. Reduction of the finite element model consists of several phases:
setting up location of the interface nodes; the interface nodes allow connecting the flexible
body to each other in the multibody system of a rail vehicle,
connecting the interface nodes with the flexible body structure,
defining the coupling nodes as retained nodes,
and finally defining the retained degrees of freedom [18].
When the finite element model of the rail vehicle component is reduced, it is possible
generating the input files, which is required for multibody software. This file contains all necessary
information about flexibility and properties of selected rail vehicle component. Once the input data
of flexible body are imported into the multibody software, it is possible apply to the flexible body
joints, constraints, force elements etc. Deformations of the flexible body are caused by these
boundary conditions and loads [15].
In this paper is introduced creation of the finite element model of the bogie frame. It is the
bogie frame Y25, which is the most commonly used for the freight rail vehicle in the Central and
Eastern Europe [19, 20, 21].
The procedure of the flexible rail vehicle component preparation consists of several parts.
Firstly we have to be created the 3D model of a rail vehicle component. This model can be imported
into finite element method software (Fig.4), where we can create a mesh, perform modal analyses,
analyses of flexible component behaviour and also reduction of the rail vehicle component. Than
the flexible body can be used for implementation of flexible body into multibody dynamic model of
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rail vehicle [14, 22]. For the reduction of the flexible body the definition of interface nodes is
required. Interfaces nodes are defined in those locations where the other components of the bogie
and body of freight wagon are mounted to the bogie frame. There are locations on axle guides, on
the centre pivot and on side bearers. Interface nodes on axle guides serve to the interconnection
with axle boxes and interface nodes on the centre pivots and side bearers allow interconnection
between the bogie and body of wagon
Example of the interface node is shown in Fig. 4. Interface node is coupled with nodes from the
finite element mesh by using is shown the detail of interface node (INode) and relevant constraint
equation created on the friction surface of the axle guide. In this interface node are defined friction
forces between the bogie frame and the axlebox in the multibody system of the freight wagon.

Fig. 3 Finite element model of bogie frame in Ansys.

Fig. 4 Interface node on the centre pivot of the bogie frame.

When the flexible component of a freight wagon will be imported into the multibody software,
will be created a flexible multibody system of a freight wagon. Such flexible multibody system will
provide an advantage, that it will be perform simulation, which bring a better evaluation of the rail
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vehicle properties. Multibody dynamics in which is considered a flexibility of body allow to
perform such simulations which better confirm real vehicle behaviour under operational conditions.

4. Conclusion
The aim of this article was described options for using the multibody dynamics for simulation
of a rail vehicle including a flexible component. There are described the most commonly used
approach to the reduction of the flexible body. Including the flexible bodies into multibody system
dynamics simulations of a rail vehicle running provide advanced opportunities for evaluation of rail
vehicle properties, also stress in the structure of the rail vehicle components under real operational
conditions.
Railway-Educational Centre of Rail Vehicles (VVCKV)
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Abstract. The article deals with the description of diagnostic device used on Department of Design and
Mechanical Elements at University of Žilina in Žilina which has been developed in order to measure,
diagnose and evaluate faults of gearboxes with toothed gears by vibrodiagnostics. Recent measurements of
artificially created and damaged gearboxes are described in this article. The last chapter is dedicated to
comparison of two different vibrodiagnostic methods – SKF method and SPM method. The comparison was
made to verify all our previously measured data by SKF method and technique and also to directly compare
the results of both diagnostic methods used for one gearbox.
Keywords: Vibrodiagnostics, Frequency, Operational damage.

1. Introduction and description of diagnostic device
Vibrodiagnostic is considered to be one of most progressive maintenance methods. It offers
possibilities to diagnose status and conditions of devices while they are fully operational [1].
Diagnostic device has been constructed on Department of Design and Mechanical Elements in order
to measure and evaluate faults of components by analyzing frequency spectra of gearboxes (Fig. 1).
Laboratory research primarily aims at diagnostic of damaged gears of planetary gearboxes.

Fig. 1. Diagnostic device used on Department of Design and Mechanical Elements for diagnostic of planetary
gearboxes faults (left) and placement of vibration sensors (right).

Diagnostic device consists of one 15 kW electromotor controlled by a phase shifter, two
planetary gearboxes type A2000 mounted in series and also one dynamometer. Components are
coupled together by cardan shafts. Diagnostic device is supplemented with noncontact sensors
HBM T10F for RMP and torque measurement. Gearbox A 2000 is planetary gearbox with two
planetary gearings with spur involute gears [2].
Diagnostic apparatus was purchased from SKF and it contains six acceleration sensors with
resolution of 100 mV/g, on–line diagnostic unit IMx-S and PC equipped with @ptitude analyst
software. Both frequency analysis and envelope method for signal processing are used to determine
gearbox faults.
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Gearbox A2000 was tested for fault response at 1470±10 RPM. Input shaft can rotate both
clockwise and anticlockwise according to current needs.

2. Previous measurements
The first step for our research was to collect data from undamaged gearbox. After all data were
analyzed and evaluated, we could create artificial damage on measured gearbox. Sun gear of the
first planetary gearing was the first to be damaged.
The first damage to be measured was notch on face area of one tooth of sun gear. This type of
damage was created in order to create significant vibration response in frequency spectrum of
vibrations of whole gearbox and this type of damage was identified easily. After all necessary data
were measured and fault response was identified in spectra of vibrations velocity (filter 3), small
pitting damage was made on the opposite surface of already damaged tooth. The response of pitting
in frequency spectrum was not as significant as it was in the case of notch damage, but it could be
clearly seen and easily identified.
As the experiment continued, we extended small pitting to the half of teeth of sun gear and later
to every tooth. Area affected by pitting of damaged teeth extended to 40 – 50 % of teeth surface
with this operation and data were measured. The gearbox was disassembled and artificially
damaged sun gear was replaced by sun gear damaged by real pitting on the half of its teeth. The
gearbox was assembled once again and measurements were made in order to compare artificial and
real pitting. Comparison of our data showed that responses for artificial and real pitting were very
similar which also confirmed correctness of our measurement method.
The last of measured faults was damage of sun gear by removing one of its teeth. 50 % of tooth
material was removed for the first phase and later whole tooth was removed. The damage in the
form of another notch, this time on the surface of one tooth of planet gear, was added and
measurements were made.

3. Comparative measurements between two different methods
Comparative measurements were made in cooperation with vibrodiagnostic specialists from
SPM Instrument s.r.o. SPM HD and SPM Spectrum methods were used to examine currents status
of the gearbox. Gearbox was damaged by missing tooth and pitting on sun gear and notch type
damage was made on satellite gear.

Fig. 2. Damaged sun gear with one missing tooth.

Frequency spectre measured by SPM HD method is shown on Fig. 3. Teeth frequency of
damaged gear (54.976 Hz) and its harmonic frequencies within spectre are marked by numbers. Fig.
10 contains data measured by enveloped accelerations method filter 3 where teeth frequency and its
harmonic frequencies of damaged gear (55 Hz) are also marked by numbers. Spectra on both
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figures are very similar with small difference of amplitude magnitude for 6th, 7th and 8th harmonic
frequency because these harmonic frequencies have much lower amplitudes with enveloped
accelerations method.

Fig. 3. Frequency spectrum measured by SPM HD method.

Fig. 4. Frequency spectrum measured by enveloped accelerations method (SKF).

Vibrations velocity frequency spectrum obtained by SPM Spectrum method can be seen on Fig.
5. Spectrum shape is very similar with SKF methods in direct comparison (Fig. 6), difference is in
amplitude magnitudes. Spectra on both figures have highlighted amplitudes of lateral band with the
delta of teeth frequency of damaged sun gear (55 Hz) and amplitude of lateral band of gear contact
frequency of first planetary gearing which has high value of amplitude dominating whole spectrum.

Fig. 5. Frequency spectrum of vibrations velocity measured by SPM Spectrum method.
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Fig. 6. Frequency spectrum of vibrations velocity measured by SKF diagnostic methods.

It is necessary to mention that influence of damaged planet gear has not been detected neither
in vibrations velocity spectrum and neither in enveloped accelerations spectrum.

4. Conclusion
Comparative measurements between two different methods, one by SKF and another by SPM
proved that these techniques are very similar and we were able to confirm correctness of previously
measured data. Based on comparison of both methods, we can confirm that fault response in
frequency spectrum is almost exactly the same even when different signal processing method is
used. These results confirm that all measured data so far are correct and can be applied for industrial
measurements.
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Abstract. The paper deals with computer-aided analysis of failure modes and effects of the selected vehicle
subsystem. It describes the construction of subsystem, its individual components and defines the various
parameters. Limits values of wear and damage of the subsystem in operation, having a significant impact on
the safety of rail operations are presented. The results obtained from FMEA is developed in the program 6.5
APIS for the causes and consequences of failures Besides the depiction of FMEA data in standardized form
sheets, informative graphs and statistics can support your presentations. Critical parts are determined and
measures to mitigate the effects of failures are prosed.
Keywords: Maintenance, Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), Critical parts.

1. Introduction
The FME(C)A is a design tool used to systematically analyze postulated component failures
and identify the resultant effects on system operations. The analysis is sometimes characterized as
consisting of two sub-analyses, the first being the failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), and
the second, the criticality analysis (CA). Successful development of an FMEA requires that the
analyst include all significant failure modes for each contributing element or part in the system.
FMEAs can be performed at the system, subsystem, assembly, subassembly or part level. The
FMECA should be a living document during development of a hardware design. It should be
scheduled and completed concurrently with the design. If completed in a timely manner, the
FMECA can help guide design decisions. The usefulness of the FMECA as a design tool and in the
decision-making process is dependent on the effectiveness and timeliness with which design
problems are identified. Timeliness is probably the most important consideration. In the extreme
case, the FMECA would be of little value to the design decision process if the analysis is performed
after the hardware is built. While the FMECA identifies all part failure modes, its primary benefit is
the early identification of all critical and catastrophic subsystem or system failure modes so they
can be eliminated or minimized through design modification at the earliest point in the development
effort; therefore, the FMECA should be performed at the system level as soon as preliminary design
information is available and extended to the lower levels as the detail design progresses [6].

2. FMEA
When analyzing the possible failures and their causes all data are stored in the database,
depending on whether the proposal or process is evaluated. Five successive steps are performed
during the analysis:
1. Elements and Systems.
2. Functional structure and function of a system.
3. Analysis of possible failures, their causes and possible consequences. Assessment of their
significance and likelihood of occurrence, as well as the possibility of detection the failure.
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4. Risk Assessment (RPN), consideration of consequences types.
5. Optimization, setting priorities for corrective actions and evaluation of their effectiveness.
Following example is used or showing you a practical example of FMEA analysis. The bogie is
Y25 bogie for two-axle freight wagons – it corresponds to UIC 510 regulation. The bogie can be
designed for a maximum speed of 100 km/h (22.5 tons axle load) or 120 km/h (20.0 tons axle load).
The main parts of the running gear are:
1. wheelsets,
2. the axle bearings,
3. wheelsets guidance,
4. suspension,
5. bogie frame [6].

3. Network structures of freight bogie by FMEA
In the production structure is based on knowledge of equipment whose structure we want to
create. The system consists of individual elements of the system which is to describe a structural
context hierarchically grouped into the system.
The first step is the creation of the system structure. It is also necessary to establish the
elements of the structure and their functions and failures. Then we can create function networks and
failure networks. It is important that a list of all possible or potential modes of failure of the system
was drawn up - this is the basis of FMEA [2, 5].

Fig. 1. Model of freight bogie Y25 [1].

Wheel profile wear are arisen on wheelsets, wheel flange wear and breaks. Grooves and
clapped locations on the circumference of the shaft axle deeper than the 0.54 mm, inside distance
between wheels with larger difference than ± 3mm from the face value are disallowed. In Tab.1
some critical parts of wheelsets are shown.
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Failures of wheelset
Excessive radial wear of a wheel profile

Causes

Measures

Dynamic and thermal
stress of a wheel

The excessive radial wear of wheel profile is
removed by means of the wheel profile lathe
turning, if the monoblock have the sufficient
thickness yet. The monoblock is rejected,
when the ultrasonic flaw detection confirms
the break which is expanding into the
monoblock under the allowable value.

Sticked materials are
produced because the
material from rails or
brake block is sticked
to the tread

Sticked materials are produced because the
material from rails or brake block is sticked to
the tread.

Fatigue effect

The wheel profile of the monoblock is lathe
turned. The wheel profile has to be up to the
V99/1 standard. Limited dimensions of the
wheel profile are checked.

Stuck material on a wheel profile

Crumbled material on the tread

Tab. 1 Example of critical parts of wheelset [1].

Each element of the system is in the system, independently of the structural arrangements
different functions, respectively tasks. For the performance of the functions of one system
components are typically needed as the function of other elements of the system.

Fig. 2. Example of function network for boogie frame and failure network for axle [5].
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For each element examined in the system, it is necessary to create function network and failure
network. The next step is a risk assessment. Values of probability, severity and detectability are
entered (Fig.2).
The example of FMEA analysis can be seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 View of the freight bogie structure with the structure of function and failures networks [1].

4. Risk assessment
The next step of FMEA is risk assessment. It is based on a compilation of forms, resulting in
the knowledge of the risk of failure. This risk assessment is a measure of the consequences of
failures.
The risk assessment of the system is assigned at the design and planning of the available
measures to reduce their occurrence and detection. The measure of this evaluation is an indicator –
RPN – level of risk/priority, which consists of three factors:
S – the importance of the seriousness of the occurrence of failure causes
O – the probability of occurrence of failure causes,
D – the probability of detection of failure causes, or it´s result
These elements S, O a D can take any value from 1 to 10, where the level of risk is expressed
by their mathematical product [2, 5].
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Fig. 4 Form of risk assessment for axel.

Proposal of detection measures
In the proposed preventive maintenance, two methods to detect failures – visual inspection and
defectoscopy are proposed. The role of the visual inspection is based on more frequent intervals by
visual inspection to avoid unexpected failures that could have consequences in the loss of human
life or in removal of the air brake system from operation. The role of the defectoscopy is based on a
more frequent interval using the defectoscopy for preventing accidental failures that are not
detectable by visual inspection.
Proposal of preventive measures
In FMEA analysis, it was fond that it is appropriate to change all intervals of control
components after running 200 000 km or 300 000 km, depending on the component, thus the
current maintenance system will be more expensive but minimizes the risk of failures and the
consequences associated with them.
Analysis of differences
In Fig.5 we can see that there was a significant reduction in RPN values on proposed detection
methods, as well as preventive measures. RPN values for the first stage of the preventive
maintenance are in the range from 400 to 180. RPN values range from 80 to 32 when we use
preventive measures.
The green columns in the figure represent RPN values for individual components and welldefined cause failures when we use the first level of the preventive maintenance [3, 5].

Fig. 5 The cause of failures [1].
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4. Conclusion
From economical point of view, it is important to prevent a single failure by detecting the
failure in time on the bogie. This is possible by using the diagnostic tool, whose task is to detect
internal cracks and damage. Another way how to detect damage on the individual components is by
carrying out planned preventative inspections. Their main role is to inspect parts that are most
stressed when driving after passing the specific number of kilometers, or a specified time period.
The strategic task of the diagnostic system is to replace the current methodology according to
schedule of vehicles maintenance with more convenient methodology according to the actual
functional situation and the actual technical state, or to create an optimum combination of schedule
and according to the actual situation.
The aim of introducing the diagnosis and the automatic diagnosis of vehicles is increasing the
actual availability of vehicles, increase their reliability and operational safety, improve the quality
and efficiency of maintenance and repair industry through control and decision-making activities.
Objectification is increased with the level of automation of diagnostic activities. At the same time,
demands on the quality of all activities related to the operation, maintenance and repair of vehicles
are increasing.
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Abstract. In rail transport, it is necessary to solve the issue of passing the wheelset trough arc track. With
reduction of the radius of the track arc, the angles of attack and guiding forces acting on the vehicle grows.
In the past, there was sometimes used one very special kind of rail to ease passing trough arcs track with very
small radius. This rail makes possible riding of the flange for wheel, which is situated on the outer side of arc
track. This way was allowed on standard gauge track passing of some vehicles trough arc track with radius
up to 30 meters. This way of passing arc tracks was sometimes used in narrow ratios on sidings of producers.
This paper consider the suitability of a similar solution for tramways urban transport, where is at the
crossroads and at the turn-back places often used arc tracks of very small radius.
Keywords: Special rail, Wheelset, Track arc of very small radius, Wheel-rail contact geometry.

1. Introduction
When wheelset runs trough arc track, it is necessary, that the wheel on the inner site of track
arc underwent a little smaller distance than the wheel situated on the outer site of track. The
wheelset is one solid part, so it is not possible to achieve different angular velocity of wheels
situated on one axle. Wheelset is situated in the track with a transverse clearance. The wheel treads
has cone, respectively curved shape. While transverse deflection of the wheelset from track axle,
the instantaneous rolling radius of the wheel is changed. So is created a presumption of rolling the
wheelset trough a curved trajectory, as shows Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Wheelset situated in arc track.

In arcs track of small radius, this mechanism of passing arcs cannot ensure passing by clean
rolling – without slipping. Slip takes place mostly on the wheel situated on the inner site of arc
track. It results in significant wear of wheels and rails in a typical way. Passage of the vehicle
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trough such wear rails causes considerable dynamic stress of traction vehicle and track, giving a
sharp noise.
This problem can be partially solved by designing the wheel treads profile with a larger
conicity. Such solution can be used only for low-speed vehicles. Larger conicity of the wheel treads
profile causes instability of higher-speed ride. Therefore generally are build arc track with larger
radius.
One specific case is the rail vehicles of urban public transport. Those vehicles often need to
pass trough arc track with radius up to 17 meters. In this case there are significant Wheel slips
provided by sharp sounds and rolling contact depreciation.
Partial improvement of the situation can provide flange lubrication. Another possibility is the
use of vehicles with independent wheels on one axle. But this complicates construction of the
bogies, their traction and the maintenance.

2. Description of the current state
I analyzed the current state in environment of Transport Company of Bratislava on the basis of
publicly available information. Rail vehicles for urban transport does not fall within the scope of the
railways technical standards. All operating parameters, rail-wheel contact geometry including, fall
within the competence of the transport company of corresponding city.
The behavior of the wheelset during passage the arc track is influenced by many parameters.
One of these is rail-wheel contact geometry. The current state of rail-wheel contact is shown in Fig.
2. There is used wheel profile TRAM-DPB and rail profile NT1.

Fig. 2. Contact points function - the current state of rail-wheel contact.

On the basis of Fig. 2 is shown that this wheel profile TRAM-DPB is not suitable for running
on a rail shape NT1. When running in a straight track, it is worn only one place on the top of the
rail. When running in arc track, there is a two-point rail-wheel contact. It is again an unfavorable
state. The contact points are unequally distributed on the surface of both parts. The small conicity of
the wheel´s running surface does not allow to change the wheel radius in arcs track in sufficient
range – like is shown on Fig. 1.
The existing vehicles are operating on lines, where is necessary to overcome arcs track of very
small radius. On the crossroads and at the turn-back places are usually used tracks with a radius up
to 20 meters. Exceptionally are used tracks with a radius up to 17 meters. Passing of such arcs track
leads to two point rail-wheel contact. There is a slip between wheel and rail, forming typical wear
of rails. It can be assumed that a significant part of the wheel wear is caused just by transition
trough arcs of very small radius.
Notable is also the noise burden of the environment resulting from such operation. Those
negative phenomena are nowadays suppressed only by flange lubrication in the second contact
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point area. Therefore are in the track before tight arcs, installed special equipment – lubricating
points, as is shown in Fig. 3. This is not a satisfactory solution in reducing noise, especially in wet
weather.

Fig. 3. Lubricating point installed in the track.

Usage of bogies with independent wheels on one axle cut probably provided only a partial
solution. Nowadays are developed some new types of tram-bogies, which realize radial shooting of
each wheel in track arcs using special mechanical coupling. The wheels are not connected by an
axle, so are created the conditions for better behavior of the bogie when running trough curved
track. An example of such bogie shows Fig 4.

Fig. 4. An example of a new developed bogie.

Potential usage of such bogies would require costly exchange vehicle fleet. Complicated
conception of those bogies, as well as construction of the traction, would probably require
complicated and expansive maintenance.

3. The proposed solution
The proposed solution is based on knowledge of the properties of one very specific kind of rail,
which was used in tight curves on siding of certain producers, at the beginning of the 20th century.
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The track of nominal gauge 1435 mm was special designed to make possible riding of the flange for
wheel, which is situated on the outer side of arc track. The principle of this track shows Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The principle of very special kind of rail, used at the beginning of the 20th century.

Thus strongly enlarged difference of rolling radius of the wheels on the same axle allowed
some vehicles to pass trough track arc radius up to 30 meters. Construction of such track was
progressed through several innovations. The last version even allowed passing of 3-axle engines.
The changeover place between casual track and special track is shown at Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The changeover place between casual track and special track.
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Operation on this track had some special rules. For example, all couplers must be disconnected,
so the train must be always pushed by the locomotive. Only 2-axle wagon with short axle-distance
could be used. The speed limit on the track was 10 km/h.
Based on the information obtained by analyzing the special rails, I propose to solve the issue of
passing trams trough arc track of small radius using of special rails geometry. The special geometry
should to make possible riding of the flange for wheel, which is situated on the outer side of arc
track.

Fig. 7. Contact points function - proposed rail-wheel contact in arc, track radius 18 meters.

Fig. 7 shows the proposed rails geometry. The left part of the picture shows the rail-wheel
situation on the outer side of arc track. The right part of the picture shows the rail-wheel situation
on the inner side of arc track.
Riding flange of the wheel situated on the outer side of arc track causes enlargement of rolling
radius difference by jump. The wheelset tends to accrue to the inner rail. Therefore, the geometry of
the inner rail is designed to allow fine tuning of the wheel rolling radius to the value, which is
needed for passing the track arc without slip between wheel and rail.
For the transition between straight track of current geometry and sharp curved track of
proposed geometry will be used rails with the varying profile according to the arc track radius.
Geometry of the rails is proposed special to wheel profile TRAM-DPB. This solution offers of
the kinematic point of view more advantageous way of passing arc track. It is expected, that the
proposed rail profile will reduce the longitudinal forces in the wheelset guidance by two-third.
Moreover, the proposed rail profile will reduce the longitudinal forces in rail-wheel contact by one
half. Therefore the wear and noise reduction can be expected. The proposed solution will be able to
use for the existing vehicle fleet. After wear of the current rail in sharp arcs, they can be easy
replaced by newly designed rails.

4. Conclusion
I expect that the newly designed track geometry can have a significant positive impact on
driving properties of trams in arc tracks with extremely small radius. The use of the proposed track
can minimize noise emission and can reduce wear rate of the rail-wheel contact in the arcs with
very small radius. Nowadays is checked the proposed rails geometry in the light of driving
dynamics of the vehicle. It should also be aimed on solving the transition from straight track of the
current geometry to arc track with newly designed geometry.
The new proposed rails geometry (Fig. 7) can be useful in arc with very small radius. It can´t be
useful in the arcs with casual radius (Radius over than 50m). But the currently used wheel profile
TRAM-DPB is nowise suitable for running at currently used rail profile NT1. It would be
appropriate first to design wheel profile optimized for running at rail profile NT1. So could be
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solved the wear and noise problem in the arcs with casual radius. The special rail geometry should
be designed in respect of the correct wheel geometry.
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Abstract: Some welding robots don’t have implemented the own calculation of the length of weld from
welding program enrollment. This is complicates the techno-economic parameters of the welding process.
These calculations have to be made analytically. For simple calculations straight line welds can be used a
linear interpolation. . For complicated welds (e.g. welding of pipes) we must for calculations length of weld
used a straight line, circle or curvilinear interpolation. This article deals by the calculation of length of welds
from enrollment of welding program which is generated by welding robot. For this calculation is used the
circular interpolation.
Keywords: Welding robot, Welding program, Straight line, Circle interpolations.

1. Introduction
The statistical data of the CNC programs are an important basis for process of optimization.
The software for creations of CNC programs (e.g. EdgeCam) usually consists of a time record of
active motion of tool. From these information, the cutting speed length can be found. The accuracy
of this length of cut is sufficient for a many applications in industry. The different situation is for
industrial robots, where these information is often lacking. Determining the length of path of
movement of the industrial robot is sometimes important. In most case we are looking for only
coordinate of endpoints (e.g. moving of components from point A to point B, i.e. coordinates of
these points). In some cases this is an indication of the path of length of the end point of the robot
substantial (e.g. a welding robots, where we need know the length of weld). In this case the time of
the weld id recorded (e.g. time of the arc burning, i.e. from the time function of the electric current
that is flowing through the welding wire), but to obtaining this information we need installation of
other measurement and evaluation devices.

2. Methodic
The method that is used to obtain the statistical data from CNC program of welding is usually
dependent on the type of programming. The programming can be performed by
absolute method – description of welding program, in which the position of the robot is
defined by the number of pulses of electric current to the stepper motors of the individual axes
of the robot. The number of pulses is a direct proportional to the rotation of individual step of
motors
relative method – description of welding program, in which the position of the robot, i.e.
position of TCP (Tool Centre Point - the end of the welding wire) is assigned to the chosen
coordinate system and is thus defined in Cartesian coordinates. Performing the positional
commands defined in enrollment program the robot control system continuously calculates by
the inverse kinematic.
To obtain the information from welding program we must know the syntax of welding program.
The methodology has been processed for welding program of firma Yaskawa. To explain this
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procedure for calculating the length of weld, a short program was created (relative programming
method), see Tab. 1. The written program is divided for better clarity into three columns.
1. part
//INST
///DATE 2015/04/07 11:12
///ATTR SC,RW,RJ
////FRAME ROBOT
///GROUP1 RB1
///GROUP2 ST1
NOP
MOVJ C00000 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00000
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00001 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00001
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00002 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00002
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00003 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00003
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00004 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00004
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00005 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00005
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00006 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00006
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00007 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00007
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00008 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00008
VJ=100.00
MOVC C00009 V=11.0 +MOVJ EC00009
VJ=100.00
ARCON
MOVC C00010 V=11.0 +MOVJ EC00010
VJ=100.00
MOVC C00011 V=11.0 +MOVJ EC00011
VJ=100.00
MOVC C00012 V=11.0 +MOVJ EC00012
VJ=100.00
MOVC C00013 V=11.0 +MOVJ EC00013
VJ=100.00
ARCOF
MOVJ C00014 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00014
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00015 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00015
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00016 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00016
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00017 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00017
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00018 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00018
VJ=100.00
MOVJ C00019 VJ=100.00 +MOVJ EC00019
VJ=100.00
END

2. part

3. part

///POSTYPE PULSE

/JOB

///PULSE
EC00000=20553
EC00001=20553
EC00002=20553
EC00003=20553
EC00004=20553
EC00005=20553
EC00006=20553
EC00007=20553
EC00008=20553
EC00009=20553
EC00010=20553
EC00011=20553
EC00012=20553
EC00013=20553
EC00014=20553
EC00015=20553
EC00016=20553
EC00017=20553
EC00018=20553
EC00019=20553

//NAME CIRCULAR_INTERPOLATION_REL_2
//POS
///NPOS 20,0,20,0,0,0
///TOOL 0
///POSTYPE ROBOT
///RECTAN
///RCONF 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
C00000=1320.485,-0.256,640.569,-179.9308,-76.1011,-0.0713
C00001=1248.964,-428.682,640.569,-179.9308,-76.1011,-19.0039
C00002=1152.940,-395.744,163.024,-179.9881,-34.8399,-18.9535
C00003=844.994,-878.561,163.024,-179.9881,-34.8399,-46.1246
C00004=849.416,-894.798,135.437,174.8237,-23.0630,-43.1709
C00005=722.978,-777.705,46.007,174.6902,-1.9966,-44.7815
C00006=759.848,-764.357,50.735,173.3522,7.9716,-8.9530
C00007=732.246,-745.796,-9.240,173.3531,7.9723,-8.9507
C00008=724.403,-747.313,-9.239,173.3532,7.9723,-8.9501
C00009=720.073,-746.649,-9.263,173.3554,7.9775,-8.9394
C00010=719.792,-748.441,-4.339,173.3549,7.9768,-8.9399
C00011=712.982,-756.642,6.695,173.8917,8.0508,-23.4548
C00012=700.625,-765.761,8.751,173.8909,8.0510,-56.9822
C00013=687.257,-772.185,-0.699,173.8888,8.0545,-92.1418
C00014=687.259,-780.392,4.102,173.8881,8.0543,-92.1458
C00015=687.259,-761.919,43.384,173.8896,8.0543,-92.1456
C00016=729.610,-814.999,174.885,-175.1420,-4.8181,-91.9162
C00017=786.564,-887.214,172.027,-164.8456,-16.3045,-94.0351
C00018=1231.705,-437.212,417.366,-158.3923,-51.2403,-47.4376
C00019=1320.485,-0.256,640.569,-179.9308,-76.1011,-0.0713

Tab. 1. Writing of welding program.

In the above table are at:
• 1st column - define an instruction written by programmer using the teach pendant. This code
defines the technological commands. The "ARCON" strikes the arc, the command "ARCOF"
extinguishes the arc. The motion command "MOVJ" defines the general movement designed
for rapid traverse, motion command "MOVL" calling the linear interpolation and motion
command "MOVC" calling the circular interpolation
• 2nd column - define the machinery codes for external control axis. In this case is the external
axis, the axis of position.
• 3rd column - represent the robot codes of machinery. It is the definition of the position of
robot. This definition differs depending on the style of programming (absolute or relative). In
Tab. 1 the positions which determined the coordinates are given. The importance of individual
numbers will be explained by the example, highlighted in Tab. 1. The first three numbers
which follow after the symbol „=“ express the transaction TPC in the individual axes of
reference coordinate system. The last three numbers represent the TPC rotation about the
individual axes of reference coordinate systems. In the case of absolute program these six
numbers define the number of pulses of electrical current flowing to the individual axes of
step motors.
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All three parts of the welding program (Tab. 1) are interconnected alphanumeric designation
Cvwxyz (where v, w, x, y and z are whole numbers, e.g. C00011).
Format of the program was modified by algorithm which was implemented in PHP (hypertext
preprocessor) for further calculations. The first and the third column were paired, shown in Tab. 1.
To appropriate cells of the table editor were divided the individual numbers. The rows that do not
contribute to the technological commands (instructions for crossing the robot) were removed.
The result of this modification is shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 1. Dates of welding program who are needed for analysis.

In Fig. 1 the column A defines the character of instruction, column B defines the specific
command. The further specification is listed in columns C up to I, where columns C up to H define
the position and the column I defines the speed. The command "MOVJ" defines the speed in % of
maximum speed.
The input dates for calculation are the coordinates of the points Bi = [Bix; Biy; Biz]. We assume
that we process n points, i.e. B1,…,Bn.
For each pair of consecutive points the length of the linear interpolation can be determine. For
each set of three of consecutive points the length of the circular interpolation can be determine.
Let the lengths of the linear interpolations between the points Bi, Bi+1 be denoted Li, for i = 1,
…, n-1, circular interpolations between points Bi, Bi+1, Bi+2, be denoted oi, for i = 1, …, n-3 and let
the circular interpolation of the three last points Bn-2, Bn-1, Bn be on-2. The calculation for last triad of
points differs by determining the angle, which correspond to the circular arc. The total length of the
composed of weld from commands of the circular interpolation is defined as the sum of oi, for
i = 1, …, n-2. This circular interpolation is from the command "ARCON" to the command
"ARCOF". This article describes the calculation for one weld. To calculate more welds the second
index (e.g. j) for identification of individual welds can be used.
Linear interpolation – length between the points Bi and Bi+1 is given by
Li =

(B(

i +1) x

− Bix ) + (B(i +1) y − Biy ) + (B(i +1)z − Biz ) for i = 1, 2 ..., n-1
2

2

2

(1)

Circular interpolation – weld which is composed from commands for circular interpolation can be
defined by n points, while n ≥ 3.

The example of weld which is defined by commands of circular interpolation. It is intended by 5
points – Fig. 2. The weld of points are identified by B1 up to B5. We can use the circular
interpolation for interspaces a circle by triplet of consecutive points, if this points do not lie on a
straight line.
The default consideration: The points Bi, Bi+1 and Bi+2 defines a triangle in space. Finding the
circular circumscribing this triangle and calculating the length of the arc is challenging. The circular
arc is defined by a circle, specified by points Bi, Bi+1 a Bi+2. From point B1 to point Bn-2 the length of
a circular arc oi between points Bi, and Bi+1 (where i = 1, …, n-3) can be calculated. The length of
circular arc on-2 can be found from the point Bn-2 to point Bn (Bn-2; Bn-1; Bn). To determine the length
of the arc we must determine the center and radius of a circle that is passing through the actual three
points, angle that is corresponding to the circular arc, and finally the length of arc. The coordinate
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of the center of lines Bi,Bi+1 and Bi+1,Bi+2 can be determine for each set of three consecutive points.
Thereafter we need to determine the direction vectors axis of triangle Bi,Bi+1,Bi+2. The lines which
correspond to the axes of a triangle can’t be parallel or skew lines (because the points of triangle do
not lay on the circle). These lines are intersecting in a single point – center of the search circle.

Fig. 2. Circular interpolation.

Subtracting the coordinates of two points in space the following are obtain
r
u = Bi +1 − Bi = (u x ; u y ; u z )
r
v = Bi + 2 − Bi +1 = (v x ; v y ; v z )

(2)
(3)

r
The plane τ is defined by the points Bi, Bi+1 and Bi+2. In this plane lies the direction vectors u
r
r
r
and v . The normal vector n of plane τ is expressed by vector product of the direction vectors u and
r
v
r r r
n = u × v = (u y vz − u z v y , u z vx − u x vz , u x v y − u y vx ) = (nx ; n y ; nz )
(4)
r
r
The vectors u and v form two side of a triangle (Bi, Bi+1 a Bi+2). The coordinate of the center of
r
these parties are calculated from these two sides. These sides are formed by vector u (line Bi, Bi+1 –
r
(5)) and v (line Bi, Bi+2 – (6)).

 B + B(i+1) x B(i ) y + B(i+1) y B(i ) z + B(i+1)z 
S Bi ;i+1 =  (i )x
;
;

2
2
2



(5)

 B + B(i+2 )x B(i ) y + B(i+2 ) y B(i )z + B(i +2 )z 
S Bi ;i + 2 =  (i )x
;
;
(6)

2
2
2


In this article we are looking a circumscribed circle by points Bi, Bi+1 a Bi+2, which is formed a
triangle (the center of the circumscribed circle Vi is lies on the intersection of the axes pages).
r
r
r
The vectors w1 (7) a w2 (8) result from the vector product of the normal vector n and vectors
r
r
r
r
r
u and v . The vector w1 is perpendicular on the vector u and vector w2 is perpendicular on the
r
r
vector v . The vector w1 is used as the direction vector of the line p1. This line lies in the plane τ and
r
pass through the center of the line Bi, Bi+1 and will be perpendicular to it. The vector w2 is used as
the direction vector of the line p2. This line lies in the plane τ and passes through the center of the
line Bi, Bi+2 and is perpendicular to it.
r
w1 = (u y n z − u z n y , u z n x − u x n z , u x n y − u y n x ) = (w(1)x ; w(1) y ; w(1)z )
(7)
r
w2 = (n y v z − n z v y , n z v x − n x v z , n x v y − n y v x ) = (w(2 )x ; w(2 ) y ; w(2 )z )
(8)
Equation (9) is a parametric equation of a straight line p1 and equation (10) is a parametrical
equation of a straight line p2.
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x = S (Bi ;i +1 )x + t ⋅ w(1) x ;

y = S (Bi ;i +1 ) y + t ⋅ w(1) y ; z = S (Bi ;i +1 )z + t ⋅ w(1)z , t ∈ ℜ

(9)

x = S (Bi ;i + 2 )x + s ⋅ w(2 ) x ; y = S (Bi ;i + 2 ) y + s ⋅ w(2 ) y ; z = S (Bi ;i + 2 )z + s ⋅ w(2 ) , s ∈ ℜ

(10)

The coordinate of the lines p1 and p2 will be equal in the intersection. The coordinates of the
center of the circle is obtain by solving these three equations (9, 10) with two unknowns t, s. These
equations have a single solution. The coordinates of the center Vi circumscribed circle of the
triangle (Bi, Bi+1 a Bi+2) we are determine by substituting the parameter t into the parametrical
equation of straight line (9).
Vi = [Vix ;Viy ;Viz ]

(11)

The size of the radius of the circumscribing circle is given by

Ri =

(Bix − Vix ) 2 + (Biy − Viy )2 + (Biz − Viz ) 2

(12)

Therefore expressing the vectors that are designed by center Vi and by individual points (h1, h2
for all triplets of except the last and h1, h3 for the last triad), the following is obtained

h 1 = (Bix − Vix ; Biy − Viy ; Biz − Viz ) = (h1x ; h1 y ; h1z )

(13)

h 2 = (B(i +1)x − Vix ; B(i +1) y − Viy ; B(i +1)z − Viz ) = (h2 x ; h2 y ; h2 z )

(14)

h 3 = (B(i + 2 )x − Vix ; B(i + 2 ) y − Viy ; B(i + 2 )z − Viz ) = (h3 x ; h3 y ; h3 z )

(15)

The angle φi between two adjacent vectors is given as following scalar product
h1x h2 x + h1 y h2 y + h1z h2 z
ϕ i = arccos
e.i.
h12x + h12y + h12z h 2 2 x + h 2 2 y + h 2 2 z

ϕ i = arccos

h1x h3 x + h1 y h3 y + h1z h3 z

(16)

h12x + h12y + h12z h 2 3 x + h 2 3 y + h 2 3 z

The length of arc between two adjacent points is then

oi = ϕi ⋅ Ri

(17)

The total length of the weld o is composed from commands of circular interpolation. That is
composed from the command "ARCON" to the command "ARCOF"
n −2

o = ∑ ϕ i ⋅ Ri

(18)

i =1

3. Solution and discussion
This article has shown the challenges faced when welding a weld flange to a tube of diameter
48 mm by means of a welding robot. The program for the welding robot was shown in Tab. 1. The
coordinate of points which the weld passes were shown in Fig. 1. The length of the weld was
determined by analytical method using the circular interpolation method that consists of five points.
The fifth point determine the end of the welding wire. The coordinate of this points (B1 up to B5),
the length of the individual weld arc from which the weld and total length o of the circular
interpolation are shown in Tab. 2. The accuracy of this circular interpolation was subsequently
verified by experimental measured data of the centerline of the weld. The midline was created by
finger of the welding robot, where the welding wire has been replaced by a measuring device.
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i
1
2
3
4
5

Bi [mm]
B1 = [720,073; -746,649; -9,263]
B2 = [719,792; -748,441; -4,339]
B3 = [712,982; -756,642; 6,695]
B4 = [700,625; -765,761; 8,751]
B5 = [687,257; -772,185; -0,699]

oi [mm]

o [mm]

o1 = 5,261
o2 = 15,658

o = 54,741

o3 = 33,822

Tab. 2. Calculation of the weld length.

Using this device the circular interpolation length was measured at 54,9 mm. By analytical
method the length was given as 54,74 mm. The relative error between the measured and calculate
data was 0,16 mm, meanwhile the absolute error was found at 0,3%.

4. Conclusion
The article describes the proposed methodology for calculating the length of the weld, which is
defined by the linear and the circular interpolation method. In the CNC program are description the
coordinates of the points, that is defined the interpolation. From the data of the welding program
using the linear and the circular interpolation, the individual length of welds are determined. The
basic for the analytical solution of the length of weld are the coordination of the individual points.
Therefore we must use the relative method of welding program was used. The above example of
calculation and the experimental solution has a very good agreement between the calculated and
experimental solutions. If can be concluded that the proposed method is suitable for determining the
length of the weld from the welding program of the welding robot.
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Abstract. This article discusses the comparison heat transfer between the copper bar and the heat pipe,
which is made of copper and water is distilled working fluid. The significance of this experiment consists in
comparing of the heat transfer in two individual samples. On the basis of measured and calculated data can
be constructed the plot on which we can see the contrast of heat transfer between heat pipe and copper bar.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with comparing the heat transfer of the heat pipe and copper bar of the same
diameter and length. Based on measurements of the two samples we can draw conclusions creating
imaginary material which will have similar properties as thermal heat transfer tube. This imaginary
material we can use for simulation of heat transfer instead of heat pipe.
1.1. Heat transfer
The most efficient method of heat transfer is conduction. This mode of heat transfer occurs
when there is a temperature gradient across a body. In this case, the energy is transferred from a
high temperature region to low temperature region due to random molecular motion (diffusion).
Conduction occurs similarly in liquids and gases. Regions with greater molecular kinetic energy
will pass their thermal energy to regions with less molecular energy through direct molecular
collisions. In metals, a significant portion of the transported thermal energy is also carried by
conduction-band electrons. Different materials have varying abilities to conduct heat [1].
Heat pipes employ evaporative cooling to transfer thermal energy from one point to another by
the evaporation and condensation of a working fluid or coolant. Heat pipes rely on a temperature
difference between the ends of the pipe, and cannot lower temperatures at either end beyond the
ambient temperature (hence they tend to equalize the temperature within the pipe) [2].
When one end of the heat pipe is heated the working fluid inside the pipe at that end evaporates
and increases the vapor pressure inside the cavity of the heat pipe. The latent heat of evaporation is
absorbed by the vaporization of the working fluid reduces the temperature at the hot end of the pipe
[3].
The vapor pressure over the hot liquid working fluid at the hot end of the pipe is higher than the
equilibrium vapor pressure over the condensing working fluid at the cooler end of the pipe, and this
pressure difference drives a rapid mass transfer to the condensing end where the excess vapor
condenses, releases its latent heat, and warms the cool end of the pipe. Non-condensing gases
(caused by contamination for instance) in the vapor impede the gas flow and reduce the
effectiveness of the heat pipe, particularly at low temperatures, where vapor pressures are low. The
speed of molecules in a gas is approximately the speed of sound, and in the absence of
noncondensing gases (i.e., if there is only a gas phase present) this is the upper limit to the velocity
with which they could travel in the heat pipe. In practice, the speed of the vapor through the heat
pipe is limited by the rate of condensation at the cold end and far lower than the molecular speed
[4].
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The condensed working fluid then flows back to the hot end of the pipe. In the case of
vertically oriented heat pipes the fluid may be moved by the force of gravity. In the case of heat
pipes containing wicks, the fluid is returned by capillary action [5].

2. Copper bar
Copper and copper alloys are widely used in a variety of products that enable and enhance our
everyday lives. They have excellent electrical and thermal conductivities, exhibit good strength and
formability, have outstanding resistance to corrosion and fatigue, and are generally non-magnetic.
Pure copper is used extensively for electrical wire and cable, electrical contacts and various other
parts that are required to pass electrical current. Coppers and certain brasses, bronzes and copper
nickels are used extensively for automotive radiators, heat exchangers, home heating systems, solar
collectors, and various other applications requiring rapid conduction of heat across or along a metal
section. Because of their outstanding ability to withstand corrosion, coppers, brasses, bronzes and
copper nickels are also used for pipes, valves and fittings in systems carrying potable water, process
water or other aqueous fluids, and industrial gases. Measurement sample is in figure below
(Fig. 1). The sample consist of copper bar in length 400 mm and diameter 18 mm.

Fig. 1. Copper bar.

3. Heat pipe
We used a heat pipe to transfer heat from the heat source to the point of consumption of heat
with high efficiency and low temperature difference. It is a sealed device in which the net substance
(water) exist in the liquid and the gas phase at a pressure below atmospheric pressure (vacuum).
Cleanliness of the working fluid is an important parameter for the efficiency of the heat pipe, in
terms of heat transfer. The actual heat pipe (Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.) consists
of evaporation, condensation, and the adiabatic section. In the evaporator the working fluid is
evaporated at a temperature below normal conditions. In the adiabatic section is not exchanged heat
transfer through the ambient area, due to the isolation of a few working fluid to the wall of the heat
pipe condensation film of condensed working fluid. In the condenser the vapor of working fluid
condenses on the walls of the heat pipe, which transmit latent (condensing) heat through the walls
of the heat pipe to the heat consumption point [6].
Filling of the heat pipe in this experiment is the distilled water. The production process of the
heat pipe consists of the preparation of the material, the soldering of components, filling the
working fluid and its evaporation to required volume. The final volume of the working fluid is
about 20% of the total volume of the heat pipe, which is about 16 ml of water. This volume has
been established on the basis of previous experiments that compared the effectiveness of the heat
pipe at various percentages volumes of the working fluid. The value 20% of the working fluid in the
heat pipe reached the best results. The diameter of the heat pipe is 18 mm and length 400 mm.
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Fig. 2. Heat pipe.

4. Experimental device
Device of experiment consists of two parts (cases), on which the fixed the copper bar or the
heat pipe. In Fig. 3 is shown the experimental device.

Fig. 3. Real view on the experimental device in left and scheme of experimental device in right.

A case situated in the upper part, (Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.b ref. 3) is the
part of a cooling device. It is connect to the cooling device, the cooling medium is water. The water
circulates in a closed circuit between the cooling device and the case. In the cooling circuit included
the safe cases, in which there are devices for measuring the temperature at entry and exit of water.
In the circuit is included flow meter too that shows speed of flow of the refrigerant in a closed
circuit. A case situated at the bottom part (Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.b ref. 2) is
the heating of the device. It is connected to the heating device, the working medium is water. In a
closed heater circuit included thermocouples for temperature measurement inlet and outlet water
from the case, flow meter for flow measurement.. The circuit contents a valves that get disconnect
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the heater case when it is need for cooling with cold water, while avoiding the cooling of heating up
the water in the heater circuit. Measured samples are mounted in the cases by caulked joints with
seals, which are not being relaxed, possible leakage of cooling or heating of the working fluid.
4.1.

Measurement of copper bar

In the figure (Fig. 4), and in the table (Tab. 1), below we can see full process and
measurement values of copper bar. The heated water was about 70 °C, the cooler water was about
10 °C. In such a flow rate of cooling water, we measured power of copper bar about 60 W. We can
see that the outlet temperature of cooling water is stable.

Fig. 4. Full process of measurement of copper bar.

Time step of
measuring

Temperature of
heating water
Inlet

Outlet

[s]

[°C]

[°C]

400

71.83

500

Mass flow of
heating water

Temperature of
cooling water

Mass flow of
cooling water

P – power of
measured pipe

Inlet

Outlet

[kg.s-1]

[°C]

[°C]

[kg.s-1]

[W]

71.65

0.078078

10.34

10.87

0.026247

58.38613

72.45

71.79

0.077724

10.32

10.85

0.026247

58.38678

600

72.58

71.85

0.078694

10.33

10.84

0.027418

58.68832

700

72.63

71.79

0.078854

10.34

10.85

0.028253

60.47726

800

72.69

71.62

0.078688

10.34

10.84

0.029591

62.09821

900

72.7

71.36

0.078688

10.34

10.85

0.02842

60.83512

1000

72.71

71.06

0.076899

10.35

10.85

0.029591

62.09786

1100

72.72

70.87

0.078362

10.33

10.85

0.028588

62.3931

1200

72.69

70.74

0.078363

10.33

10.84

0.03026

64.77187

1300

72.66

70.63

0.078365

10.34

10.85

0.028922

61.90868

1400

72.69

70.61

0.077713

10.36

10.87

0.027919

59.76089

1500

72.72

70.61

0.077712

10.37

10.88

0.028922

61.90764

1600
72.7
70.57
0.07755
Tab. 1. Table of measurement values of copper bar.

10.34

10.86

0.029591

64.58197
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4.2.

Measurement of copper bar

In the figure (Fig. 5) and in the table (Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.) below we
can see full process and measurement values of heat pipe. The heated water was about 70 °C, the
cooler water was about 10 °C. In such a flow rate of cooling water, we measured power of heat pipe
about 500 W. We can see that the outlet temperature is increasing compared to copper bar.

Fig. 5. Full process of measurement of heat pipe.

Time step of
measuring

Temperature of
heating
Inlet

Outlet

[s]

[°C]

[°C]

100

57.63

200

Mass flow of
heating water

Temperature of
cooling

Mass flow of
cooling water

P – power of
measured pipe

Inlet

Outlet

[kg.s-1]

[°C]

[°C]

[kg.s-1]

[W]

51.48

0.06984

10.43

14.11

0.02859

441.35

67.58

61.87

0.07012

10.72

14.96

0.02959

526.24

300

70.96

65.85

0.07405

10.87

15.32

0.02674

499.21

400

72.25

67.54

0.07578

11.06

15.60

0.02825

537.89

500

72.77

68.38

0.07462

11.31

15.70

0.02891

532.36

600

73.00

68.76

0.07575

11.48

15.69

0.02925

516.40

700

73.08

68.93

0.07591

11.64

15.82

0.03008

527.33

800

73.12

69.05

0.07591

11.81

15.96

0.03008

523.49

900

73.12

69.07

0.07623

11.94

16.04

0.03041

522.90

1000

73.09

69.02

0.07542

12.07

16.14

0.03008

513.34

1100

73.07

69.00

0.07575

12.21

16.35

0.03074

533.72

1200

73.03

68.99

0.07575

12.34

16.32

0.03091

515.86

1300
73.01
68.98
0.07591
Tab. 2. Table of measurement values of the heat pipe.

12.44

16.18

0.03091

484.74
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5. Conclusion
Results of this experiment emerge from heat transfer of the copper bar and of the heat pipe. The
heat pipe have got the better conductive properties as copper bar. Based on this experiment we can
prepare simulation of heat pipe, when we use a substitute material instead of the heat pipe. The
substitute material shows us the results of the thermal conduction of heat pipe.
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Abstract. This article discusses the comparison the thermal conductivity between the copper bar and the heat
pipe, which is made of copper and a working fluid is the distilled water. The significance of this experiment
consists in comparing the thermal performance of heat transfer individual samples. On the basis of measured
and calculated data can be constructed the plot on which we can design the replacement material, which will,
for the most part with the thermal performance of the heat pipe. Material model that allows us to replace the
heat pipe, simplify process of mathematical simulation in a computer software ANSYS.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with comparing the thermal conductivity of the heat pipe and copper bar of the
same diameter and length. Based on measurements of the two samples we can draw conclusions
creating imaginary material which will have similar properties as thermal heat transfer tube. This
imaginary material we can use for simulation of heat transfer instead of heat pipe at.
1.1. Thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity is a material property that tells us and how effectively the material is able
to conduct heat. It is the amount of heat per unit of time must pass through the body of per unit of
length was a unit temperature gradient (temperature gradient, that is, the proportion of the
temperature difference at the ends of the rod and the length of the rod) [1]. It is assumed that the
heat is spreading in one direction. In other words: Thermal diffusivity is power (ie. Heat per unit of
time) which passes every square meter 1 meter thick plate, which one party has a temperature of 1
Kelvin higher than the other. The characteristic unit of thermal conductivity is [W.m-1.K-1] [2].

2. Copper bar
One sample is a copper bar (Fig. 1). The dimensions of sample is length 400 mm and diameter
18 mm. Material is copper because copper is most used by design of heat exchangers. We use the
copper in heating technology, electronics and real life as material of coin.

Fig. 1. Copper bar.
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3. Heat pipe
We used a heat pipe to transfer heat from the heat source to the point of consumption of heat
with high efficiency and low temperature difference. It is a sealed device in which the net substance
(water) exist in the liquid and the gas phase at a pressure below atmospheric pressure (vacuum).
Cleanliness of the working fluid is an important parameter for the efficiency of the heat pipe, in
terms of heat transfer [3]. The actual heat pipe (Chyba! Nenašiel sa žiaden zdroj odkazov.)
consists of evaporation, condensation, and the adiabatic section. In the evaporator the working fluid
is evaporated at a temperature below normal conditions. In the adiabatic section is not exchanged
heat transfer through the ambient area, due to the isolation of a few working fluid to the wall of the
heat pipe condensation film of condensed working fluid. In the condenser the vapor of working
fluid condenses on the walls of the heat pipe, which transmit latent (condensing) heat through the
walls of the heat pipe to the heat consumption point [4].

Fig. 2. Heat pipe.

Filling of the heat pipe in this experiment is the distilled water. The production process of the
heat pipe consists of the preparation of the material, the soldering of components, filling the
working fluid and its evaporation to required volume. The final volume of the working fluid is
about 20% of the total volume of the heat pipe, which is about 16 ml of water. This volume has
been established on the basis of previous experiments that compared the effectiveness of the heat
pipe at various percentages volumes of the working fluid. The value 20% of the working fluid in the
heat pipe reached the best results. The diameter of the heat pipe is 18 mm and length 400 mm.

4. Model of simulation
Model consists of three parts: two cases and one sample (copper bar, heat pipe). The one of two
samples is fixed in two cases. In Fig. 3 is shown the position of cases and sample in a reality and in
a scheme.
A case situated in the upper part, is the part of a cooling device. It is connect to the cooling
device, the cooling medium is water. The water circulates in a closed circuit between the cooling
device and the case. In the cooling circuit included the safe cases, in which there are devices for
measuring the temperature at entry and exit of water. In the circuit is included flow meter too that
shows speed of flow of the cooling fluid in a closed circuit. A case situated at the bottom part is the
heating of the device. It is connected to the heating device, the working medium is water. In a
closed heater circuit included thermocouples for temperature measurement inlet and outlet water
from the case, flow meter for flow measurement.. The circuit contents a valves that get disconnect
the heater case when it is need for cooling with cold water, while avoiding the cooling of heating up
the water in the heater circuit. Measured samples are mounted in the cases by caulked joints with
seals, which are not being relaxed, possible leakage of cooling or heating of the working fluid.
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Fig. 3. Real view on the experimental device in left and scheme of experimental test device in right.

The mesh (Fig. 4) of this model consist of 239 302 cells, 1 552 487 faces and 1 306 224 nodes.

Fig. 4. Mesh of model.

Mains volumes (Fig. 3) are cool water (3) about 10 °C in cooling system, hot water (2) about
70 °C in heating system, samples (1) there are copper bar and heat pipe which is substitute of water
vapour.

5. Results of simulation
Simulation of copper bar get us a result similar to averages measurements values. In Fig. 5 is
shown heat transfer in copper bar. The heat transfer rate is low. The simulation of this sample was
realized with tabular values.
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Fig. 5. Heat transfer in copper bar.

In the Fig. 5 we can see the progress of heat transfer in copper bar. The main parameter to
influence on the power is called thermal conductivity. From the thermal conductivity emerge the
thermal resistance.
The Tab. 1 below is shown us the general thermal properties of copper material.
Property
Atomic number
Atomic weight
Density
Specific heat
Thermal conductivity
Tab. 1. Thermal properties of copper material.

Value
29
63.54
8920
3860
394

Unit
kg.m-3
J.kg-1
W.m-1.K-1

The Tab. 2 is shown measurement values of copper bar in last experiment.
Time step
Temperature of Mass flow of
Inlet
Outlet heating water
of
[s]
[°C]
[°C]
[kg.s-1]
400
71.83
71.65
0.07808
500
72.45
71.79
0.07772
600
72.58
71.85
0.07869
700
72.63
71.79
0.07885
800
72.69
71.62
0.07869
900
72.70
71.36
0.07869
1000
72.71
71.06
0.07690
1100
72.72
70.87
0.07836
1200
72.69
70.74
0.07836
1300
72.66
70.63
0.07837
1400
72.69
70.61
0.07771
1500
72.72
70.61
0.07771
1600
72.7
70.57
0.07755
Tab. 2. Measurement values of copper bar

Temperature of
Inlet
Outlet
[°C]
[°C]
10.34
10.87
10.32
10.85
10.33
10.84
10.34
10.85
10.34
10.84
10.34
10.85
10.35
10.85
10.33
10.85
10.33
10.84
10.34
10.85
10.36
10.87
10.37
10.88
10.34
10.86

Mass flow
of cooling
[kg.s-1]
0.02625
0.02625
0.02742
0.02825
0.02959
0.02842
0.02959
0.02859
0.03026
0.02892
0.02792
0.02892
0.02959

P – power of
measured
[W]
58.37
58.39
58.69
60.48
62.10
60.84
62.10
62.39
64.77
61.91
59.76
61.91
64.58

Simulation of heat pipe was in progress of more than one steps. One parameter was changed in
every step. The parameter is called thermal conductivity. It begin at value 500 [W.m-1.K-1] and
continue in 2500, 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000, 30000, 40000, 45000, 50000 [W.m-1.K-1].
Based on this simulation is substitution (imaginary) material instead of heat pipe. The material is
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water-vapour. The water-vapour exist in heat pipe at the action of heat transfer between the ends of
sample.
In the Fig. 6 we can see the heat transfer of heat pipe with different thermal conductivity. Here
is shown the intensity of heat transfer. With increased thermal conductivity rate of heat transfer
grows.

Fig. 6. Heat transfer at different thermal conductivity.

Fig. 7. Depend the thermal conductivity on power of heat pipes.
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In Fig. 7 we can see depend of thermal conductivity on power of heat pipe. The values are
compute with simulation software ANSYS. With increased thermal conductivity grows the heat
transfer. As the substitute (imaginary) material instead of the heat pipe was water-vapor. We
changed one parameter which is called thermal conductivity. At value of thermal conductivity
50 000 [W.m-1.K-1] is the power of heat pipe about 480 [W]. The value of power is similar as the
measurement value in Tab. 3.
Temperature of
Time step Temperature of
Mass flow of
Mass flow of
heating
cooling
of
heating water
cooling water
measuring Inlet Outlet
Inlet Outlet
[s]
[°C]
[°C]
[kg.s-1]
[°C]
[°C]
[kg.s-1]
100
57.63 51.48
0.06984
10.43 14.11
0.02859
200
67.58 61.87
0.07012
10.72 14.96
0.02959
300
70.96 65.85
0.07405
10.87 15.32
0.02674
400
72.25 67.54
0.07578
11.06 15.60
0.02825
500
72.77 68.38
0.07462
11.31 15.70
0.02891
600
73.00 68.76
0.07575
11.48 15.69
0.02925
700
73.08 68.93
0.07591
11.64 15.82
003008
800
73.12 69.05
0.07591
11.81 15.96
0.03008
900
73.12 69.07
0.07623
11.94 16.04
0.03041
1000
73.09 69.02
0.07542
12.07 16.14
0.03008
1100
73.07 69.00
0.07575
12.21 16.35
0.03074
1200
73.03 68.99
0.07575
12.34 16.32
0.03091
1300
73.01 68.98
0.07591
12.44 16.18
0.03091
Tab. 3. Measurement values of heat pipe.

P – power of
measured
pipe
[W]
441.35
526.24
499.20
537.89
532.36
516.40
527.33
523.49
522.90
513.34
533.72
515.86
484.74

6. Conclusion
At this simulation, we determine a possibility of substitution of heat pipe with another material
with changed of some parameter. We have approximated to real conditions of real heat pipe. This
simulation is valid only for specific heat pipe, which is overwritten upper in section 3. This
simulation is steady time. The new transient time simulation is in progress now.
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Abstract. Several aspects affecting the production of particulate. One of the greatest impacts is combustion
air volume and it`s division into primary and secondary part. The article describes experimental device,
where it was investigated effect of combustion air volume on particulate matters production, measuring
method, measured and analysed achieved results.
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1. Introduction
Air quality significantly affects the status of the environment, human health, as well as
individual ecosystems. The biggest problem in air quality at present represents pollution particulate
matter (PM). Significantly to this contributes combustion biomass, although most particulate
pollutants come from transport. One of the main conditions affecting the combustion process is an
adequate supply. If we bring in a large number of furnace air temperature drops unburned gases
escape and therefore of the energy escapes us. If the supply is insufficient, there is no burning of
volatile matter and combustion is complete.

2. Measurement
Use The basic task of emission measurement is to determine the mass concentration pollutants.
Measured weights laid pollutant concentrations are in the range from several [mg • m-3] to several
[gm-3]. Each measurement must always consists of a status conditions in cross-section
measurements, determination of the main components in the exhaust gas, determine the total
volumetric flow rate and determine the median concentration of fluid in the gas stream. As the
measurement method was used gravimetric method, which is a manual single method of sampling
probe of the gas flow. It is based on the Mean concentrations of the collection of one or more points
of the cross section, followed by gravimetric measurement evaluation. Solid additives are shed in an
external filter. Representative sample is transferred sample probe suitable shape and the correct
speed according to isokinetic conditions:
ws ,i = wi → c s ,i = ci
(1)
This equation sets out the requirement that the sampling rate was in the wellhead ws,j [m.s-1] the
same as the speed wi [m.s-1] gas flow, then the concentration of the wellhead cs,i [g.m-3] exhaust
flow is equal to the concentration in the stream or [g.m-3]. Isokinetic conditions are achieved by
controlling.
The aim was to analyse measurements of particulate matter from the combustion of wood
pellets in various stoppage primary and secondary air. Measurement was implemented in the boiler
with nominal output 25kW. This is an automatic boiler with automatic ignition hot. Screw conveyor
transports fuel from the hopper to the burner, fuel evenly spread over the surface grid provides
diffuser. The air required for combustion is supplied by fan, primary air is supplied to the fuel joints
in the grate, and secondary air is fed to the burner holes in the rear wall of the burner. Flow of the
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flue gas through the heat exchanger, where is transferred heat to the heating water. Cooled exhaust
gases going up the chimney outlet port. The technical parameters of the furnace are shown in chart.
The measurement was implemented at various stoppage primary and secondary air.
Samples were collected sample probe directly from the chimney. For separation of PM10
and PM2.5 was used a three-stage separator MSSI impactor designed for filtration and separation
particulate emissions directly in the chimney. The compact design allows the combined current
separation of PM10 and PM2.5. The bottom of the holder is placed on a membrane filter diameter
47 mm. We used wood pellets as fuel with a diameter of 6 cm, a bulk density of 650 kg m-3 and
calorific 17.5MJ.kg-1.
Automatic boiler Verner A251LS (Fig. 1 and Tab. 1) allows you to change the fan speed in
the range from 1 to 7 degree. Prior to measurement on an experimental boiler measured mass flows
of air at various stoppage primary and secondary air fan and individual levels. Tab. 2 shows the
mass flow of air at various fan stoppage extensions are the primary and secondary air from the
manufacturer, which was the primary and secondary element to eject 6.8 cm to 3.1 cm.
Rated power

25 kW

Efficiency

92%

Water tank capacity

85 l

Hopper

240 l

Volume ashtray

18 l

Flue gases temperature at rated power

160 °C

Fuel consumption at rated power

5.8 kg.h-1

Emission class

3

Efficiency class

3

Tab. 1. Technical parameters of the boiler.

Fig. 1. Boiler Verner A251LS.
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fan

primary air
[kg.hod-1]

secundary air
[kg.hod-1]

total air
[kg.hod-1]

1

27.82

2.68

30.50

2

20.92

2.02

22.95

3

68.84

8.20

77.05

4

91.68

12.95

104.63

5

104.16

15.19

119.36

6

120.29

18.22

138.52

7

138.05

21.67

159.72

Tab. 2. Measured values of mass flow.

For quality evaluation of combustion process was content of flue gases measured by flue gases
analyser ABB AO 2020 (Fig. 2). Advice is assigned on analysis of gaseous pollutants. Gas offtake
is one point with inox probe. On inlet of the sample to the offtake pipe is in preserved box heated
ceramic filter, captured mechanical dirtiness. Sample continues by offtake pipe to the measuring
system. Pipe is heated for noncondensing of the sample. Measured gas is leaded to the refrigerator.
In the next step is gas leaded through the valves and filters to the analyser. Analyser ABB AO 2020
is set according the requirements and the nature of measurement. In the case of emission measuring
from wood combustion in the fireplace stoves were used measuring advices URAS 26 and
MAGNOS 206. For a more accurate analysis of emission and power parameters of the individual
settings of intake air into the pellet burner was always measured circa 120 min. During the
combustion process of one fuel portion was recorded the following values: ambient temperature To
[°C],chimney pressure pk [Pa], flue gases temperature Tk [°C], outlet water temperature from the
boiler [°C], inlet water temperature to the boiler tr [°C], volume flow of heatchange Qvh [m3.h-1],
speed of inlet air to the burner [m.s-1], temperature of inlet air to the burner [°C], constitution of
flue gases : oxygen O2 [%], carbon dioxide CO2 [%], carbon monoxide CO [ppm], nitrogen oxide
NOx [ppm], sulphur dioxide SO2 [ppm].

Fig. 2. Emissions analyser (ABB).

Samples for analysis of particulate matters (PM) were sampled disposable by probe of
TECCORA Company, directly from the chimney. For separation of the particles PM10 (particulate
matters in range from 2.5 µm to 10 µm) and PM2.5 (particulate matters smaller than 2.5 µm) was
used three- stage separation impactor MSSI intended for filtration and separation of particulate
matter directly in the chimney. Combined compact design allows simultaneous separation of PM10
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and PM2.5. At the bottom is placed holder for membrane filter diameter of 47 mm. Measurements
were carried out at various fan stoppage.

Fig. 3. Scheme experimental measurement.

In experimental measurements of the boiler output is set to half (Fig. 3). During measurements
were recorded at 20 second intervals on the emissions, ambient temperature, exhaust temperature,
fuel loss. Interval measurement itself was 30min. Based on measurements of the mass flow of
primary and secondary air entering the combustion process in a small heat source is used to
manually overfill fan heat source on values: 1,3,6,7. During the measurement of performance and
emission parameters of the extensions are fan # 1 to the insufficient supply of air for the combustion
process, and therefore used as 3,6,7 The settings. In the picture we can see tar No.2 established the
impactor that created the extensions are worth the No.1 fan, respectively. the minimum speed (Fig.
4).

Fig. 4. Tar established the impactor.

3. The evaluation of measurement
Use The basic task of emission measurement is to determine the mass concentration pollutants.
Measured weights laid pollutant concentrations are in the range
On the first graph (Fig. 5) is showed selected record from one measurement running during 30
min., and effect of combustion at fan setting on speed number 3 on production of individual
pollutants and power of small heat source. From the running is possible to observe a significant
increasing of all pollutants during fuel metering from the screw feeder to the combustion chamber,
while at the same time decreased power. This phenomenon can be observed in all realized
combination of primary and secondary mass flow incoming to the combustion process.
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Fig. 5. One measurement running during 30 min.

From the perspective of the average values of each combination in primary and secondary mass
flow changes can be observed a considerable effect of combustion air amount on combustion
quality (Fig. 6, 7). From the perspective of power is the best setting of fan (primary and secondary
air setting) on value No 6. Then the experimental small heat source achieves the best efficiency and
performance (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Performance and efficiency.

Fig. 7. Production of particulate matter.

If we look on the analysis of measured data from the aspect of particulate matter (Fig.8), is
possible to observe similar process of particulate matters (PM) production with the same variant of
combustion like in the previous analysis. From the aspect of PM production we accord least mass
number of PM in range 10 µm and more. Similar results were recorded also for PM10 particles,
which are in the range of 2.5 µm to 10 µm. Surprisingly was found, that at the combustion of
ecological fuels from biomass are most produced smallest particles PM, which are most dangerous
for the human body. PM 2.5 are smaller than 2.5 µm. In terms of redistribution and intensity on the
formation of PM particles from burning biomass in the process, we observe an increase in the
formation of PM at pinching inlet air, or fan settings on value 3. The biggest effect of combustion
air pinching was on the creation of PM2.5. Formation of particles larger than PM10 and PM10 was
in all variants redistribution and intensity of combustion air into the combustion process
approximately the same.
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4. Conclusion
From previously conducted preliminary analyses show that even a slight interference with the
process combustion in a small heat source using superstructures intensity entering primary and
secondary air can fundamentally affect the quality of combustion and emission performance terms.
From these introductory analyses is observed significant fluctuation of pollutants production,
dangerous for the human health, produced from the combustion process at incorrect setting of
primary and secondary air. From this perspective is important to deal with redistribution and
intensity of combustion air and its effect on combustion process, with which we will interest in the
next experiments.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the analysis of numerical simulation results of the tramcar dynamics. It
presents the mathematical model of the one section of the low-floor tram with the bogie with independently
rotating wheels. The simulations were performed according to different scenarios, connected with the track
geometry, which seem to be dangerous for the tram behaviour e.g.: curving, gauge narrowing, track
buckling, etc. Special attention was paid on wheels lateral displacement and forces occurring in contact of
wheels and rails. The simulation results reveal characteristic features of such an unconventional system of
the tram, which can oftenly demonstrate dynamics considered worse than in the conventional case of the
tramcar.
Keywords: Low-floor tramcar, Independently rotating wheels.

1. Introduction
Currently, the demand of the urban transport providers on the modern tramcars leads designers
to the new point of view on the tramcar construction. However, the realization of the goal which is a
constant improvement of the passengers comfort cannot be fulfilled further. The reason is a
construction of the bogies, which makes the introduction of 100% low floor impossible. The
researchers adjust to new design requirements and analyse the unconventional wheelsets with
independently rotating wheels.
In this study there was made an attempt of development of the model of unconventional bogie
in the tramcar section. As the characteristic features of the dynamics of such a wheelsets are still not
well known, several simulations were performed in order to recognize the behaviour of the system.
The results of simulations were analysed and general conclusions derived.
1.1. Literature Background
Studies on the concept of independently rotating wheels have concentrated generally on the
steering strategies of running gear that could overcome the drawbacks of IRW bogie design.
Positions [1, 2, 3] deal with the active control of the wheelsets, paper [4] surveys various
possibilities of its control. Goodall in [5] presents experimental approach on torque control of IRW
wheelsets. Paper [6] deals with the linear model of a bogie with independently rotating wheels and
paper [7] with comparison of mathematical modelling of both conventional and unconventional
bogies.

2. Model
The three dimensional model of tramcar dynamics was considered in all cases of simulations.
The one section of the tramcar has 20 degrees of freedom and consists of four rigid bodies which
are:
car body, which has 6 degrees of freedom,
bogie frame body, which has 6 degrees of freedom,
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two wheelsets with independently rotating wheels which has 4 degrees of freedom each.
The section of the tramcar with marked degrees of freedom of car body is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Tramcar section scheme with degrees of freedom of the car body.

The unconventional wheelset with independently rotating wheels has a cranked axle which
allows to lower the floor in the whole tramcar inner space. Such a wheelset has wheels mounted on
the common axle with the use of bearing system which enables independent rotation of wheels. In
this case, the wheelset has 4 degrees of freedom as it is visible in Fig. 2a. The analysis of dynamics
of the wheelset is limited to the motion in a horizontal plane. Whole model of the bogie has 14
degrees of freedom and it is symmetric respect to x axis as it is captured in the Fig. 2b.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. a) the wheelset model b) the bogie model with elastic-damping elements marked.

Bodies are connected with the elastic and damping elements which have linear characteristics.
The vehicle’s motion is investigated in the non-inertial frame connected with the centreline of a
track. The Fastsim procedure was involved in the numerical calculations. However, the procedure
had to be modified in terms of creepages form, because of the free rolling of the wheels. For that
reason, the longitudinal creepage was assumed zero. The wheels used for the simulations were Ri60
type and rail profiles were typical grooved tramway track rails.

3. Simulation study
Fig. 3 presents three different track geometries assumed for the simulations.

Fig. 3. Tracks taken for the simulations: a) steady curving b) buckled track c) track with lateral misalignment.
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Fig. 3a presents track in the steady curving case and it is modelled as a quarter of the circle
with straight entrance and exit, Fig. 3b pictures buckled track modelled as half of the sinusoid of
50 cm amplitude and long 10 m and Fig. 3c a track with lateral sinusoidal misalignment of 1 cm and
2 cm amplitude of right rail long 5 m. Simulations were performed according to different velocities
and track parameters.
Fig. 4 presents lateral displacement of the wheelset’s centre of mass during the ride on the
curve (Fig. 3a) with velocity of 20 km/h. It compares two curves of different radius: 20 and 50 m.

Fig. 4. Lateral displacement of the wheelset during the steady curving; 20 and 50 m radius, 20 km/h.

The wheelset displaces faster to the maximal position on the tighter curve than on the curve of
50 m radius. The maximal position means the position when the wheel flange is in contact with the
rail. In both cases such situation occurs. After exiting the curve the wheelsets remain displaced. The
centre of the wheelset mass does not return to the central position on the track. Fig. 5 shows the yaw
angle of the wheelset in the same case of the track scenario.

Fig. 5. Yaw angle of the wheelset during the steady curving; 20 and 50 m radius, 20 km/h.

It is shown, that independently rotating wheels wheelsets have the ability of radial positioning,
because the yaw angle stabilizes on the zero value during the ride on the curve. The comparison of
wheelset lateral displacement on the curve of 50 m radius in two cases of velocity is shown in Fig.
6. It reveals the same features which is slow climbing up to the flange, remaining of the flange in
the constant contact with the rail and no self-centring ability.
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Fig. 6. Lateral displacement of the wheelset during the steady curving; 50 m radius, 20 and 40 km/h

Fig. 7 presents the lateral forces in the area of contact between the wheel and rail during the
ride on the curve of 50 m radius with the velocity of 40 km/h. The graph compares forces on the left
and right side of the wheelset.

Fig. 7. Lateral contact forces on the left and right wheel during the steady curving; 50 m radius, 40 km/h.

When the tramcar turns right on the curve, the lateral forces in the outer wheel area of contact
are about 1.4 kN and in the inner wheel area of contact are about 0.15 kN. Forces have the
oscillating character around these values because of the flange-rail contact on the curve.
Next interesting features of such a wheelset appear in the simulation results of the ride on the
buckled track. As it is visible in Fig. 8, the wheelsets perform distinctly different motion in the case
of velocity of 40 km/h and 60 km/h. When the velocity is 40 km/h, the wheelset has smaller
displacements on the buckled section of the track than 60 km/h case. After exiting to the straight
track the wheelset which rides with the 40 km/h approaches shortly the centreline of the track and
then returns to the previous position. When the ride velocity is 60 km/h, the wheelset after exiting
the buckled section passes the centreline and takes the maximum position on the other side of the
track and does not return to the centre.
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Fig. 8. Lateral displacement of the wheelset during the ride on the buckling; 40 and 60 km/h.

Fig. 9 presents the lateral forces in the area of left and right wheel contact with the rail during
the ride on the buckled track. When the velocity is equal to 40 km/h, the forces are approximately
equal to 1.2 kN on the entrance and exit from the buckled section.

Fig. 9. Lateral contact forces on the left and right wheel during the ride on the buckling; 40 km/h.

The simulation results have also shown, that when the velocity increases to 60 km/h, the lateral
forces values are 5 times bigger than in 40 km/h case. Fig. 10 presents lateral displacement of the
wheelset on the last type of the track, which is a track with the lateral misalignment of one of the
rails. This graph compares the answer of the IRW wheelsets on the misalignment of different
amplitude – 1 cm and 2 cm. The ride velocity is constant and equal to 20 km/h. This scenario shows
strong influence of misalignment on lateral motion of the wheelset. The system nearly does not
notice the 1 cm amplitude misalignment, what cannot be observed in case of 2 cm amplitude. In this
case, the lateral displacements of the wheelset are increasing till the flange-rail contact and then
decrease towards the centreline of the track.
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Fig. 10. Lateral displacement of the wheelset during the ride track with lateral misalignment; 1 and 2 cm amp., 20 km/h.

4. Conclusion
The paper presents examples of simulation results of the low floor tramcar motion performed
according to different scenarios. Analysis of the results focuses on the lateral displacements of the
wheelset’s centre of mass, yaw angle of the wheelsets and lateral forces in the area of wheel and rail
contact. The numerical model have shown that new wheelset type requires modified mathematical
model of contact what mainly involves form of the creepages. Various simulations were performed
for real wheel and rail profiles and different track geometries and revealed the characteristic
features of independently rotating wheels bogie, which are: no self-centring ability, easy radial
positioning, long contact of the flange with the rail. The scenarios of the ride on the buckled track
and track with lateral misalignment give an insight on how strong influence on the bogie motion has
the ride velocity and size of the irregularity. The responses of the system are hardly predictable.
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of performances gravity heat pipe filled with three different working
substances: water, alcohol and oil. Power heat pipe was measured at high temperatures ranging from 160°C
to 480°C. This paper describes the experimental measurement of performance parameters and wiring
diagram.
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1. Introduction
In the area of research and development in the energy sector are now people focus not only on
the development of alternative fuels, reducing emissions and attracting new sources of energy, but
also for efficient heat transfer, whether for cooling various components in electrical engineering,
computer science, engineering or in the recovery of waste heating and transport of heat in heating
[1, 2].
Heat pipes are precisely such equipment heat transfer while maintaining low temperature
differences. Therefore, the development and optimization of the key to greater efficiency and
broader application of heat pipes [3]. The advantage of the heat pipe is that even in the smaller sizes
can transmit high heat output, while its construction is simple with a long life, reliability and
durability [4].

2. Theoretical analysis of gravitational heat pipes
Construction of gravity heat pipe is the simplest and also the principle is the basis for other
types. A heat pipe consists of a closed outer shell and a working fluid provided within the tube. The
tube operates in a vertical or slightly inclined position with the coupling portion located always
above the evaporation portion. The evaporation of the working fluid evaporates and condenses the
condensation part. The condensate then runs to the evaporation of the force of gravity along the
smooth inner wall [5, 6]. The transferred heat flow depends on the thermal resistance of the liquid
film on the wall of the condensation part. The correct operation of the tube is conditioned in such a
dosage amount of working fluid, in the range of operating parameters to avoid insufficient wetting
of the surface evaporation and thus decreased performance. Conversely, too much excess liquid in
the vapor of boiling results in the release of large steam bubbles form when the shock phenomena.
Heat transfer between the vapor phase of the working fluid and the inner wall of the tube is
particularly influenced by the character of flow in the falling film of liquid.
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Fig. 1. Function of gravitation heat pipe (http://www.ogj.com/content/dam/ogj/print-articles/Volume%20111/mar4/z130304OGJdhu01.jpg).

3. Proposal for measuring equipment
The equipment (Fig. 2) was designed and constructed so that the detection performance of heat
pipe in the simplest and safest. The actual determination of the performance of the heat pipe is
based on the difference the input and output temperatures of the cooling water passing through the
cooling device located on the condensation part of the heat pipe.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the measuring device for the detection performance of the heat pipe.
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Fig. 3. The measuring device for the detection performance of the heat pipe.

4. Measurement procedure
Heat pipes of internal diameter 10 mm and a length of 500 mm were filled with the working
fluid into 20% of its capacity. Measurements were carried out on the heat pipe filled with three
working substances: heat transfer oil Mol Thermol 68, distilled water and 98% alcohol. Heated part
of the heat pipe was placed in the heating element and the condensing portion was placed in a
cooling. The individual tubes were exposed to three different heat through at 160°C, 320°C and
480°C and at these temperatures were recorded measurements. The measurement was repeated
three times on each tube, to check the results.
After placing the tube into the measuring device (Fig. 3), we set the source voltage 40V and
1.1A current. Thus, we set the parameters allowed 10 minutes to equilibrate and then we started by
measuring exchanges and computer record measured values. The body after stabilization of the
treated tube at 160°C. Computer us every 10 seconds a record of temperature at the inlet of the
cooling and temperature in the extract. Cooling equipment we set the required 15°C. After 10
minutes, the measurement and recording of data, we voltage Power supply current increased and set
to 80V and 2.3A. In this setting, the heating element after stabilization, treated the heater portion of
the tube temperature of 320°C. Measurement and writing values for this setting also lasted 10
minutes. The third and final change in the settings, the increase in voltage 120V and current to
3.5A. Again, the 10-minute stabilization followed by a 10 minute measuring and logging values.
This setting was able to develop a radiator temperature 480°C

Fig. 4. Power heat pipes at 160°C.
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Fig. 5. Power heat pipes at 320°C.

Fig. 6. Power heat pipes at 480°C.

5. Conclusion
When using heat pipe filled with oil and set at 120V and 3.5A occurred during the temperature
rise in the destruction of the heat pipe at the end of the tin solder (Fig. 4). The measured heat at the
time of destruction was 327°C. This phenomenon is repeated at the same temperature, in a further
tube. The oil in the tube and evaporated under-tube so could not function properly and cooling off.
Nonevaporated and heated oil thus causing destruction tin solder.
The calculated performance of the tubes are shown graphically in Fig. 5, 6, 7 and graphs shows
that TT-filled spirit achieve the greatest results. The aim of the measurements was to test the life
and performance of gravitational copper heat pipe at the high temperatures which are reached in the
industry (e.g. industrial furnaces, zinc, foundries, etc.). To measure the performance has been
verified that the heat transfer oil Mol Thermol 68 is not suitable as the operating medium used in
the heat pipe at high temperatures.
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Fig. 7. The destruction of the heat pipe using oil - working medium.
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Abstract. Motor traffic ranks among the main sources of air pollution in urban regions. It turns out that dust
particles, especially particles smaller than 0.1 µm, may be the most significant in terms of health from the
whole range of pollutants, e.g. exhaust gases, abrasions of brake pads, car paint abrasions or tyre abrasions,
produced by vehicles. The performed experiments related to abrasion of brake pads, and indicated that
particles smaller than 100 nm are released in the air. Nanoparticles settle very slowly and remain in the air
for a long time, which significantly contributes to air pollution in areas with high density of traffic. The size
of particles and its composition are related to potential effects of the particles on health and possible health
hazards. The aim of the work is to determine numerical concentrations and perform chemical analyses of
individual emission fractions from the testing dynamometer of frictional properties of automotive brake
pads.
Keywords: Pollutants, Brake pads, Dynamometer.

1. Introduction
People have always been exposed to particles, and owing to the evolutionary process,
we adapted to the environment we developed in. Nowadays, human organism is because of the
quick technical development exposed to either purposefully or unintentionally produced
nanoparticles (particles of 1 nm to 100 nm), with which human body is incapable of dealing with [1,
2].
Sources producing nanoparticles, i.e. Ultra Fine Particles (UFP), can be divided into natural
and anthropogenic. Natural sources of nanoparticles are for example volcanic activity, sandstorms
or soil erosion. Anthropogenic sources of UFP, primarily within urban areas, are local combustion
chambers, industry and traffic [3].
Nanoparticles are typical for their very slow sedimentation of submicron fractions that remain
in the air for a very long time. Nanoparticles also significantly contribute to air pollution in areas
with high density of traffic, e.g. in Moravian Silesian Region, and may enter human organism via
airways, and thus endanger general state of health. For that reason, the risk arising from inhalational
exposition of human body to these materials, to which heavy metals can be bond, considerably
increases. The size of particles and its composition also negatively influence state of human health
and possible health hazards [4]. There are metallic elements that are released to the environment
during braking, which are given off from brake pads. Brake pads are composed of iron, barium,
copper, aluminium, zinc, tin, lead and other metals [5]. It is impossible to eliminate or degrade
heavy metals from the environment. We can only influence the quantitative component of their
occurrence in the environment, provided that the source is anthropogenic. Harmful effect of heavy
metals cannot be unequivocally classified for each metal as they themselves are part of human
organism. Metals in the form of nanoparticles may remain in the air for quite a long period of time
and are able to transport themselves through components of the environment. Some of the heavy
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metals and their compounds cause dysfunction of blood formation, damage to nervous system
or damages of internal organs [6, 7, 8].
Interest in potential effect of heavy metals on human health and the environment
had been increasing recently. Some studies suggest that metals from vehicles have negative effects
on the environment, however, we must not ignore the impact of other sources too (e.g. exhaust
gases and tire wear. Other studies described effects of brake pad metals on water quality [9].
Even though it is typical to study emissions of exhaust gases and their impact
on the environment in the field of motor traffic, the importance attached to abrasion of brakes
is much smaller. During braking, a thermal-oxidation degradation of organic compounds, present
in the brake lining, comes about. This process leads to formation and release of volatile organic
compounds (VOC). Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) were also detected in the abrasion.
These volatile products emerging during abrasion may negatively influence the environment,
and should be paid close attention to. These substances show mutagenic character [7, 9, 10].
The particles released during abrasion of brakes may be qualified as air dust or small particles.
Abrasion of brakes in motor traffic consists of particles in the size of 10 nm to 20 µm. The smallest
particles in the size of nanometres may be easily inhaled into airway, which may lead to formation
of oxidative stress and inflammation. It has been proven that nanoparticles, if inhaled
and penetrated to human organism, are transmitted by blood and taken to target tissues such
as the liver, kidney and brain. Owing to the minuscule size of nanoparticles, their sedimentation
is very slow and if released in the air, they may be transferred thousands of kilometres from their
source [10, 11].

2. Experiment
The measurement was performed on the testing dynamometer of frictional properties
of vehicular brake pads (Link M2800, see Fig. 1). Two types of brake pads were tested - low
metallic and non-asbestos composites. Frictional composites with reduced metal content that
include 5 – 15 % of metallic content, are mostly comprised of ceramic fibres and other padding
materials. They make less noise during braking than other types of frictional composites. Nonasbestos frictional composites (NAO - Non-Asbestos Organic) that include metallic content
up to 5 %, are made of organic materials, such as fibres, rubber, glass, Kevlar and high-temperature
resin [12].

Fig. 1. Testing dynamometer of frictional properties of vehicular brake pads (Link M2800).

To evaluate analysed emissions from braking on the dynamometer (Fig. 2), we used scanning
mobility particle sizer (SMPS), which measures the amount of particles along with their dimensions
from the size of 10 nm to 200 nm with the use of detection of electric mobility [13].
We presupposed an excess concentration of released particles, thus it was necessary to dilute
the taken sample. The dilution factor was set at 100:1 and the dilution machine flow rate was
1 litre/min [14]. Furthermore, the sampling system NANO ID SELECT 005 was employed.
The system collected particles of the size from 2 nm to 35 µm. The particles were assorted
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in compliance with their size into 12 fractions. The sampling system of the device is divided
into 2 collection parts - cascade impactor and diffusion cell [15, 16].
The samples taken were analysed using the method of Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-MS). The ISP-MS represents an ultrametric analytic method serving
to determine the volume of metric amounts of individual elements in the analysed sample.
This method allows to analyse almost all elements starting from lithium up to uranium
with the sensitivity from units of ppm up to hundreds of ppm. Another advantage of the method is
the possibility to simultaneously set several elements [17].
To determine mass concentration of elements, we used the Respiratory Tract Deposition Model
that serves to determine the mass of individual metals as an accumulative dose of the total
and alveolar deposited fraction of aerosol in the affected part of the respiratory tract [18].

Fig. 2. Layout scheme of the experiment.

3. Results
The Fig. 3 to Fig. 8 depict size distribution of mass concentration of the metals selected by
means of the ICRP model. You may see three types of markings on the graphs. The marking called
"In the air" represents the mass of the metal that is released in the air, the "DP" marking represents
the mass of the metal that is deposited in the alveolar area of lungs, and the "DFal" marking
represents the mass of the metal that is deposited in the alveolar and tracheobronchial area of lungs.
For non-asbestos friction composites NAO of a brake pad:
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Fig. 3. Deposition of alveolar and total fraction of copper in accordance with the inhale model ICRP.
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Fig. 4. Deposition of alveolar and total fraction of copper in accordance with the inhale model.
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Fig. 5. Deposition of alveolar and total fraction of manganese in accordance with the inhale model ICRP.

For low metallic brake pads (LOW METAL brake pads):
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Fig. 6. Deposition of alveolar and total fraction of copper in accordance with the inhale model ICRP.
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Fig. 7. Deposition of alveolar and total fraction of iron in accordance with the inhale model ICRP.
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Fig. 8. Deposition of alveolar and total fraction of manganese in accordance with the inhale model ICRP.

For illustrative purposes, a few graphical depictions of these spectra were chosen from several
measurements performed by the SMPS device. Testing conditions: 30-80 km/h, 30 bars - pressure
of brake pads on a brake disc.
Fig. 9 depicts only particles of the size of 100 nm with temperatures from 50 - 300 °C.
The measuring time was 3 minutes and 25 seconds, several brake cycles were performed during this
period of time. The NAO (Non-asbestos organic) type of brake pads was used.
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Fig. 9. Size distribution of 100nm particle (with the dilution machine).

Fig. 10 depicts only particles of the size of 100 nm with temperatures from 50 – 300 °C.
The measuring time was a little less than 7 minutes, several brake cycles were performed during
this period of time. The low metallic (low metal) type of brake pads was used. The concentration
of particles of the size of 100nm ranged maximally to 30 particles/cm3.

Fig. 10. Size distribution of 100nm particle (without the dilution machine).

4. Conclusion
We performed sampling and monitoring of fine particles, which were released in the course
of abrasion of brake pads on a dynamometer. Thereafter, chemical composition of the samples
was determined using the ICP-MS method. Presence of the following metals was proved: Al, Cr,
Cu, Fe, Zn, Pb, Mo and Co. In case of non-asbestos friction composites (NAO), manganese
predominated within ultrafine particles, copper and iron predominated within larger particles.
In case of friction composites with low content of metals (low metal), manganese predominated
within ultrafine particles, and iron predominated within larger particles.
Sampling was completed with monitoring of particles SMPS that uses the method based
on electric mobility of particles. In case of non-asbestos friction composites (NAO), particles
of the size of 200 nm predominated. In case of friction composites with low content of metals
(low metal), particles of the size under 100 nm predominated.
The performed experiments on abrasion of brake pads showed that particles smaller
than 100nm are released in the air. And so it turned out that braking processes represent a source
of air contamination by nanoparticles, inclusive of particles that, thanks to their size and also their
chemical composition, pose potential risk for human health.
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Abstract. This article deals with the optimization of atypical heat exchanger with using CFD simulations of
8 variants. In an effort to find a suitable heat exchanger geometry in terms of pressure and in terms of heat transfer properties.
Keywords: Heat pipe, Heat exchanger, CFD simulation, Pressure drop.

1. Identification of Solved Issue
The heat exchanger will serve as a heater and as a cooler in the device for measuring the
thickness of a falling condensate in gravity assisted heat pipe with using optical triangulation
method (hereinafter DMTFC). This device is located in Fig. 1.
Heater and the cooler will be connected to circulation thermostat Julabo, heat transfer fluid is
distilled water. The problem with these thermostats are relatively low available pressure. In
particular, is the value of 0.7 bar at the volumetric flow rate of 26 l min-1. Therefore, the task is to
optimize the heat exchanger, which will have the best possible heat transfer coefficient at the lowest
pressure drop. The material of the heat exchanger is stainless steel.
On Fig. 2. is shown only one part of the exchanger. Complete exchanger will also contain his
counterpart and both parts will be welded.

Fig. 1. The main concept of DMTFC.

Fig. 2.
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The problem with this design is to estimate the right number of barriers in the exchanger, not to
exceed the required pressure drop. For that reason was made a simulation in ANSYS CFX with 0, 2,
4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 of the barriers. 14 barriers is the maximum capacity of the structure while
maintaining the same uniform geometry for all simulations.

2. Simulation of Individual Variants
The calculated area of individual variants was implemented by hexahedral mesh created with
ICEM CFD. The entire model features of three meshes. The first is the interior of the heat
exchanger (this mesh is shown in Fig. 3.), the second mesh is the wall of heat exchanger through
which the heat is transient to DMTFC and the third is a layer of a falling condensate in DMTFC
(heat - transfer medium in the heat pipe is also distilled water). Turbulence model for both fluid
domain is k-ε.

Fig. 3. The mesh of 4-barriered heat exchanger.

Boundary conditions are: input speed into the exchanger, which is derived from the maximum
volumetric flow of water in circulating thermostat and the pressure at the outlet of the exchanger.
Next, input speed of a falling condensate and its output pressure. These values were estimated by
calculating the rate of falling of condensate, but its accuracy is questionable. It should be noted,
however, that simulation is designed as an optimization nature, where the most important element is
just the pressure drop through the heat exchanger and the second row is the heat transfer coefficient
coeficient, whose value is calculated based on the estimated values given boundary conditions and,
therefore, its value may be regarded as for comparison against other simulations. Boundary
conditions are shown in Tab. 1.
The normal velocity in heat exchanger inlet
Temperature of water inlet
Pressure behind the heat exchanger
The normal velocity of falling condensate (estimated)
Temperature of falling condensate (estimated)
Pressure of conddensate in an end of the computation area
Tab. 1. Boundary conditions.

4.4
80
1
0.025
30
3

m.s-1
°C
bar
m.s-1
°C
bar

3. Evaluation of Simulations
The calculation results of the individual simulations are in Tab. 2. and Fig. 4.
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Account of barriers
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Pressure drop [kPa]
14,9
17,9
27,3
40,7
67,3
109,9
171,8
257,1

Heat transfer coeficient [W.m-2.K-1]

4091
5709
7593
8949
10678
12765
14598
16365

Tab. 2. Pressure drop and heat transfer coefficients of individual variants.

Fig. 4. The dependence of the coefficient of heat transfer and pressure drop of the number of partitions exchanger.

Based on the calculated results can be determined that the optimum heat exchanger should have
eight barriers since reaching 67.3 kPa. However, the maximum pressure of the circulation
thermostat of 70 kPa and it should also in mind the fact, that the exchanger is connected with
piping, which also causes a certain pressure drop. For this reason can be considered as optimal
exchanger with six barriers.
The graph in Fig. 4. also shows that, while the heat-transfer coefficient varies almost linearly in
substance, the pressure drop increases convex. This is logical, because the only changing parameter
is the internal flow speed in the heat exchanger, which increases with increasing amount of barriers.
Fig. 5 is a comparison of velocity vector fields in heat exchangers with the number of barricades 0,
6 and 14.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of velocity vector fields with the number of partitions 0, 6 and 14.

From the figure it can be observed that while in the first two cases, the maximum flow rate
achieved at the outlet of the heat exchanger, because there is the narrowest cross section, in the third
case is the highest velocity after barrier.

4. Conclusion
From the simulation results may generally be concluded that if the only change in calculation is
the number of barricades and therefore a different internal flow velocity, heat transfer coefficient
varies linearly, but the pressure drop varies parabolically. Therefore, in terms of energy preferred to
select a smaller number of partitions.
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Abstract. The main problem of designing systems which uses heat pipes is a large number of variables,
whether it is a traditional - gravity, or advanced - capillary, pulsating, heat pipes. This article is a basic
methodology for measuring the thickness of the falling condensate in gravitational heat pipes, with using the
optical triangulation method, and the evaluation of risks associated with this method.
Keywords: Heat pipe, Optical triangulation, Falling condensate.

1. Introduction
CFD simulations of gravity assisted heat pipes (GAHP) are nowadays common practice.
However, the current CFD models are not robust and flexible enough to capture a wide range of
conditions occurring within the heat pipe. For this reason it is necessary to pay more attention to
adapting these models in order to capture larger number of functional states within GAHP.

2. Theoretical Background of the Draft
Nowadays there are many approaches to calculate the heat pipes properties. One of these
approaches is the calculation of GAHP heat performance parameters is based on knowledge of the
falling condensate thickness. According to [1], the average value of Nusselt Reynolds number in the
laminar flow region can be stated as

 3 4 (δ * ) 2 ⋅ (δ * ) ⋅ τ δ*
α
η L2
Nu = L = 
= ⋅ * +
,
λL  ρ L ⋅ (ρ L − ρV ) ⋅ g 
3 x
x*
1

Reδ =

3

( )

( )

2
4 *3
⋅ δ + 2 ⋅ δ * ⋅ τ δ*
3

2

(1)

(2)

where α L is the heat transfer coefficient of the liquid phase, λL is thermal conductivity of the

ρ
liquid phase, η L dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase, ρ L and V density of liquid and vapour
phase respectively and g is the gravity acceleration. Another – dimensionless variables are
expressed as follows

δ* =
 x
x* = 
 LF

δ

,

(3)

 4 ⋅ c pL ⋅ ∆T
 ⋅
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τ δ* =

τδ
(ρ L − ρV ) ⋅ g

,

(5)

where δ is the falling condensate thickness, x is the coordinate in direction of the flow (by
common configuration it is vertical downwards direction), cpL is the constant pressure specific heat
of the liquid phase, ∆T is the temperature difference between wall and liquid, PrL is the Prandtl
number of liquid phase, lV is heat of evaporation, τδ is the interfacial shear stress between liquid and
vapor phase and
1*
3



η
(6)
LF = 

 ρ L ⋅ (ρ L − ρV ) ⋅ g 
With combination of equations 3,4 and 5 we can get equation criteria equation
4 4
3
x* = (δ * ) ⋅ (δ * ) ⋅ τ δ*
(7)
3
The last formula is an expression of one variable through the second and, therefore, it is
necessary to solve the system of equations iteratively. It should be noted, however, that the
knowledge of the thickness of the condensate, the system of equation can be solved with a single
variable (is also relative, since all material constants are a function of its temperature, which varies
with the thickness of the condensate in the y direction, but for the purpose of further assume, it can
be considered as a constant.). The above equations are valid for laminar flow regime of falling
condensate. For turbulent flow it can be also used a wide range of correlations that can be found in
the referenced literature.
2
L

3. Optical Triangulation Method
The method is based on of this method is to light the walls of the tube and at the same time the
layer of condensate running down the laser beam and the reflection from the two capture facility
using a CCD camera, as shown the layout in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The principle of optical triangulation.

Based on the layout, the condensate thickness equation can be determined as

HC =


HV ⋅ GX 
1
⋅

cos(Θ C ) 1 + tg (Θ C ) ⋅ tg (Θ C ) 
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Where HC is condensate thickness, HV is the distance shown at CCD camera, GX is the optic
magnification, ΘC is angle which make camera with the drenched wall and ΘL the angle which
make laser beam with the wall. Optical principle of the method was tested on glass-plate, in which
water has sprayed.

Fig. 2. Experimental device to test the applicability of the method.

On the basis of this experiment it was evaluated the optimal color of the laser beam recorded by
CCD camera is in the green part of the light spectrum. The experiment also showed that the distilled
water at ambient temperature (20 °C) is not an appropriate medium for the thickness measurement
by using this method, because the glass surface does not form a continuous film. This deficiency
may be removed by heating the water to a higher temperature because the increased temperature
decreases surface tension value. When using ethanol system worked properly.

4. Design of the Device for Condensate Thickness Measurement
The suggested device will be constructed according to the scheme in Fig. 3. and Fig. 4. The
basis of the device is a glass construction with a hollow triangular prism, which will work as
GAHP. The glass structure is inserted in a steel frame, which is attached by screws to the wall.
Anticipated working liquids in heat pipe will be distilled water and ethanol. Triangular cross-section
construction is designed by means of the elimination of refraction passing through a glass wall, or
on the side of the laser beam emitted from the diode, or reflections on the side of the CCD camera.
Principle of operation of GAHP will be driven by using two heat exchangers. One will work as a
heater (evaporator) and the other as a cooler (condenser). The two heat exchangers are coequal.

Fig. 4. Detail of the device.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of measuring the thickness of the condensate in GAHP.

Each exchanger is individually connected to the circulation thermostat Julabo and heat transfer
fluid is distilled water. In each independent circuit will be used PT100 temperature sensors at the
inlet and the outlet of the heat exchanger and also has a flow meter, in order to use a calorimetric
method to express performance at separate heat exchangers, as well as the actual power delivered
by the heat pipe.
The pressure and the amount of charge in the heat pipe will be accomplished by gradual
evaporation of the working fluid of the heat pipe. The entire device will be thoroughly insulated
using extruded polystyrene. The polystyrene plates for the other two glass surfaces are still in
addition, supported by two permanent magnets in order to be able to move them vertically and with
them move the laser module and a CCD camera in the vertical direction (the horizontal direction as
well as, to obtain the biggest possible picture on heat pipe main wall). On these polystyrene plates
will be, from the outside, in addition placed heating infra-foil to prevent condensation on these glass
surfaces. Such condensation would be impossible to measure the thickness of the condensing
optical triangulation method.
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Abstract. In recent years saw a great increase miniaturization of some heat-stressed equipment mainly in
electronics and mechatronics. Design and produce a more complex and energy-consuming equipment. When
the device is efficient, then the majority even higher heat loss-making power, which is necessary in order to
maintain safe operating temperatures due. The paper deals with the problem of heat dissipation of
electrostatic converters using a ribbed radiator or heat pipes. Normally for cooling electrostatic devices use
different types of cooling using finned heat sinks that use the principle of free or forced convection often. To
achieve the forced convection is used by various fans, resulting in increased risk of failure, because these
devices have moving parts. Therefore it is developing such types cooling that these fans not need. As a
prospective cooling appears use of heat pipes.
Keywords: Heat pipe, Cooling, Heat transport, Heat loss.

1. Introduction
The electrostatic converter is a device used to change the parameters of current and voltage
used for railway wagons. For this converter was studied suitable cooling system. Commonly used
static converters are mainly cooled by air flow around the surface, and there is only the convective
heat transfer. To ensure air flow fans are mainly used with suitably shaped plates. However, this
increases the failure rate and the difficulty of maintaining, because the fans contain moving parts
which are wear out by the own operations. Therefore, consideration is given to change cooling
methods of electrostatic converters. The best way seems to use heat pipes. Heat pipes are working
on the principle of phase change of the working fluid, so that no moving parts are maintenance free
and their thermal conductivity is much higher than that of metallic materials of the same diameter
solid section. Their main duty is to lead the heat generated by electrostatic converter into place with
lower ambient temperature, and there it through ribbed cooler transmit into the surroundings by
natural convection.
To get an idea of the quantity of heat produced by a particular method of heat transfer in the
actual inverter, and a subsequent proposal from the best cooling method had to be electrostatic
converter scanning a first in terms of output and losses. To measure these heat outputs and losses, as
well as the cooling systems themselves can use either the original electrostatic converter, which is
used in practice, or geometrically similar model. Due to the temperature measurements inside the
body energy converter was to compare different methods of cooling produced geometrically
identical model. In the case of the original electrostatic converter would need to drill holes for
mounting thermocouples near the winding transformers. Would risk damaging the insulation or
could follow to its destruction and thus destroy the transformer itself. In addition, the actual
converter would have to be supplied and also burdened with too high currents and voltages. From
the following operational and safety reasons was used a model of the electrostatic converter.
The base model consists of an aluminum container that is used for the mass production of
transformers electrostatic converters. To pack is inserted two electrical insulating toroids, which
were equipped with ohmic resistances, which are shaped winding transformer
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Fig. 1 Location of the transformer in the machine housing.

The resistors are connected in series and the total resistance is ~ 10 Ω, corresponding winding
resistance in real static converters. The Joule heat generating resistor is DC powered from a
regulated voltage source. Based on this assumption and the known values of voltage and current
was determined the theoretical heat output model. This performance was later verified to
measurement of heat loss in a thermostatic chamber. This performance was later verified to
measurement of heat loss in a thermostatic chamber.
In addition to resistance toroids were entered into the model and temperature sensors thermocouple. Their location was selected to be the minimum of the thermocouples recorded a
temperature as accurately as possible on the surface and inside the ring, also in the vicinity of the
aluminum hub. The distribution of thermocouples is shown in Fig. 2. The space between the toroid
and the container was filled mass model, which thermal and electrical insulating properties were
similar thermal and electrical properties of the resin used in mass production.
Completely primary intention was to use an aluminum mandrel positioned in the middle of
converter and fixed to the bottom of the outer packaging. The mandrel serves to faster heat
dissipation from inside the converter. However, this method does not seem sufficient. While the
mandrel diverting heat more quickly to the surface, the insufficient cooling due to the small surface
of transmission and a low coefficient of heat transmission of the outer coating to the environment.
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Fig. 2 Location of thermocouples in the model of the electrostatic converter.

2. Measurement temperatures on the inverter in a thermostatic chamber
In order to assess the properties of each cooling systems static an energy converter, it was
necessary to provide several temperature levels at which it would be simulated release of heat loss
and constant power to determine the temperature distribution of the measured points in stationary
mode. For this reason, was conducted a range of experiments at three different ambient
temperatures and two heat output generated by Joule heating simulating power dissipation 30 and
50 W. All temperatures and heat output, respectively voltage and electric current regulated power
supply were measurement by logger and they are recorded on a computer screen so as to reaching
steady state level of the different temperatures, and that the system got to thermodynamic
equilibrium.

Fig. 3 Model of electrostatic converter without cooler.
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Fig. 4 Model of electrostatic converter with cooler.

Fig. 5 Model of electrostatic converter with heat pipe.

The individual measures were carried out to compare the three types of heat transfer convection from the surface of the transformer, convection of the heat sink located on the surface
and by heat pipe placed in an aluminum mandrel transformer.
All measurements were made in a thermostatic chamber, where they were simulated three
different temperatures at two different heat output of the heat loss model. The heat output of the
model was controlled by source of electrical energy on the values of 30 W and 50 W, the
temperature were set in a chamber by thermostatic control to 30°C, 50°C and 70°C. Measurements
were conducted at two different heat output. The reason was that the static power converters are
used transformers of different power. Size frame, which are stored, remains the same. Temperature
range was chosen based on experience with the use of energy converters. In normal operation is
usually ambient temperature of about 40°C, but if the converter is not sufficiently cooled and is
fully charged, it reaches the ambient temperature in the frame to 70°C.
In the transformer were generally measured temperatures in ten different points. For
comparison, however, selected only two of them. The first section characterizes the place with the
highest measured temperature. This is because, in order to detect the intensity of heat transfer from
the center of the transformer. The second point is characterized by a point at the surface. Watched
the intensity of cooling, depending on ambient temperature.
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3. Evaluation of measured variables
From figure No .6 follows that in performance of heat 30 W and about 70 ° C, the differences
between the various methods of heat removal is stationary significant, particularly with regard to
free-cooling heat sink and the other two types of cooling, the best way of cooling the heat removal
using heat pipe.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the temperature curve at selected locations inverter for each method of cooling in heat output of
30 W and an ambient temperature of 70°C.

Behind the cooling by the heat pipe followed heat transport by a ribbed cooler with vertical ribs
and highest temperatures drop to removal the same cooling performance at the same ambient
temperature needs to plain sheath inverter without ribs. The temperature difference on the surface
and inside the body of the inverter in this case the cooling without heat and the remaining types of
cooling is about 6-7 ° C

4. Conclusion
In the experiment, we investigated the course of temperatures in heat-exposed areas of the body
of the converter. The results show that there is still the possibility of optimizing the construction of
such facilities. The new structure of static converter will enable transport the heat produced as
power loss and thus ensure a reduction in temperature, especially in winding isolation transformer
of the converter and contribute to increasing the reliability of the device.
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Abstract. One of more alternatives of heat transfer without the using of mechanical equipment is the use of
the heat pipe. Heat pipes are easy to manufacture and maintenance of low input investment cost. The
advantage of using the heat pipe is its use in hermetic closed electronic device which is separated exchange
of air between the device and the environment. This experiment deals with the influence of changes in the
working tube diameter and changing the working position on performance parameters. Changing the
working position and the tube diameter changes the thermal performance of the heat pipe. The result of this
paper is finding the optimal diameter with ideal working substance for the greatest heat transfer for 1cm2
sectional area tube.
Keywords: Gravitation heat pipe, Thermal performance, Diameter, Angle, Water.

1. Introduction
The general principle of heat pipes using gravity, commonly classified as two phase
thermosyphon, dates back to the steam age and Angier March Perkins and his son Loftus Perkins
and the "Perkins Tube", which saw widespread use in locomotive boilers and working ovens.
Capillary-based heat pipes were first suggested by R.S. Gaugler of General Motors in 1942, who
patented the idea, but did not develop it further. A heat pipe is a heat-transfer device that combines
the principles of both thermal conductivity and phase transition to efficiently manage the transfer of
heat between two solid interfaces [5].
At the hot interface of a heat pipe a liquid in contact with a thermally conductive solid surface
turns into a vapor by absorbing heat from that surface. The vapor then travels along the heat pipe to
the cold interface and condenses back into a liquid - releasing the latent heat. The liquid then returns
to the hot interface through either capillary action, centrifugal force, or gravity, and the cycle
repeats. (Fig.1) Due to the very high heat transfer coefficients for boiling and condensation, heat
pipes are highly effective thermal conductors [6].
Heat pipe consists of a sealed pipe or tube made of a material that is compatible with the
working fluid such as copper for water heat pipes, or aluminium for ammonia heat pipes. A vacuum
pump is used to remove the air from the empty heat pipe. The heat pipe is partially filled with a
working fluid and then sealed. The working fluid mass is chosen so that the heat pipe contains both
vapor and liquid over the operating temperature range. Water heat pipes are sometimes filled by
partially filling with water, heating until the water boils and displaces the air, and then sealed while
hot. Working fluids are chosen according to the temperatures at which the heat pipe must operate
[7].
The advantage of heat pipes over many other heat-dissipation mechanisms is their great
efficiency in transferring heat. Heat pipes contain no mechanical moving parts and typically require
no maintenance. The advantage of the heat pipe is a fast start action of the heat transfer, their
geometric shape, weight. Heat pipes are used for cooling electronic devices and increasingly begin
to apply computer technology. Another possibility of using heat pipes in solar collectors, where in
the condensation part is arranged a heat exchanger which is heated.
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Fig. 1. Function of gravitation heat pipe [3].

2. Method of experiment
For experimentally measurement the performance of the heat pipes were chosen method of
measuring with water. To measure were used gravity heat pipe of copper material of the same
length of 50 cm. Heat pipes are different diameter pipes (DN12, DN15, DN18, DN22, and DN28).
The working medium of the experimental measurements were used distilled water and we change a
measurement angle of heat pipe. For better working conditions was achieved starting internal
pressure of the heat pipe 800 Pa. For recording the measured values, we used the program AMR
WinControl from AHLBORN. Measuring consisted of heating the evaporator section by a
circulating medium at 80 °C , wherein the evaporation taking place within the working medium of
the heat pipe. Cooling the condensation section by a circulating medium at 20°C, wherein working
medium was evaporation. For experimental measurements were recorded temperature inflow and
outflow on water the condenser and the flow medium.
2.1. Used materials
For experimentally measurement we used copper pipe of the length 50cm, copper fittings and
copper capillary tubing’s (Fig.2). Working medium of the experimental measurements were used
distilled water. Ideal of amount of working medium is 25% full volume tube.

Fig. 2. Experimental heat pipe was consist for 1- copper pipe, 2- copper fitting, 3- copper capillary tubing.

2.2. Measurement of thermal performance of gravitation heat pipe
We chose the calorimetric equation (1) for obtaining to the results of thermal performance heat
pipe, which describes the heat transfer bodies, forming isolated system, covered by the law of
conservation of energy. The law of conservation of energy is that all the heat that the exchange of a
single body transfer, the second body receives. We can suppose that there is no change in the type
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of energy, heat energy can’t be changed, for example into mechanical energy, and the substances
are chemically inert, doesn’t generates heat from chemical reactions:
Q& = m& ⋅ c ⋅ ∆t

(1)

where is a heat flux in W,
represents the mass flow in kg.s-1, c represents the specific heat
capacity water where 20°C = 4183 J.Kg-1.K-1 and
represents the temperature gradient in K
For experimental measurement we build a measuring equipment (Fig.3) consist with 1protractor, 2-flow meter, 3-outlet temperature, 4-inlet temperature, 5-condenser, 6-evaporator, 7water heating for evaporator, 8-cooling water for condenser.

Fig. 3: Experimental measuring equipment.

3. Evaluation measuring of thermal performance gravitation heat pipe
During the experiments are confirmed the assumptions that the biggest diameter and different
working position change thermal performance a heat pipe. The main object of experimental was
find ideal working position and ideal diameter for tube. We find the biggest thermal performance
for heat pipe in 1cm2 of section tube. All heat pipes were stuffed 25% their full volume with
working medium. We recorded mass flow and temperature difference outlet and inlet of cooling
water.
Temperature
difference
(K)

DN 12
DN 15
DN 18
DN 22
0
0.45
1.2
1.76
2
15
0.45
1.41
1.75
2.15
30
0.47
1.53
1.80
2.12
45
0.51
1.62
1.80
2.09
60
0.52
2.10
1.98
2.16
75
0.51
0.88
1.86
2.23
Tab. 1. Temperature difference per different diameter and working position.
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Fig. 4. Dependence temperature difference per different diameter and working position .

Fig. 4 is average value different temperature where the biggest diameter DN28 have the biggest
different of temperature at vertical angle and 60 degree.
Mass flow
DN 12
DN 15
DN 18
DN 22
DN 28
(Kg.s-1)
0
0.0635
0.058
0.06
0.062
0.064
15
0.0635
0.054
0.06
0.062
0.064
30
0.0635
0.05
0.06
0.062
0.064
45
0.0635
0.05
0.06
0.062
0.064
60
0.0635
0.034
0.06
0.062
0.064
75
0.0635
0.063
0.06
0.062
0.064
Tab. 2. Mass flow in measurement of heat pipe per different diameter and working position.

Tab. 2 shows the average value of mass flow where mass flow will be similar on full
measurement.
For the evaluation we used equation number 1 where specific heat capacity water was 20°C =
4183 J.Kg-1.K-1.
Thermal
performance
DN 12
DN 15
DN 18
DN 22
DN 28
(W)
0
112.8
291.92
445.12
516.3
604.7
15
120.8
318.27
442.44
556.12
548.08
30
125.1
318.58
454.41
548.74
577.58
45
135.1
333.57
454.37
541.32
575.21
60
138
296.03
500.55
559.53
604.32
75
136.3
230.64
470.27
575.93
578.19
Tab. 3. Thermal performance of gravitation heat pipe per different diameter and working position
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Fig. 5: Difference of thermal performance for gravitation heat pipe per different diameter and working position

Fig.5 shows the average value of thermal performance heat pipe when we used different
diameter and different working position. We expect when the biggest diameter have the biggest
thermal performance so we want find the biggest thermal performance for 1cm2 sectional tube. We
used the equation number 2 where we division thermal performance with sectional area of tube.
Q&
Q& S =
S

(2)

Where Q& a heat flux in W, S is represents the sectional area of tube cm2.
Thermal performance for
1cm2 sectional tube W

DN 12
DN 15
DN 18
DN 22
DN 28
0
99.74
165.20
174.90
135.83
98.2
15
106.8
180.12
173.85
146.31
89.00
30
110.64
180.29
178.55
144.37
93.79
45
119.41
188.78
178.54
142.41
93.41
60
122.03
167.53
196.68
147.20
98.14
75
120.5
130.52
184.78
151.52
93.89
Tab. 4. Thermal performance for 1cm2 sectional area tube per different diameter and working position .

Fig. 6. Difference of thermal performance for gravitation heat pipe per different diameter and working position .
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Fig. 6 shows different between working position and different diameter of tube. The best
working position is around 60 degree and the best diameter is a DN 18 where thermal performance
is a 196.68 W.cm2.
The worst diameter is a DN 28 where thermal performance is a biggest but thermal
performance for 1cm2 sectional area tube is a least.

4. Conclusion
We measured the effect of the diameter and type of working position gravity heat pipe for
thermal performance characteristics of the device. Measurements we found that the extension of the
diameter also increases the heat output of the heat pipes by gravity. The greatest progress
transferred power 604.7W reached gravity heat pipe DN 28 with a vertical working position, but
due to the cross-sectional area of 1 cm2 reached the highest transmitted power 196.68 W gravity
heat pipe DN18 with a 60 degree working position.
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Abstract. DLC coatings are wear resistant, have low coefficient of friction and are widely used in industry,
in medicine and for decorative purposes. This article focuses on tribological properties of DLC coatings
based on WCC deposited on substrate made from grade 100Cr6 bearing steel.
Keywords: Tribology, Coefficient of friction, Bearing steel 100Cr6, WC/C based DLC coating

1. Introduction
Thin layer DLC (Diamond-like Carbon) coatings based on WCC (Tungsten Carbon Carbide)
have properties such as low coefficient of friction, high hardness and wear resistance. Because of
these properties, DLC coatings are suitable for application to the surfaces of mechanical parts where
high mechanical energy losses occur and the surface is worn out very quickly. This type of coating
has very high hardness and requires substrate with similar hardness in order to reach desired
properties. Ideal situation is when both coating and substrate reach the same hardness.
Tungsten-DLC (WCC) coating keeps high hardness and low coefficient of friction even for
high temperature range. When applied to the surfaces of cutting tools, DLC coatings contribute to
higher wear resistance. The occurrence of cold welds on contact surfaces is reduced to minimum for
tribological applications working under conditions without sufficient lubrication. The coating has
good cohesion properties and excellent adhesion to the surfaces which will be deposited. WCC is
highly resistant to flaking because of excellent adhesion and therefore offers better protection of
high speed cutting tools. This type of coating is also corrosion resistant, non-toxic and biocompatible what makes is especially suitable for medical applications [1].
Suitable heat treatment of substrate was chosen in order to reach its desired hardness. Thin DLC
coating based on WC/C was deposited onto surface of substrate using PVD (Physical Vapor
Deposition) method. We chose this method because of its low temperature deposition process which
leads to almost no heat affection of substrate. Tribological properties of prepared samples were
tested and ”ball-on-flat” method was used.
1.1. Preparation of samples
The samples with dimensions of 25 x 80 mm and thickness of 5 mm were made from bearing
steel 100Cr6. The samples were cut to desired dimensions in the first step. The second step
consisted of grinding the upper surface on every sample on plane grinding machine BPH-20 and
later the Struers grinder was used for final polishing of functional sample surfaces with diamond
polishing paste with 3µm grit size. Prepared sample can be seen on Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Sample used in our experiments.

1.2. Heat treatment of 100Cr6 steel
There were three different heat treatment methods used which resulted in three different
microstructures of a substrate: martensitic, bainitic and sorbitic. Microstructure of these materials is
shown on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Microstructures after heat treatment: a) martensitic, b) bainitic, c) sorbitic.

The conditions of heat treatment, type of final structure and final hardness of used samples are
listed in Tab. 1.
Structure

Hardness [HRC]

Martensite

64

Sorbite - hardening in oil
and air tempering

63

Bainite - salt

58

Heat treatment
Hardening temperature: 830 OC
Non tempered
Hardening temperature: 830 OC
Tempered at 190 OC
Austenitization temperature: 830 OC
Isothermal hold: 220 OC

Tab. 1. Microstructure types of substrate with corresponding hardness after heat treatment.

1.3. DLC coatings based on WCC
After all substrates were prepared according to our requirements, we could move to the next
phase. Nano-metric WCC coatings were deposited to functional surfaces of all samples by company
STATON Turany. Magnetron sputtering method was used. Chemically cleaned sample was placed
to deposition chamber and the surface of the sample was ionic purified. Deposition process began
right after purification and it was divided into two steps – thin layer of chromium was deposited for
better adhesion properties and later thin WCC layer was deposited onto already deposited Cr layer.
Schematic structure of both coatings deposited on the substrate and real structure can be seen on
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Schematic structure of deposited coatings (left) and real structure of 100Cr6 steel with deposited coatings
(right).

2. Experimental device
Tribological test were performed in the laboratory of Department of Design and Mechanical
Elements. This laboratory offers wide range of devices dedicated to the measurement of the
coefficient of friction. The most suitable device for the task was linear tribometer.

Fig. 4. Basic principle of tribometer (left), linear tribometer used for experiments.

This type of tribometer allows to measure the coefficient of friction by ”ball-on-flat” method.
Friction force FT is measured with tensometric sensor and data during whole experiment are written
to mass memory storage. Normal force FN is generated by set of weights with desired mass.
2.1. Methodics of experiment
Tribological pair consists of measured samples with martensitic, bainitic and sorbitic structures
with deposited WCC coating, another component was standard 100Cr6 steel ball with 4 mm
diameter.

Fig. 5. Tribological pair during one of our tests on linear tribometer (left), ball holder and steel ball (right).
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The conditions during the experiment were exactly the same for all tribological pairs. The
experiments were conducted in atmospheric conditions and without lubrication. The velocity of
steel ball was not constant, but it had sinusoidal behavior with velocity ranging from 0 to 20 mm2.
The load was constant with value of 10N. The duration of all experiments was 6000 seconds with
100 meter distance.
2.2. Results
The result of our experiment was the change of the coefficient of friction over time. Vertical
axis shows the value of the coefficient of friction of all three samples with WCC coatings and
horizontal axis represents time domain. All values of the coefficient of friction listed in the graph
were obtained with constant 10 N load.
Initial value of the coefficient of friction for the sample with sorbitic structure was 0.33. Other
samples (bainitic and martensitic) reached equal initial value of 0.43. The value of the coefficient of
friction had decreasing tendency during our experiments and became almost constant after 5000
seconds. The lowest value of the coefficient of friction 0.15 was reached by the sample with bainitic
structure at the end of our experiments. Martensitic and sorbitic structures reached only slightly
higher value of the coefficient of friction. Detailed behavior of the coefficient of friction can be
seen on Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Coefficient of friction for different heat treated 100Cr6 substrates with deposited WC/C layer.

The wear of steel balls was measured and evaluated after all experiments were finished. Initial
coefficient of friction, Hertzian pressure and the area of worn surface of steel ball for samples with
different structure of the substrate are listed in Tab 2.
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Initial
coefficient
of friction
[-]

Hertzian
pressure
P THEOR.
[GPa]

Area of worn
surface of
steel ball
[mm2]

Load
[N]

Number of tip

Martensite + WC/C

0.426

1.24

0.10

10

tip no.20

Sorbite + WC/C

0.341

1.24

0.07

10

tip no.17

Bainite + WC/C

0.442

1.24

0.06

10

tip no.12

Sample

Tab. 2. Chosen tribological properties.

Fig. 7. Surface of steel balls after experiments on samples with different substrate: a) martensite, b) sorbite, c) bainite.

3. Conclusion
Tribological properties of WCC coatings were experimentally measured and evaluated. Based
on our measured data we can conclude that the lowest value of coefficient of friction was reached
with bainitic structure of the substrate. Low value of coefficient of friction for this material also led
to the lowest value of wear rate when compared to martensitic and sorbitic structure of the
substrate.
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Abstract. The technological development of production forces the need for continuous development of
measurement systems. Modern production technologies such as Rapid Prototyping require specialized
measurement systems. Additive technologies allow to manufacture parts with a complex geometry.
Geometry measurement of such models by traditional methods is problematic or impossible to perform.The
selection of an appropriate method of measurement is influenced by many factors: required accuracy, type of
the object being measured (size, material, surface) and place of measurement. Multisensory Coordinate
Measuring Machine (ang.CMM) use a combination of different types of measurement sensors such as:
tactile sensors, tactile-optical sensors, laser sensors, cameras processing the image, and optical sensors.
Complex measurement tasks often require the use of several types of sensors to measure the same object.
Keywords: Additive technologies, CCM, Sensor, Tactile, Coordinate.

1. Introduction
Coordinate metrology as a multipurpose and efficient technology is especially important for
new needs of the market.
Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM) collect data about the measured object using sensors.
CMMs can be equipped with a many different sensor such us a tactile or optical trigger probes or
measurement sensors. The main task of the trigger probes is to call the trigger signal when a probe
tip get a contact with the measured surface. It makes it necessary to read the data with respect to all
the axes of the machine to determine the coordinates of the interface in space. Movement against
the axis is needed to determine the coordinates of the interface. The measurement sensors have an
internal measuring range of up to a few millimeters. The interface is determined by overwriting the
value read by the sensor over the coordinate values read by the measuring machine.
1.1. Multisensory of CMMs.
Typical CCMs are equipped with tactile measuring tip with the possibility of the selection of its
diameter and length of the probe where the measuring tip is situated. This allows to measure the
dimensions of various elements from several millimeters to several meters (Gantry
CMMs)Although such measurements are the most accurate at the moment, they involve certain
limitations. The first limitation are the dimensions of the measuring tips, the minimum diameter is
about 0.3 mm. Another limitation is related to the physical contact of the measuring tip with the
surface of the measured element; too much pressure on the element may damage its surface or cause
the movement against the table.
During the last years, there is a strong emphasis on the development connected with
multisensory coordinate measuring technology in order to meet the needs of the production market.
There are a lot of elements that require to use different measuring sensors , i.e.: micro gears,
implants, delicate elements made of glass or fabric, and more. Measurements of parts with size of a
few millimeters to a few micrometers or the measurements of macroscopic elements of very low
uncertainty require new measurement techniques based on current machines but with improved
stiffness and thermal stability. Multisensory coordinate measuring machines use a combination of
different types of measurement sensors such as: tactile measurement tips, tactile-optical tips, laser
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sensors, cameras processing the image, optical sensor using autofocus, sensors scanning 3D tracks
[1, 2, 3, 4].

Fig. 1. Measurement sensors and their application [1]: a-tactile sensor; b- tactile-optical sensor; c- laser; d- sensor
processing the image; e- autofocus; f- sensors scanning 3D tracks.

1.2. Additive technologies.
Additive technologies knows as a Rapid Prototyping (ang.RP) or „3D printing” allow to
produce physical models based on a computer model developed in CAD software’s or generated by
reverse engineering technologies. The general principle of production of these objects involves
creating layered models. The concept of "Rapid Prototyping" combines the technologies that are
automated physical modelling techniques through a layered sintering, bonding, splicing, melting
and curing all kinds of material, by laser or other sources and energy. RP technology is mainly used
for the production of prototypes but increasingly also for the production of small series. They allow
you to significantly reduce the time and cost of the launch of a new product. Although these
processes are the same at end, are very different in terms of the resulting final product. One of the
most popular technologies with a lot of possibilities is the POLJET Matrix technology developed
by Objet company. In Polyjet technology model is created by spraying photopolymer on tray by
piezo-crystal working through electronically controlled (Fig. 2). Working material is fed to the
nozzle with a very small pressure, then if a location is to be given the material to piezo-crystal
voltage is applied to decrease a volume of the crystal. In resulting the photopolymer drop is
squeezed through the nozzle. After the single layer, it is exposed to UV light that causes the
immediate hardening of the material [5, 6, 7].

Fig. 2. Objet Connex 350 Printer and the manufactured thin wall cube model.
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2. The use of multisensory CMM ZEISS O-INSPECT 442 for Rapid
prototyping models.
Applying RP technology we can produce elements of geometry impossible to perform
traditional techniques. Such models require the use of a variety of sensors in order to assess the
accuracy of performance. There are many different RP technologies which differ in accuracy and
the principle of the prototype production. Due to the development of RP technologies they are more
and more popular and they are used not only for prototyping but also for the small series
production. This necessitates a proper assessment of the accuracy of these technologies and
determination of their capabilities. Multisensory coordinate measuring technique is very useful for
the evaluation of the models produced with the use of RP technologies. One of the most popular of
Multisensory CMMs is O-INSPECT 442 produced by Zeiss Company.
O-INSPECT 442 is equipped with a three different sensors:
Tactile sensor - passive scanning head,
Visual sensor – 2D optical CCD Camera with discovery zoom lens,
Optical sensor – white light distance sensor.

Fig. 3. O-INSPECT 442 sensors: from left side a) tactile sensor; b) 2D Camera; c) white light sensor.

Fig. 4 illustrates an exemplary application of multisensory CCMs for the evaluation of a
prototype made of metal powders (SLM).

Fig. 4. Multisensory measurement of a prototype.
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To measure three characteristics marked on the above prototype three different sensors were
used. The evaluation of the flatness of the side wall was performed with the use of a tactile tip. The
rounding radius of repeating slotted holes, due to the very small size, was determined by optical
image processing method, and the shape of the channel cross-section was determined by the white
light optical sensor as its dimensions did not allow the evaluation by the tactile method. The above
example illustrates well the issues and complex measurement tasks posed to us by production
technology by Rapid Prototyping. At this point, multisensory measurements are necessary for the
correct evaluation of a prototype.
Visual and tactile sensors were compared to check their accuracy on O-Inspect CCM using
Calypso5.2 software. The diametral stencil of the value equal 49.9865 mm specified by the Central
Office of Measures was used as the object of the measurement. This object was measured with a
ULM600 linear gage and its value was set to 49.9867 mm; it was accepted in further measurements
as the nominal value. Both methods have been carried out in automatic mode with a fixed scan rate
of 5m/s and 360 measurement points were collected. In both methods, software filtering and
deleting of abnormal values were used . The measurement for each of the methods was carried out
ten times. After calculations, the standard deviation obtained for the optical method was 0.0046 mm
and 0.0024 mm for the tactile method. Deviation of the optical method is almost twice as large as
the deviation of the tactile method, nevertheless, it is still satisfactory.
Tactile sensor was also compared to the white light sensor. The surface flatness of printed
model was designated by both sensors. The result are shown on a Fig. 5 [8].

Fig. 5. Results of measure.

The obtained results of the measurements are very similar. There are currently hard to
determine which of them will be more correct. Measurement by tactile sensor could be affected by
the deformation of the material caused by the contact pressure of the measuring tip. The other hand,
optical measurement could be affected by the model which was made of translucent material.

3. Conclusion
Multisensory measuring technique enables a comprehensive measurement of complex parts
made of RP technologies. Optical sensors can be used with a small-sized elements and easily
deformable materials. Highest accuracy of measurements we achieve by tactile sensor, however due
to low accuracy of RP technologies we can use optical sensor with high precision. Optical sensor
are much faster than the tactile senor but not so precision. In many cases it is not possible to
measure some details by contact methods, for example diameter of hole is smaller than the diameter
of stylus tip. Optical method has a lot of limitations and may be used only where it is necessary.
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Abstract. To optimize water heating in indirectly heated hot water heater was created mathematical model.
To verify the mathematical model, experimental measurements have been carried out. The results of
experimental measurements is to determine the thermal performance of the heat exchanger. The results were
then compared the results obtained from the mathematical model of hot water needs. The document also
contains an analysis of the results.
Keywords: Experimental measurement, Experimental device, Water heater, Hot water.

1. Introduction
Indirectly heated water heaters used to heat and accumulation of heated drinking water. Offers
high users comfort allowing hot water to supply a large number of deliveries points in residential
buildings and even economic objects. In most cases, with one performance spiral heat exchanger
Fig. 1 for hot water from an external source of heat.

Fig. 1. Indirectly heated water heater.
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2. Experimental Measurement
For the experimental measurement was used indirectly heated water heater with the following
geometrical parameters: height of the water tank 0.955 m, width of the water tank 0.520 m, volume
of water tank 100 l, length of the spiral tube 9.880 m, inside diameter spiral tube 0.028 m, external
pipe diameter 0.032 m spiral.
The experimental device was connected in Fig. 2. Water heater and the primary circuit was
filled, while all the excess air squeezed out. V5 Control valve and valve V1 is closed and valve V2
is opened and the primary circuit was allowed to heat up to 80 °C. After achieving stable conditions
in the primary circuit, the valve V1 open and valve V2 closed. When the temperature T2 at the top
of the water heater temperature reached 15 °C, started the timer. During this heating period may be
necessary to make fine adjustment of flow measured on FL1 by valve V3. When T2 temperature
reached 60 °C, the boiler is disconnected by opening valve V2 and closing valve V1. Read the
elapsed time and recorded as heating time. The assembly is then allowed to stabilize about 1 min.
After about 1 min. valve V1 is closed and valve V5 was opened and began to discharge, while in a
fully open control valve V5 is set to flow outlet in STN EN with the valve V4. In our case, the flow
of 0.25 l/s, because it is a 100 l water heater. While the flow was measured by the flow meter FL2.
Subsequently, the timer started. When T3 temperature has fallen below 40 °C, valve V5 is closed,
and subtract the elapsed time and recorded as time of discharge. All measured values - initial and
final temperature of the boiler, water heater temperature, inlet and outlet temperature of the water
heater, the flow in the primary circuit and the flow discharged from the heater were recorded in the
measurement units and were recorded using AMR - Win Control to your computer (PC) [1].

FL1, FL2 turbine flowmeters; V1, V2, V4, V6 stopvalves; V3, V5 adjusting valve; T1a, T2, T3, T4, T1b temperature gauge PT100; E boiler; C
circulator; SV cold water, 1 experimental device.

Fig. 2. Involvement of the experimental device.

2.1. Results of Experimental Measurements
Indirectly heated water heater was measured for a temperature drop 80/60 °C. During the
measurements were recorded the following data - τo the heating time was shown after 1 min and
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temperature T11, T12 inlet and outlet temperature, T2 water temperature in the heater and Q heat
output were averaged. Measured time to heat water from 15 °C to 60 °C was reached 19.72 min.
Measurements the indirect discharges of heated water heater from 60 °C to 40 °C. Measured time is
reached during discharge τv of water was fixed at 5.3 min.
The temperature of discharged water was observed in 5-liter increments. When at the end of 5 l
increase in temperature has fallen below 40 °C was completed discharge. The values that have been
achieved from measurements in the temperature gradient 80/60 °C were calculated performance of
the heat exchanger, according to the following equation:
(Tav − 15).Vvyp
Q=
[kW],]
(1)
14,3 . t
where: Q is the performance of the heat exchanger (kW), Tav is the average temperature of
discharged water at 40 °C, Vvyp is the volume of water discharged at 40 °C or higher, t is the time
needed to heat the water heater from 15 °C to 60 °C in min., the conversion ratio of 14.3 kW
(860/60 min) [1].

3. Comparison of Results
Based on the results achieved from the measurement and mathematical model are compared, or
set up a mathematical model of heating water indirectly heated hot water heater is working properly
and it can be used to optimize heating. From the subsequent comparison of the measured and
calculated power Fig. 3, was found to create a mathematical model of the hot water is working
properly. Therefore, this model can be used to optimize water heating indirectly heated boiler water.

Fig. 3

Comparison of measured and calculated performance.
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4. Conclusion
To verify the mathematical model of heating hot water was carried out experimental
measurements, according to STN EN 12897:2007. The experimental measurement was carried out
in the temperature gradient 80/60 °C. Heating rate reached 19.72 min and time of discharge was set
at 5.3 min. Based on the measured values to calculate the performance of the heat exchanger, which
went 10.97 kW. Performances achieved in the measurement and mathematical model were
compared, and the following findings that the mathematical modeling of hot water heating is
working properly, and can be used to optimize the heating of hot water. Optimization will focus on
the change of geometric parameters indirectly heated hot water heater.
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Abstract. The article deals with usage of tilting bogie in public railway transport and determination of riding
comfort value for a ride along a curve on the track. In the second chapter, the process of tilting bogie model
creation in SIMPACK program with joints being defined is given. The bogie is modelled in the RAIL
module of SIMPACK. The third chapter deals with method for calculation of individual bogie parameters,
masses, static moments, center of gravity coordinates, moments of inertia and deviation moments. In the
fourth chapter we characterize the track needed for the simulation of ride in a curve. In the last chapter,
signals that are necessary for comfort value determination are given. The conclusion summarizes the
simulations options that will be dealt with in the future.
Keywords: Model, Ride comfort, Tilting bogie, SIMPACK.

1. Introduction
A railway vehicle represents very complex mechanical system. In public transport the aim is to
increase the driving velocity and the ride comfort of the vehicle.
The increase of driving velocity leads to introduction of a tilting body. Such attachment of a
body on the bogie is much more complicated in the case of a standard railway vehicle. The role of
the attachment is to increase felt while the vehicle rides in a curve and thus decrease the lateral
unbalanced acceleration affecting the passengers and on the contrary, while keeping the lateral
unbalanced acceleration measure, enable velocity increase for a ride in curve with the given radius
[6].
The tilting bodies enable increase of a ride in curve only from the passenger comfort
perspective, but they do not affect the rail strain from lateral forces [3]. The issue of tilting bodies
was an impulse for creation of a tilting bogie model and the track, along which the bogie will ride
[4]. The bogie and track models were created in a simulation program, which will also serve for the
ride comfort analysis purposes.

2. Creation of tilting bogie model
The bogie model was created in the RAIL module of a SIMPACK program. Each model
created in the program consists of certain bodies, which are connected to each other through joints
with defined force elements. These parts of model are affected from the settings in of the Globals
item in the model navigator tree.
The bodies are the main modeling elements, which depend on mass and inertial properties.
They can be solid or flexible. SIMPACK provides three different types of bodies:
Rigid bodies, which do not change their geometry or mass properties during the simulation.
Flexible bodies defined in an FE code (mass matrix, stiffness matrix).
Flexible bodies defined by SIMBEAM, which is an integrated finite element tool within
SIMPACK that allows the user to model three-dimensional flexible beam structures including
mass and inertia properties [1].
The input data for bodies can be set automatically or manually:
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Data Input – Manual: the total body mass, centre of gravity (coordinates of its positon x, y and
z with respect to the reference system), moments of inertia (with respect to the centre of
gravity).
Data Input – Auto. All these properties are being calculated on the bases of a density and
geometry.
There are multiple options for the creation of a body geometry in the database of SIMPACK.
The program enables also import of an external CAD model with geometry already define, which
was also our case.
The bodies are connected with other objects or the reference system through Joint elements.
Each connection of objects must be defined by Markers. Each body can have only one Joint. The
type of Joint defines the amount of degrees of freedom of the body.
Springs, dampers and other passive or semi-active elements are modelled using the Force
Elements. Force Elements serve to create relative force connections between individual bodies.
In the case of a bogie, it is also necessary to set the parameters for the Wheelsets, which
provides logical connection between the left and right rail-wheel pair.
Most of the railway vehicle model parts are created from the standard modelling elements.
Only the rail-wheel contact requires special modelling elements. The vehicle can move freely in the
space or along the track, where the vehicle is also realistically restricted in the rail-wheel contact.
The vehicle is forced to follow the track.

Fig. 1 Bogie model in SIMPACK.

3. Bogie parameters calculation
Geometrical parameters of bodies used for the automatically calculation of inertial properties
are defined in parameters of each body composing the model. In our case, individual parts were
modelled in CATIA programme and imported to SIMPACK afterwards. In the dialog menu of
SIMPACK, multiple selections of individual bodies are possible for the calculation of inertial
properties.
For the calculation of inertial properties, the so-called tessellation method instead of analytical
expression is used. The tessellation method is a process, during which the former body is converted
to irregular triangle mesh, that is individual geometrical elements are discretized using triangles and
inertial parameters determined through integration on discretized volume of the bodies. The amount
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of triangles used for discretization depends on the given geometrical parameters. The offered
variants of tessellation are solid, shall, and wireframe [5].
The automatically calculation of inertial parameters in SIMPACK is a valuable tool for quick
determination of these characteristic based on geometry. The calculated values are a rough
estimation of properties and cannot guarantee exact results. Nevertheless, its universal concept
makes it a suitable tool for standard geometrical shapes such as cylinder, cone etc. and also for
arbitrary complex geometrical shapes of models imported from CAD software Chyba! Nenašiel sa
žiaden zdroj odkazov..
Body mass m [kg] is defined as a density ρ [kg/m³] multiplied by integral of volumes:
m = ρ ∫ dV .

(1)

dV

Static moments of volumes to x, y, and z axis:
s x = ρ ∫ xdV , s y = ρ ∫ ydV , sz = ρ ∫ zdV .
dV

dV

(2)

dV

Centre of gravity coordinates for x, y, and z axis: :
xT =

sy
s
sx
, yT = , zT = z .
m
m
m

(3)

When defining the moment of inertia of a continuously divided body it is necessary to use
integral calculation. Moment of inertia of volume V to x, y and z axis are defined as addition of all
volume element and squared distance of the centers of gravity from x, y and z:
I x = ρ ∫ x 2 dV , I y = ρ ∫ y 2 dV , I z = ρ ∫ z 2 dV .
dV

dV

(4)

dV

Moment of deviation:
Dx = ρ ∫ y 2 + z 2 dV , D y = ρ ∫ x 2 + z 2 dV , Dz = ρ ∫ x 2 + y 2 dV .
dV

dV

(5)

dV

In SIMPACK, there is a possibility to set the mass of the model manually and calculate the
calculation of the center of gravity and the inertial parameters using the automatically function of
the program [1].

4. Track characteristics
To determine the ride comfort, a simulation of a ride along a track has to be proceeded. Basic
settings of the rail are done in the RAIL part of SIMPACK, where geometry of the rail and lateral
position is defined. In the advanced settings, it is possible to modify its geometry. In the program,
rail profiles from a library of existing profiles can be chosen. The program also allows to predict
wear and loss of material on the rail or on the wheel.
In the track setting, the parameter Type plays an important role, which in our case is set to Rail
option. By setting other parameters for length, radius of curve and cant are defined characteristics
for line track [1]
In our case, the line is 3.5 km length. Track begins straights, followed by four (2 left, 2 right)
curves which are connected straight line part and ends straights. Curve radius is 600 m.
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Fig. 2 Characteristic of a track.

5. Signals necessary for the calculation of ride comfort
Ride comfort is evaluated through comfort values, which are derived from test. In our
simulation, the comfort during ride in curve PCT will be evaluated. This value is described as
discomfort perceived when entering the curve or perceived during ride through curves oriented in
opposite direction. The comfort values will be specified according the STN EN 12299:2009 norm.
The following formula is used for calculating the value of comfort, where the member in
brackets is taken to account only if it is ≥0:
&&& − C ) + Dυ& E  , where:
PCT = 100 ⋅ ( Ay&& + By

(6)

&y& is maximum value of lateral acceleration in the time period from beginning to end plus 1.6 s of

the transition curve [m.s-2],
&&&
y is maximum value of lateral jerk in the time period from 1 s before the beginning to the end of
the transition curve [m.s-3],
υ& maximum value of body roll velocity in the time period from the beginning to the end of the
transition curve [s-1],
A, B, C, D, E are constants for PCT comfort index in Tab. 1.
Condition

A [s2/m]

B [s3/m]

C [-]

D [s/rad]

E [-]

In rest - standing

0.2854

0,2069

0,1110

3,6400

2,283

In rest - seated

0,0897

0,0968

0,0590

0,9160

1,626

Tab. 1 Constants for A, B, C, D and E [2].

Formula (6) is used when entering the curve or opposite directed curve, which take at least 2 s.
Following measurements are carried out [2]:
lateral acceleration &y& * in the middle of the vehicle body floor and the leading end of the
passenger compartment,
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unbalanced lateral acceleration &y&k ,
roll velocity of the vehicle body , at a suitable position of the vehicle body,
angle of tilting β (where is necessary),
velocity v [29].

6. Conclusion
Passengers in public railway transport, place grate important on ride comfort in vehicle. They
experience the biggest influence of ride during ride curve. The biggest acceleration affects the
passengers there. The requirements for increase of ride comfort lead to construction of tilting
vehicle body.
The article deals with procedure of creating a bogie for tilting bodies. Individual parts of bogie
are created in CATIA program and imported into simulation program SIMPACK. It is necessary to
specify basic model parameters of the vehicle and define joints between individual parts. With the
use of the force elements it is also possible to model springs, dampers end other passive or semiactive elements.
The aim of further research will be evaluation of the values of ride comfort PCT and force
effects on the track with and without body tilting for empty and fully occupied vehicle. The load of
vehicle has great influence on ride in curves and on body tilting. In the future simulation, the
vehicle will drive through chosen track composed from curves and shorter straight sections. The
outcome will be evaluation of the results and their graphical representation.
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Abstract. The article deals with use and calculation of coil springs for rail vehicles. There are three coil
springs in the secondary suspension and two in the primary suspension of the bogie. In the primary
suspension case, in addition to the vertical forces, there are also lateral forces acting, which affect the ride of
the vehicle. The coil spring simulation was performed in SIMPACK program and the obtained values will be
used in further simulations. The data obtained will be used as an input for a design of coil springs to be
implemented in a tilting bogie model, on which the comfort values during ride in curve will eventually be
determined.
Keywords: Coil spring, Stiffness, Lateral force, Vertical force.

1. Introduction
The basic task of tilting bodies of railway vehicle is larger slope in the ride in curve and reduce
unbalanced lateral acceleration affected on passengers. The aim of the passenger transport is also
increasing travel speed with the least impact on passenger comfort in the vehicle [1].
During the model construction, it is necessary to set the parameters of individual components.
In the next chapters, we will deal with force elements in SIMPACK program, which allow the user
to model springs, dampers, and other active or semi-active elements, forces in the contact between
bodies, friction force, driving force, etc. During the setting of the parameters was made the analysis
of stiffness in ANSYS program.

2. Suspension of rail vehicles
A spring is a flexible component of machines made of rods or beams, which allows
deformation energy storage during its flexible deformation. Springs can be divided into steels or
non-steel (rubbery, pneumatic or hydro-pneumatic). From the running quality perspective, the
softest suspension possible is desired [27].
The deformation work of the spring represents the accumulated energy, which can be expressed
in the form:
dA = Fdy = K y dy , resp. dA = Mdϕ = K ϕ dϕ ;
(1)
where:
dA deformation work element [J],
F force [N],
dy deformation element [m],
M torque moment [N.m],
dϕ torsion angle element [rad],
-1
K y stiffness [N.m ],
-1

K ϕ torsion stiffness [N.m.rad ],
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ϕ torsion angle [rad].
Deformation work is defined as [22]:
y

1
1
1
1
A = Kydy = Ky 2 = Fy , resp. A = ∫ Kdϕ = K ϕ 2 = M ϕ .
2
2
2
2
0
y
0

(2)

The force or moment that will cause the unit displacement or rotation of the spring rate:
k=

dM
dF
.
, ect. k =
dy
dϕ

(3)

Stiffness of the springs with linear characteristic is constant:
k=

M
F
.
, ect. k =
y
ϕ

(4)

The first natural frequency serves as a sort of suspension quality indicator and can be
approximately determined using the formula [20]:
f =

1
2π

k
0 .5
≅
;
m
z stat

(5)

where:
f is the natural frequency [Hz],
k is the total stiffness of the vertical suspension [kN/m],
m is the vehicle car body mass including the sprung parts of the bogie [t],
zstat is the static press of the vertical suspension under the weight of the car body [m].
The natural frequency of the vehicle (reasonable running quality) should be between 1 and 1.5
Hz (better up to 1.25 Hz).
The results indicate, that the natural frequency value for the suspension is affected by the car
body mass. This means, that an empty or low occupied car has a higher first natural frequency than
a fully occupied car.
Default parameters of a coil spring are the mean diameter of the spring D [m], diameter of the
wire d [m], amount of active threads n [-], amount of closing threads n´, free length of a spring H0
[m] and gradient of the helix s [-].The free length of a spring must be chosen in such manner, so
maximal pressing zmax [m] (constrained by the buffers) would not come to contact with the threads,
but a clearance will stay of at least 10 to 15 % diameter of the spring wire [2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 12, 26].
H 0 = ( n + n′ ) d + zmax + n ( 0.1 to 0.15 ) d .

(6)

Deformation of the coil spring loaded by an axial force F is calculated from the formula:
z=

64FR3 n
;
Gd 4

(7)

Gd 4
.
64 R3 n

(8)

where:
n is the amount of the active threads [-],
R is radius of spring [m]
G is the shear modulus [Pa].
Axial stiffness of the spring is [12]:
k=

3. Springs parameters in SIMPACK program
In program SIMPACK are the springs generated along the positive direction of the x-axis of the
reference marker, which is located in the middle of the spring end (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Location of the primary and secondary suspension in the bogie.

By input of the spring characteristics, not all the parameters are always available:
stiffness and damping parameters are lost, if the non-linear stiffness or damping
characteristics are set through main input functions for individual directions,
constants and input parameters, as well as nominal force parameters, are lost when the
expression is assigned to the given direction.
Basic input parameters in SIMPACK program:
nominal forces Fnom_x, Fnom_y, Fnom_z (Nominal force f_nom_x/y/z),
stiffness kx, ky, kz (Stiffness k_x/y/z),
damping dx, dy, dz (Damping d_x/y/z),
imput function Fkx, Fky, Fkz, Fdx, Fdy, Fdz (Input Function F_k(x/y/z), Input Function
F_d(xd/yd/zd),
clearance in direction x, y, z, sx, sy, sz,
root function - used for detection of the clearance constraints,
reference marker for measurements and calculation - all the measurements of distance and
speed between markers as well as all calculated forces use directions defined by the axis of
the reference marker instead of From Marker,
forces Fx, Fy, Fz, which describe the forces in three directions.

4. Calculation of the spring stiffness
The suspension used in our bogie is in vertical and lateral direction. The primary suspension is
secured by two coil springs on each wheel supplemented by hydraulic dampers. The secondary
vertical suspension is realised using coil springs with vertical and horizontal dampers. The
secondary suspension is also in the lateral direction. Lateral suspension of the bogie is described as
active, meaning that the centre of gravity of the car body is located in the longitudinal axis of the
bogie.
The calculated axis forces in the secondary suspension springs in ANSYS program are shown
in the Tab. 1. Longitudinal and lateral forces in springs are calculated for 4 degrees of turning of the
spring. When the springs are turned, changes in the axial forces emerge, as can be seen in Fig. 2.
There we can see an approximately linear force characteristic. If we turn the spring system around
its vertical axis, the characteristic changes. An average force of -11 093.80 N applies in the vertical
direction. The average value of stiffness in the axis direction is -221.88 N/mm (Fig. 3).
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Depression [mm]

Rotation of spring 0 ̊

Rotation of spring 45 ̊

Fz [N]

Stiffness
k [mm]

559.77

-11071.00

-221.42

862.84

355.94

-11076.00

-221.52

434.30

659.07

155.44

-11081.00

-221.62

232.00

454.90

-48.64

-11086.00

-221.72

Fy [N]

Fx [N]

Fx [N]

Fy [N]

4

481.09

809.21

1066.50

3

274.78

636.54

2

69.04

1

-136.86

0

-342.89

2.99

251.72

-253.00

-11091.00

-221.82

-1

-547.72

-174.96

47.52

-457.33

-11096.00

-221.92

-2

-753.84

-374.85

-155.58

-661.52

-11101.00

-222.02

-3

-975.62

-578.80

-359.50

-866.24

-11107.00

-222.14

-4

-1165.30

-780.43

-569.23

-1071.80

-11112.00

-222.24

-5

-1371.00

-982.56

-773.02

-1276.60

-11117.00

-222.34

Tab. 1 Calculated values of the secondary suspension.

Fig. 2 Secondary suspension coil spring load by turning around the vertical axis.

Fig. 3 Depression in the triple-springs.

In the primary suspension case, the situation is easier. No lateral forces affect the double-spring
and therefore it is sufficient to calculate only vertical load from press and consequently determine
the spring stiffness. From the calculated values in the Tab. 2 can be seen, that application of higher
force leads to higher compression of the spring, but the stiffness remains unchanged with the
average of 6599.20 N/mm (Fig. 4).
z [mm]

Fz [N]

k [N/mm]

1

6599.20

6599.20

2

13198.00

6599.00

3

19798.00

6599.33

4

26397.00

6599.25

5

32996.00

6599.20

Tab. 2 Calculated values of the primary suspension.
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Fig. 4 Depression in the double-springs.

5. Conclusion
The increasing requirements on rail transport lead to permanent innovations of vehicle
construction. In the case of passenger transport, great accent is focused on the passenger comfort.
For that purpose, tilting car bodies were developed. Tilting bogies make an important part of the
construction. Our aim is to create a model of such bogie and use it for a simulation of a ride on the
track. In the case of primary suspension we have determined the stiffness in the vertical direction.
One of the important parts of a bogie is the suspension, in our case a double stage one - the
primary suspension (composed of two springs) and the secondary suspension (composed of three
springs). We created and analysed the model of the springs in the ANSYS program. As a result for
both of the suspensions, the stiffness was constant -221.88 N/mm for the secondary suspension and
6599.20 N/mm for the primary suspension. The situation is more difficult by the secondary
suspension. We found out, that the lateral stiffness of the spring is dependent on the turning of the
spring and changes linearly with the compression. These results will be further used for simulations
of the whole bogie and ride in curve of the track.
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Abstract. Exhaust emissions tests of engines for various applications are related to determination the
concentration of harmful compounds and the mass of flowing exhaust. Modern measuring equipment enables
fast measurement the concentration of compounds in the exhaust and also allows measurement the mass of
flowing exhaust but with a relatively low speed. The common methods of flow measurements can not be
used for turbine engines due to the high flow rates of the exhaust gas. The article proposes a methodology for
evaluating flow exhaust from the turbine engine, which was verified by research. The study indicates the
possibility of application the proposed method in the evaluation procedures of exhaust emissions from
turbine engines.
Keywords: Jet engine, Exhaust emission, Exhaust mass flow.

1. Introduction
Methodology of measurement of the emission of exhaust compounds from turbine engines
involves measuring the concentration of pollutants contained in the analysed exhaust gas sample
collected from the stream of flowing gases with the use of a specially constructed measuring probe.
In the provisions of ICAO – Annex 16 [2], the geometric parameters of probes are not specified, but
the general guidelines are defined. The probe, which is in contact with the exhaust gas sample must
be made of stainless steel or other non-reactive material. If a multi-hole probe is used, all orifices
must be of the same diameter. The design of the probe must be such that at least 80% of the
pressure acting on the probe assembly is drawn through the orifices. The number of gas sampling
points cannot be less than 12. Sampling plane must be located as close to the plane of the exhaust
nozzle exit as it is possible for given engine performance parameters, but in any case it must be
within 0.5 of the diameter of the exit nozzle. The provisions state the necessity to prove to the
certifying authorities that the proposed design of the probe and its localisation ensures obtaining a
representative sample for each specific setting of the engine thrust [1, 2, 9].
The use of the multi-hole probe in the measurement of the emission of exhaust fumes results in
obtaining an averaged sample of the exhaust gases. Averaging the exhaust gas sample is necessary
as with increasing distance from the axis of the stream of outflowing exhaust gas, the concentration
of the gas components diminishes. It depends on the type of engine design, including the way of its
cooling and separating the engine assemblies from hot gases and turbulence occurring in the
outflowing exhaust gas stream. Collected by several orifices of the probe gas samples, with
different concentration of exhaust compounds [7], mix together, which in consequence leads to
averaging the value of concentration of pollutants in the exhaust fumes [3, 5]. Thus, it is desirable to
measure the concentrations of pollutants at the point where the exhaust gases are mixed with the air
cooling the engine components, or air drawn in by the exhaust gases behind the engine exhaust
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nozzle. By such a measure it is possible to estimate the actual composition of the gases, and using
additional information – to determine the mass of outflowing exhaust gases and the hourly exhaust
compounds emissions [4, 6, 8].

2. Methodology of Assessment of Exhaust Gas Flow for Turbine Engine
The idea of operation of the combustion engine is aimed at obtaining the performance
parameters translating into the driving performance. For turbine jet engines vital is the outflow of
the exhaust gases generating the thrust power. According to the basic equation defining thrust
power, of great importance is also the mass and speed of outflowing gases. These indicators are
related to such operational parameters as air consumption and fuel consumption, the total mass of
which translates into a mass of the exhaust gases generated by the engine (Fig. 1). Knowing the
instantaneous value of the fuel consumption and by measuring the chemical composition of exhaust
gases enabling determination of the instantaneous value of the combustion air factor λ, it is possible
to estimate the mass of air supplied at a particular moment to the engine.

Fuel
Air

Exhaust fumes
Turbine
engine

Fig. 1. Diagram of the input and output parameters of the turbine jet engine.

The sum of the values of fuel consumption and air consumption represents the value of a
stream of generated exhaust gases:
m& air + m& fuel = m& exhaust
(1)
where:
m& air – stream of the air mass,
m& fuel – stream of fuel mass,
m& exhaust – stream of the exhaust gas mass.
Assuming that it is possible to measure two out of three parameters, the value of the third
parameter might be calculated. For this purpose were conducted tests the aim of which was to
measure the fuel consumption and the value of the stream of emitted exhaust gases with
simultaneous measurement of the concentration of the harmful compounds of exhaust gases and the
combustion air factor λ. The research was conducted on the prepared test bench (Fig. 2), which
included a small single flow turbine jet engine – GTM 120.
The engine was fueled from the integrated supplying module including the fuel flow meter
ATMX 2040. The measurement of the exhaust gases flow was conducted with the use of the
measuring system consisting of two exhaust gas flowmeters with a flow diameter of 125 mm. The
use of two exhaust gas flowmeters was associated with the necessity to divide the exhaust gas
stream and to reduce its flow rate, adjusting it to the measuring ranges of the flowmeters. Reduction
of the flow rate of the exhaust gas stream is associated with the increase of the flow cross-section.
Measurements of exhaust flow rate, concentration of harmful compounds contained in the gases and
the values of the combustion air factor λ, were conducted with the use of the exhaust gas analyser
Semtech of Sensors Inc.
The measurements were carried out for fixed values of engine thrust ranging from 10 N to
120 N in increments of 10 N. The research was carried out in such a way that first the setting of the
engine thrust value was made while the system of separating exhaust gases with flowmeters was
removed from the engine exhaust system. After obtaining the appropriate thrust value, the exhaust
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nozzle of the system for exhaust gas separation along with measuring system were moved closer.
Time of measurement of the exhaust gas flow and measurement of the concentration of pollutants
for single setting of the thrust depended on achieving stability of the temperature of the measuring
system and ranged from several to several tens of seconds. The obtained values of measured
parameters were then analysed.

Fig. 2. View and diagram of the measuring test bench.

3. Test Results and their Analysis
During the conducted tests, for the assumed values of thrust power setting F were obtained
values of the engine performance indexes (Tab. 1). An hourly measurement of fuel consumption Ge
was conducted along with the measurement of combustion air factor resulting from the combustion
process conditions λ, and the streams of the exhaust gas mass ṁexhaust flowing through flowmeter 1
and flowmeter 2. There was also determined the total stream of exhaust gas mass as the sum of the
streams of exhaust gas from two flowmeters.
In accordance with the assumed aim of the article, the attempt to estimate the value of the
exhaust gas stream was made, based on the measured values of the hourly fuel consumption and the
combustion air factor during combustion, which is determined on the basis of the composition of
the exhaust gas. Bearing in mind that for complete combustion of one kilogram of fuel is needed
approximately 14.5 kg of air, the following dependency might be proposed:
 kg 
m& exhaust = Ge ⋅ λ ⋅ 14,5  
(2)
h 
With the use of the above dependency were conducted calculations resulting in obtaining the
value of the exhaust gas mass stream (Tab. 2). The results obtained on the basis of calculations were
compared with the values of the streams of exhaust gas mass obtained during measurements (Fig.
3). The comparison was made by calculating the percentage difference of the values in relation to
the results of measurements of particular values of the thrust power.
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F [N]
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

λ [–]
3.80
3.94
4.16
4.27
4.39
4.39
5.11
4.52
4.50
4.85
4.31
4.17

Ge [kg/h]
7.2
9.0
10.8
12.6
14.0
15.5
17.3
18.7
19.8
20.5
21.6
22.7

ṁexhaust 1 [kg/h]
195
388
375
373
497
497
808
570
609
761
636
586

ṁexhaust 2 [kg/h]
274
183
320
441
452
452
417
636
712
632
756
891

ṁexhaust [kg/h]
470
571
695
814
949
949
1226
1206
1322
1394
1392
1477

Tab. 1. Values of the performance indexes obtained during measurements.
ṁexhaust [kg/h]
(calculations)
397
515
651
780
894
986
1281
1226
1291
1443
1351
1373

ṁexhaust [kg/h]
(measurements)
470
571
695
814
949
949
1226
1206
1322
1394
1392
1477

F [N]
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

The relative difference
[%]
15.5
9.9
6.3
4.2
5.8
–3.9
–4.5
–1.6
2.3
–3.6
2.9
7.1

Tab. 2. Comparison of the values of the stream of the exhaust gas mass obtained from measurements and from
conducted calculations.
1600
ṁ exhaust (measurements)

Exhaust mass rate [kg/h]

1400

ṁ exhaust (calculations)

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
10

20

30

40

50

60 70
F [N]

80

90

100 110 120

Fig. 3. Comparison of the values of the exhaust gas mass stream obtained during measurements and from calculations
for particular settings of the thrust power of the GTD 120 engine.

Comparison of the values of the stream of the exhaust gas mass obtained during conducted tests
with the values determined on the basis of calculations indicate that the calculated values of the
exhaust gas stream are close to the values obtained during measurements. In order to make a
qualitative assessment, the percentage differences between the values obtained from measurements
were determined (Fig. 4).
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Relative differences of the values [%]

20
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9.9
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-10
10
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Fig. 4. Relative differences between the values of the exhaust gas mass stream obtained during measurements and
from calculations.

4. Conclusion
The proposed analytical method of determining the stream of exhaust gas mass for jet engine
enables obtaining results similar to the actual values. The nature of the distribution of measured
values and values obtained from calculations is similar. The maximum difference between the
values is approximately 15% and is related to the lowest setting of the thrust power. For other
values, these differences do not exceed 10%. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed
method for determining the stream of exhaust gas mass on the basis of the hourly fuel consumption
and known value of the combustion air factor, determined on the basis of an analysis of the
composition of the exhaust gases, can be used in relation to turbine engines.
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Abstract. The works within the framework of the MONIT project on the monitoring system of rail vehicle
and track, included simulation and experimental study on the influence of chosen suspension damages on
vehicle's dynamic behavior. Apart from development of suspension fault detection method for the
monitoring system, it was an opportunity to validate numerical model of suspension damages, due to
acquisition of data from real damaged vehicles. The validation process was carried out with use of proposed
indicator of concordance, due to partial knowledge of vehicles' parameters.
Keywords: Rail vehicle, Suspension damage, Validation.

1. Introduction
The rail vehicle and track monitoring system has been developed under the framework of the
project: MONIT – Monitoring of Technical State of Construction and Evaluation of its Lifespan
Project. The system performs qualitative assessment of the vehicle’s suspension condition (and thus
of the running gear), as well as track condition monitoring. The piezoelectric sensors are used by
the system in order to measure acceleration signals on bogie frame and body to assess primary and
secondary suspension condition and on the wheelsets’ bearing for track condition. The detailed
description of the system is presented in [1, 2, 3].
During the development phase of the system its prototype was tested on experimental track in
Żmigród, Poland. The system performed measurements on the rail vehicles (passenger and goods
wagon) which were at first in nominal condition, and then suspension damages were introduced [1,
2]. The results of the experimental rides did not only prove a proper operation of the system but also
provided information on the influence of suspension damages on recorded acceleration signals in
actual operation conditions. However, the acquired data can be used in validation of the
mathematical model of suspension damages.
The experiment on the test track was preceded by numerical investigation of vehicle's dynamic
responses due to suspension characteristics variations. In order to check whether the built model of
the rail vehicle for simulation is sufficiently accurate, it should be validated.

2. Experiment Conditions
The experimental rides of the wagons were conducted for two vehicles' conditions: undamaged
and damaged. Introduced damages to suspension were as follows:
Primary suspension stiffness reduction at one wheel of goods wagon – one packet of coaxial
springs was removed from Y25 bogie.
Secondary suspension damping reduction – removal of one secondary damper in passenger
wagon.
Acceleration signals for suspension condition assessment were measured by piezoelectric
accelerometers at sampling frequency fs = 500 Hz, on track sections of 500 m long. The signals
were processed by the following digital filters, according to [4, 5]:
Low-pass 20 Hz – bogie frame, vertical motion,
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Low-pass 10 Hz – boogie frame, lateral motion,
Bandwidth 0.4 – 10 Hz – body, vertical and lateral motion.

3. Validation Characteristic
For the suspension monitoring purpose, it was assumed that validation of the mathematical
model, built in VI-Rail simulation software, covers comparison of the analyzes’ results from
numerical and experimental studies, and its character is qualitative. The built vehicle model
represents typical Z-2 class wagon. Since we are interested in qualitative comparison, the passenger
wagon model was also used for study of stiffness reduction which was introduced in goods wagon
during the experiment. The exact parameters of passenger and goods wagon were unknown, since
these vehicles, belonging to Railway Institute are modified, e.g. passenger wagon is a version of
111A coach converted into measurement wagon. It should be noted that during simulation phase,
the current irregularities of the experimental track were also unknown. The irregularities used in
simulation were generated basing on values from different track sections. This proceeding also
influences qualitative character of the comparison.
The measures to compare for validation are diagnostic parameters of the obtained signals which
provide information on suspension condition:
Root mean square (RMS),
Interquartile range (IQR),
Zero-peak.
Direct comparison of the parameters’ values from numerical investigation and experiment, due
to simplifications of simulation models and stochastic character of vibrations of the real wagons,
may lead to negative conclusion on the models usefulness. For the damage detection purpose, we
focus on the trend of the diagnostic parameters’ values. This approach indicates if the variation of
suspension parameters is reflected in similar relative changes of diagnostic parameters’ values.
Concerning lack of required models' parameters (simulation) and stochastic nature of the vehicles'
vibrations (experiment), we can cope with comparison by implementation of proposed indicator.
The adopted indicator of concordance between results of experiment and simulation is (1):
C=

S Dam − S Nom
E
− E Nom
− Dam
⋅ 100 %
S Nom
E Nom

(1)

The lower the value of C indicator, the better simulation model corresponds to real dynamic
behavior due to suspension damages. However, the C indicator does not show direction of relative
changes (increase or decrease).

4. Results of the Analysis
Tab. 1 depicts results comparison of stiffness reduction, for speed of 80 km/h. The difference
between parameters' values referring to nominal and damaged condition is presented in [%].
Parameter
RMS
IQR
Zero-peak

Conditi
on
Nom.
Dam.
Nom.
Dam.
Nom.
Dam.

Lateral acceleration
Simulation
Experiment
1.013
3.421
-5.0%
-3.7%
0.962
3.294
1.186
4.303
-3.6%
-2.3%
1.143
4.203
4.998
13.299
-8.8%
-9.5%
4.557
12.031

Vertical acceleration
Simulation
Experiment
1.074
4.658
-17.1% -11.9%
0.890
4.106
1.277
6.053
-13.6% -13.2%
1.103
5.251
5.268
17.595
-33.3% -21.8%
3.512
13.754

Tab. 1. The results of the simulation and the experimental studies – primary suspension stiffness reduction,
v = 80 km/h, parameters' values in [m/s2].
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Fig. 1 presents calculated values of C indicator in case of stiffness reduction in goods wagon
for acceleration signals in lateral (Y) and vertical (Z) direction.

Fig. 1. C indicator values in case of primary suspension damage, v=80 km/h.

For v = 80 km/h, the damage caused reduction of the parameters’ values (Tab. 1). The highest
value of indicator C (Fig. 1) refers to Zero-peak of lateral acceleration signal and is equal to 11.5%,
what shows only small difference between responses of simulation and experiment, taking into
account sensibility of Zero-peak parameter. The highest concordance between simulation and
experiment is achieved for IQR (below 1.5%).
The comparative analysis of the simulation and experimental results in case of damping
reduction in passenger wagon for v =100 km/h is presented in Fig. 2.
Parameter
RMS
IQR
Zero-peak

Conditi
on
Nom.
Dam.
Nom.
Dam.
Nom.
Dam..

Lateral acceleration
Simulation
Experiment
0.106
0.108
4.7%
6.5%
0.111
0.115
0.141
0.129
2.8%
20.2%
0.145
0.155
0.388
0.362
7.0%
21.3%
0.415
0.439

Vertical acceleration
Parameter
0.120
11.7%
8.7%
0.134
0.153
11.1%
9.4%
0.170
0.382
36.9%
-1.1%
0.523

0.138
0.15
0.18
0.197
0.45
0.445

Tab. 2. The results of the simulation and the experimental studies – secondary suspension damping reduction,
v = 100 km/h, parameters' values in [m/s2].

The assessment of concordance, given by C indicator, in case of damping reduction in
passenger wagon is depicted in Fig. 2

Fig. 2. C indicator values in case of secondary suspension damage, v = 100 km/h.
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At v = 100 km/h, the increase of all parameter’s values is noticed in case of both directions of
signals acquisition (simulation and experiment, Tab. 2). The C indicator (Fig. 2) reached generally
low values for both directions of signals acquisition, in case of RMS and IQR. However, there is
a noticeable increase of C for Zero-peak of vertical signal due its sensitivity to shocks.

5. Conclusion
The adopted C indicator, used for comparison of simulation and experimental results, reached
values in most cases several or over a dozen percent. It means that trend of parameters change is
congruent for simulation and experiment. This measure can be used for qualitative comparison of
phenomena − when the trend is in our focus, instead of exact values.
The simplified models of the track and the vehicles are sufficient for investigation of
suspension damage influence on acceleration signals. However, the use of Zero-peak parameter
may be arguable. It is assumed that in the monitoring process, data is collected from distance of
a certain length (500 m). Zero-peak is a sensitive measure – its value may suddenly increase, what
can be caused by random excitations. The measures of dispersion – RMS and IQR average signals
and thus C indicator does not reach such the high values for these parameters.
The further development of suspension damage detection methods for the monitoring system
may be based on studying dynamic behavior of a simple vehicle model without getting into
constructional details of suspension elements.
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Abstract. Combustion of the solid fuel in the burner is an important issue when discussing the CFD
simulation of combustion process in boiler. In the present work is employed a simplified method for
modeling the bed, which is based on heat and mass balances in order to simplify the simulation of
combustion in pellet boiler. The combustion model for solid fuel in a burner is created for the purpose of
boiler simulations. Such approach does not require a detailed bed model of fired solid fuel. A simple model
of the bed can be very useful for designers and engineers of automatic boilers. The described approach to
modeling the combustion process in a burner helps to shorten the calculation time and simplify the model of
pellet combustion in various types of automatic boilers for households.
Keywords: Simulation, CFD, Combustion, Biomass, Pellet, Boiler.

1. Introduction
CFD simulations may help to increase understanding and provide detailed prediction of
combustion taking place in a boiler. However, modelling of combustion is more complex in
biomass boilers than in gas or oil-fired boilers, due to the complexity of the heterogeneous reactions
in the bed, the turbulent reactive flow in the freeboard and the very strong coupling between those
two regions. However, it is usually not required to describe in depth and in every detail all
phenomena that occur in a combustion system. Instead, CFD calculations should give an
approximate view of system behavior, help in troubleshooting and provide insights necessary to
fine-tune the system’s operation, as well as give assistance when dealing with new designs [1].
From an engineer’s point of view a detailed model of combustion process in a burner is too
complicated to be useful, as it requires great amount of time and effort to set it up, run, and analyze
its results. Therefore it can be useful to introduce some assumptions in order to simplify a boiler
simulation. From an overall point of view on a boiler as a unit, only integral factors like heat and
mass transfer in the bed and the boiler are relevant. A simplified method of bed modelling based on
thermal and mass balances was employed in this work to describe pellet combustion process in the
simulation of an experimental 20 kW boiler. The predictions from CFD simulation have been
compared with the analytic results from thermal and mass analysis of the combustion process. The
model employed in this work may be readily adapted for the modelling of other solid fuel burners
and boiler designs. Several combustion parameters need to be defined if a practicable model is to be
achieved.
1.1. Combustion process in a retort burner
The analyzed boiler (Fig. 1) is equipped with a retort burner, which works on underfeeding
principle. Fuel (e.g. pellets) is fed from a fuel tank through a horizontal pipe by a feeding screw.
The burner elbow changes the direction of movement and pellets are slowly pushed from the
bottom into the mouth of the burner, where the combustion process starts. From long-time
viewpoint, the pellet boiler operation is a steady process. In fact, the pellet supply to the burner is
discontinuous, because the feeder is in operation for tens of seconds and then certain time in rest,
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before the next pellet batch is fired. The primary air is usually blown into the feeder, but also
directly to the fired pellets through slits in the burner mouth. The fuel is gradually fed to the bed,
where it is heated and gradually releases volatile gases [10]. Depending on the specific fuel, volatile
gases start to be released already from 150 – 200 °C. Gases then pass through the hot upper layer of
bed, which leads to their ignition and subsequent burning in the combustion chamber [7]. The upper
layer of bed consists mainly of fixed carbon and non-combustible inorganic material, with interparticle space filled by gases.
Small part of the combustible gases burns in the bed, but the main combustion process takes
place in the combustion chamber above the burner (freeboard). Burned pellets, or their parts are
pushed away from the bed surface and then to burner edge, where they gradually burn out. The edge
of the retort burner is usually made of cast iron, which resists well the hot environment and
accumulates heat, so it creates favorable conditions for fuel gasification. Oxygen in the primary air,
which is not used for the char combustion is preheated so that there is no problem with incomplete
oxidation of combustible gases in the combustion chamber [9]. Residues (ash and unburnt fuel) are
either (in the case of fine particles) blown away by the combustion air or (heavier particles) are
gradually pushed out of the burner to the ashtray. Secondary air is introduced into the combustion
chamber at a certain height above the burner through nozzles in the intermediate wall, which leads
to the burnout of remaining combustible gases. Before secondary air blows into the combustion
chamber, it is heated in the distribution channel, pipes and intermediate wall.
1.2. Biomass fuel
Ultimate and proximate analysis of the fuel that is used in the model is shown in Tab. 1. More
physical and chemical properties of various biomass fuels could be found in databases, which are
quoted in [8] or e.g. [5] and in similar work [3]. Parameters of fuel like moisture, ash content, ratio
of char and volatile combustible compounds, and calorific value are obtained in proximate analysis,
which is performed experimentally. From the point of view of energy content it is more practical
and useful as the ultimate analysis of fuel and it defines fuel parameters necessary as input for CFD
simulations.
Proximate analysis is in this work directly used to define composition of gases entering the
combustion chamber. As noted above, primary air is supplied together with fuel to the bed. Gaseous
products of fuel drying and devolatilization are thus mixed with primary air. This defines the
composition of gas entering the combustion chamber.
Ultimate analysis
Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen

52.0 wt%
6.8 wt%
41.0 wt%
0.2 wt%

Proximate analysis
Moisture
Ash
Fixed carbon
Volatile

8.5 wt%
0.6 wt%
16.2 wt%
74.7 wt%

Bed and particle parameters
Particle diameter
6 mm
Average pellet length
12 mm
Void fraction
0.4
Net calorific value
18.3 MJ/kg

Tab. 1. Approximate composition and properties of the employed fuel.

2. CFD Model description
The present CFD model is set up within commercial code Ansys Fluent, but it would be the
same in other software as well. The modeling of biomass boiler includes two main areas of interest:
1) combustion process of biomass in the bed and 2) homogeneous reactions and heat transfer in the
combustion chamber (freeboard). These two processes are strongly coupled, as freeboard reactions
depend on the gases leaving the bed, and as the radiative heat flux emitted by flames above the bed
drives the processes inside the bed [1].
Combustible gases in reality begin to be released at the so-called devolatilization temperature,
which according to the Ion`s work [4] is about 330 °C (about 600 K). With further increase of
temperature, the composition of the released gases changes.
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Thus, we see that devolatilization process is strongly coupled to the temperature in combustion
chamber, which in turn depends on the amount and composition of the released volatile gases.
Therefore, in the present simplified model it is necessary to select a reference temperature, which is
key to determining the composition of released gases [3]. Here it has been decided to choose a
temperature level of 600 K (about 330 °C) to estimate the composition of introduced volatile gases,
adopting the individual mass fractions according to Ion [4] or Thunman [14]. We assume for
simplicity that devolatilization is an instantaneous phenomenon of thermal transformation of fuel.
Volatile gases are represented by CO, CO2, H2, H2O, NH3, plus CH4 representing light
hydrocarbons, and finally C6H6 representing heavy hydrocarbons (tar).
The amount of nitrogen in a majority of biomass fuels is below 1 %, (although some phytomass
fuels may contain up to 4 %). It reacts by endothermic reaction (the energy gain is negative). The
reaction can be neglected, because the relative energy gain is very small. Some authors have
defined the biomass by a substitutive substance with the chemical formula C6HaOb. It replaces
biomass in dry, ash-free state, where a and b are coefficients [8, 13]. For this substance are defined
physical parameters similar to the real for biomass. After gasification, only a solid substance
remains in the bed. This charcoal can be considered for wood pellets as pure carbon, because the
ash content is usually below 1 %. Sulphur content is at trace level, so it is neglected as well.
Char combustion is a complex process that is affected by the fuel composition, particle shape
and boiler conditions. A simplified model is used by Porteiro [11], which considers a heterogeneous
reaction of char to form CO and CO2, where the ratio of the CO/CO2 formation rate depends on the
temperature. A representative char combustion temperature of 1373 K (about 1100 °C) is employed
in this work to estimate the composition of the char combustion products [3].
The present work simulates combustion at nominal power of the boiler, as the most
representative operating condition. In the long-term point of view, the combustion can be
considered as continuous steady process. Adopting this assumption implies that the various zones in
the boiler, where certain processes dominate (such as heating, drying, gasification, combustion of
volatile gases and char combustion…) are fixed in space. Then the overall combustion process can
be considered as steady. Main boundary conditions of the model then include mass flow inlet
defined at the fuel inlet (burner) and flue gas outlet to the chimney (pressure outlet).
2.1. Model of fuel conversion - bed model
As noted above, it is evident that the most complicated processes occur in the burner. The top
layer of burner volume that contains burning pellets is called the bed. Within the bed take place
several phenomena, from the initial heating of fuel, through its drying, devolatilization, gas
combustion and fixed carbon burnout. Reactants, which include the primary combustion air and the
solid fuel, are fed to this bed layer. In the computational model devised in this work, the bed is a
part of the computational domain and there is no separate bed model to define the boundary
conditions, similarly as in [1].
When we consider boiler as a device for transformation of chemically stored energy into heat
carried by hot utility water, then burner is a device for fuel transformation to combustible gases and
consequently to flue gases, while the thermal energy is released. The subsequent combustion of
devolatilized fuel takes place in the freeboard (combustion chamber). As detailed description of the
processes occurring in the burner is not required in this work, the burner may be considered as the
source (inlet) of flammable gases, thermal energy and primary combustion air, the oxygen in which
is already partially consumed. Gas leaves the bed at a certain temperature, which is higher than the
devolatilization temperature. If the gas species were inserted into the computational domain through
mass sources, the FLUENT software provides no option to specify their inlet temperature. This
problem can be eliminated by assuming that the volatile gases enter the domain through an inlet
boundary. The inlet however may not be located at the interface of the bed and the freeboard, as in
that case the bed would behave as a reflective surface (diffuse or specular). It is thus better to place
the inlet below the porous fuel bed.
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One role of the bed is to distribute fluid flow on the interface with freeboard evenly across the
burner. Furthermore, the bed provides space and time to heat up the gas. Those two effects of the
bed are closely coupled. The pellets fill up the bed volume and they have the shape of cylinders
with known properties. With this assumption, it is possible to replace the bed volume by a porous
zone. It is necessary to specify parameters of the porous zone to generate a correct pressure loss in
the gas passing through the pellets.
Different flow regimes are expected in the boiler due to its complex geometry. The gases are
practically still in some regions and, on the contrary, high gas velocities and fully turbulent flow are
expected in areas such as the flame or secondary air injections. Beneath the bed is primary air inlet
and in the bed take place various thermo-chemical processes, thus there is also expected turbulent
flow. The realizable k-ε model was employed to account for the effect of turbulence due to its
proven effectiveness in industrial applications [6, 15].
In this work the modelling of a packed bed is performed without considering channeling effect.
In turbulent flows, packed beds are modelled using both permeability α (a viscous resistance
coefficient is 1 α ) and an inertial loss coefficient C2 . One technique for deriving the appropriate
values of the porous properties involves the use of the Ergun equation [2]. It is a semi-empirical
correlation applicable over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and for many types of packing.
The effect of the bed porosity on the gas flow is introduced by the addition of a source term Si ,
calculated by the formula (1), into the momentum equation. Three parameters are needed in the
CFD code to evaluate the source term: permeability α , inertial losses coefficient C2 and
porosity ε .The source term is composed of two parts: a viscous loss term (Darcy`s, the first term in
equation (1)), and an inertial loss term (the second term in the same equation (1) [12]. To cover the
present case of simple homogeneous and isotropic porous media, it is sufficient to use the same
porous properties in the whole bed volume.
1
µ

∇p = S i = −  ν 1 + C 2 ρ p ν ν i 
2
α


(kg.m

−2

)

.s − 2 .
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Here Si is the source term for the i th ( x , y , or z ) momentum equation, ν is the magnitude
of the velocity, µ is the viscosity. In equations (2) and (3) that define permeability and inertial loss
coefficient, d eq is the equivalent particle diameter and ε is the void fraction, defined as the volume
of voids divided by the volume of the packed bed region. Comparing Darcy`s equation and equation
for inertial loss in the porous media with Ergun equation, the permeability and inertial loss
coefficient in each component direction may be identified as
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Permeability (2) and inertial loss coefficients (3) is estimated by the Ergun equation using the
mean diameter Dp of the fuel particles [12]. The sphericity Ψ and the spherical equivalent diameter
deq are calculated from fuel parameters shown in Tab. 1. using formulae (4) and (5):
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The fuel in the burner is modeled by 4 layers with different porosity and total height 20mm,
which are discretized by several layers of hexahedra. Mesh of bed should be sufficiently fine in
order to cover fluid flow changes (Fig. 2.).
The computational model uses the symmetry of the boiler, and therefore it models only 1 4 of
the boiler. The boundaries of the model in the radial direction are defined as symmetry planes, as
there is no tangential flow. The wall of the burner, which is in contact with the bed, is considered
adiabatic.

Fig. 1. 3D geometry of the burner and the freeboard.

Fig. 2. Velocity [m/s] in the bed.

A significant effect on the temperature of combustion chamber has the radiative heat transfer in
the fuel bed. Radiation increases the temperature inside the bed, as shown by the temperature fields
on the symmetry planes in Fig. 3. and Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Temperature [̊C] in bed, without radiation.

Fig. 4. Temperature [̊C] in bed, with radiation.

In the model set-up, it is important to set the absorption coefficient of the burner walls equal to
unity (black body). Otherwise, all radiative flux is reflected back. During the model development it
was also found as very important to carefully design the porous fuel volume and the primary air
inlet, because the area of the input boundary leads to radiation losses. The inlet area should
therefore be small and shielded from the direct radiative flux of the combustion chamber. It also has
to ensure uniform velocity and mass flux distribution on the bed-freeboard interface. In simulations,
several design alternatives for the supply of reactants have been tested. The most appropriate
method in this particular burner was from placing the inlets on the burner perimeter. The inlet has
the shape of a narrow slit in under the porous bed. The space under the bed is open to horizontal
flow, which helps to distribute the fluid flow. This solution ensures almost uniform flow in the layer
above it.
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3. Conclusion
The described model greatly simplifies the modeling approach for pellet combustion and also is
simple and easy to apply for a user of CFD software. This simple model can be used for simulation
in a relatively simple way and is able to predict the general behavior of solid fuel-fired boilers. In
developing the model, it is necessary to consider the impact of the assumptions which may vary
depending on the design of the burner and boiler.
The limitations of the bed model include the assumption that the reactants are well mixed with
each other and that the heterogeneous combustion process is also uniform in space. Another
important limitation of the model is that it considers constant temperatures of devolatilization and of
char combustion. Perhaps the main simplifying assumption is that the production of volatiles in the
bed is independent of the conditions in the combustion chamber. An advantage is that the model
bed is set up directly in the CFD model and does not require programming of external libraries.
The present model does not substitute more advanced models and tools that can be used to
design biomass combustion systems, such as three dimensional bed, transient modelling, solid to
gas conversion or bed particles feeding. These all are however quite complex tasks, which require
the implementation of external libraries. The work introduces a model that may provide help in the
design of simple small boilers, where fuel consists of well-defined pellets, the fixed bed is small
relative to the combustion chamber, and where high development costs preclude the application of
more sophisticated tools.
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Abstract. This article analyses the driving performance of shunting locomotives with conventional internal
combustion engine (ICE) and suitable substitutes of conventional ICE for ICE with lower performance
combined with hybrid propulsion. Installed performance of the ICE in shunting locomotive is high, the
maximum power is used only for minimum working time of locomotive and it´s leading to high fuel
consumption and increasing operating costs and emission of carbon dioxide. Due to the introduction of
stricter emission limits for rolling stocks are placed demands on more effective fuel efficiency and reducing
greenhouse gases emissions. For this reason, there is an effort to introduce hybrid propulsion into rail
vehicles operating in a wide range of performances, which replace the ICE with high performance. Hybrid
drive consists of ICE, which is more powerfull than average power of shunting (non hybrid) locomotive in
shunting and hybrid system, which covers performance peaks.
Keywords: Hybrid traction drive of rail vehicles, Utilization power of ICE, Hybrid locomotives, Fuel
utilization.

1. Introduction
Railway systems always have been described as competitive, sustainable and environmentally
friendly modes of transportation. However, diesel engines appear more and more like the weak
point in this good picture. Fortunately, fast-growing technologies offer everyday new opportunities
for improving such a technical domain as railway [1].
Most diesel locomotives used on railways using outdated types of ICE that do not meet today's
emission limits for this type of vehicle and using of their installed power is low. As suitable and
cheaper solution to this problem, instead of buying a new rail vehicle seems to use a hybrid system
in upgraded diesel locomotives and it brings the desired reduction in fuel consumption and reduce
emissions. For suitable design of a hybrid propulsion of specific rail vehicle, it is necessary to know
the operating parameters and make the analysis of operating parameters to determine the most
appropriate design of the hybrid system and accumulators of energy. Improper design of a hybrid
system would be extended return of investment in rebuilding and hybrid system could not be fully
utilized. It is best use hybrid systems in rail vehicles, which often stop and then starting up again. In
the following paper we will present the possibility of using a hybrid system in shunting
locomotives.

2. Analysis of shunting and main line locomotive´s operation parameters
It is known that the use of installed power capacity of ICE in motive power units (especially in
shunting locomotives and locomotives for industrial transport) is very low. Average utilization of
engine power is usually less than 20% of the installed power capacity and nominal engine
performance is utilized only during minimal period of the total time of engine operation (at the level
of approx. 1%). The result of this is that most of the operational time the internal combustion engine
works in regimes that are far from optimum mode. It means that specific fuel consumption is high.
At this type of locomotives operation the frequent and fast changes of engine regimes occur, which
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results in increased fuel consumption and imperfect fuel combustion with increased quantity of
harmful emissions [2].
2.1. Shunting service of locomotive Class 742
The measurements were carried out on the locomotive class 742 (ČKD in shunting service at
railway station Trencianska Tepla [3]. This class of locomotives has 883 kW nominal output of
engine. The distribution of traction generator output is shown in the Fig. 1. The mean output of
traction generator was only about 102 kW, which represents about 11.5 % of the nominal output of
ICE [2].

Fig. 1. The distribution of traction generator output of locomotive class 742 in the shunting service at Trencianska
Tepla [2].

As we can see at the Fig. 1, the maximum power of locomotive is using only short time period
and main engine operation is idling and work with power output up to 100 kW. More efficient is
using hybrid locomotives for these types of rail operations. In this case can be used ICE with power
about 200 kW and it will cover 86.7% of power needs. The rest 13.3% have to be covered by
energy from accumulator which will be charged during idling operation of ICE and recuperation
braking. The accumulator should be able give short-time power about 680 kW, what is ambitious
requirement. This high power of accumulators is needed for keeping up maximum traction effort of
locomotive. The high power of accumulators is necessary for charging during regeneration of
braking power as well.
By this way we can achieve that ICE will be working at optimal conditions and it will cause
lower fuel consumption and emission. The next step in designing hybrid locomotive is to choose
correct accumulator of energy, which can be fast charging and discharging with high power, which
will not damage storage of energy during years of using. For shunting services is suitable use
flywheel, ultracapacitors and superconducting magnetic energy storage system and Ni-MH or
LiFePo4 batteries as storage of energy, because they can be charged and discharged by high power
in short period.
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2.2. Shunting service of locomotive Class 770
Another example of output distribution of locomotive class 770 (ČKD) during shunting
operation on hump in railway station in Zilina is shown in the Fig. 2 [4]. The mean output of the
locomotive with nominal rating of 993 kW was only 61 kW in this case, what represents only 6% of
nominal output of ICE [2].
The Fig. 2 shows that ICE shunting locomotives working for a not insignificant duration in the
idling mode (approx. 37%) in the area of high specific fuel consumption. This is from reason to
power peripheral devices such as compressor. In the case of a hybrid propulsion would be
peripherals driven by an electric motor and, if it is necessary, could be powered by energy from
accumulator with turn off ICE. This would achieve the operation of the ICE in area of low specific
fuel consumptions.

Fig. 2. The distribution of traction generator output of locomotive class 770 shunting at Zilina [4].

2.3. Passenger main line locomotive class 757
Modernized locomotive class 757 (Fig.3), intended for passenger transport, is equipped with
diesel ICE with installed power of 1550 kW and EDB (electrodynamic brake). All auxiliaries are
driven by electric motors. The measurements were carried out at railway line Zvolen- Banska
Bystrica – Margecany – Banska Bystrica – Zvolen. Measurements were realized from 7:40 to 20:36.
During this period engine was stopped 5 times with total duration of stopped ICE for 2 hours a 14
minutes.
The average distribution of the traction generator output was in this case approx. 317 kW,
which represents about 20.5% of maximum output of ICE [6]. Distribution of traction generator
output of locomotive class 757 is shown in Fig.4. From the figure follows, that the ICE is running
most of the time with outputs up to 100 kW and also considerable part of the engine work is an
idling ICE.

Fig. 3. Passenger main line locomotive class 757 after modernization [5].
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Fig. 4. The distribution of traction generator output of locomotive class 757 at main line operation [6].

The courses of some operational parameters of locomotive class 757 during all work shift is
shown at the Fig. 5. and one part of shift is presented in more detailed form. Percentage of engine
idling (approx. 38 %) is alike as in case of shunting and industrial locomotives. Distribution of
electrodynamic brake (EDB) power and input of auxiliaries is shown in Fig.6. It is apparent that
EDB was used quite frequently and its mean output was 59.9 kW which represents approximately
19 % of mean traction output (317 kW). The mean output of all auxiliaries was 33.3 kW. The
auxiliaries include two fans of primary and secondary cooling circuit of engine, two fans of traction
motors cooling, compressor of brake system and fan of traction and auxiliary generator and also
ventilator of EDB brake resistors [6].

Fig. 5. The courses of some operational parameters of main line locomotive class 757 [6].
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Fig. 6. The distribution of the electrodynamic brake and input of auxiliaries of locomotive class 757 [6].

Theoretically it would be possible to cover the energy consumption of auxiliaries with the
energy produced during electrodynamic braking, but there is a problem with the storage, because
EDB produces large amounts of energy for a short period of time. Therefore, they cannot be used
for energy storage batteries, because they can´t be charged with high power, which produces EDB,
but must be used ultracapacitors, which are capable to accumulate large amount of energy over a
relatively short period of time.
2.4. Comparison between shunting hybrid locomotive Class 718 and non-hybrid locomotive
Class 730
In the former Czechoslovakia was in 1986 built the hybrid locomotive Class 718. There were
carried out measurements for comparison this hybrid locomotive and non-hybrid locomotive Class
730. Design and operational properties of locomotive Class 718 was based on locomotive class 730.
The results of measurements showed that hybrid locomotive is more effective in all type of shunting
except of shunting to hump as it is shown in Tab. 1. It is possible to save up to 24% of fuel compare
to non hybrid locomotive, but it´s depend on type of shunting. Increasing fuel consumption of
hybrid on shunting to hump is caused by using of hybrid traction drive on maximum. In this
operational regime is regenerative braking rare. To reduction of fuel consumption significantly
contributes using of regenerative braking, which save braking blocks or braking pads and achieves
higher efficiency of hybrid drive. The measurements at this hybrid locomotive were executed with
various loads up to 2500 t. Locomotive class 718 has ICE with power only 189 kW and replaced
original ICE with power of 600 kW. It is only 31.5% power of original ICE which cause lower fuel
consumption and emission compared to original ICE.
Type of shunting

Fuel consumption dm3/h

Ratio of fuel
consumption

Shunting on hump

Class 730
14,92

Class 718
13,09

Pushing off and allocation of load

13,62

10,33

0,76

Shunting to hump

23,53

25,56

1,09

Pulling of load

12,87

10,86

0,84

Tab. 1. Comparison of fuel consumption in shunting service [7].
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3. Conclusion
Rising prices of fossil fuels force designers and producers to improve efficiency of diesel
locomotives. Better utilization of fuel and decreasing of greenhouse gases emission are required by
strict emission limits for rolling stocks. One of the ways for better fuel utilization is introducing
hybrid propulsion to rolling stocks. With hybrid propulsion it is possible to change kinetic energy of
vehicle to electricity through regenerative braking. Kinetic energy is normally changed to heat in
non-hybrid locomotives and it is lost during braking process. Another advantage of hybrids is
possibility of replacing old ICE, which has high power and fuel consumption, for new ICE with
lower power and fuel consumption, but with equal traction effort. The hybrid locomotives in
shunting operations can reduce the fuel consumption up to approximately 22% and in some case
even more.
The most reasonable is using hybrid propulsion in shunting services or at the regional railways
where the needs of power are periodically changing and vehicles are still stopping and starting in
short period during services. The power peaks are covered from energy stored in accumulators of
energy and another power needs are covered by ICE.
Introduction of hybrid locomotives will probably rise in the future, but is necessary to solve
problem with high prices of energy accumulators. We can hope that Tesla motors [8] will start
massive production of batteries for electric vehicles and it will be possible to use those batteries for
hybrid locomotives. Finally hybrid locomotives will cost less than now.
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Abstract. There is a lot of vehicles equipped with ABS system currently. The system has been obligatory for
all new models of the passenger cars since May 1st, 2004 in the EU countries. The device prevents wheel
from lock during brake process and helps driver to acquire brake stability in emergency situations. The goal
of paper is to present the results of the investigations of the rotational speed differences of the wheels ABSequipped and non-ABS during braking process in winter conditions. Additionally the vehicle was fitted with
summer and winter tires.
Keywords: ABS, Winter tires, Summer tires.

1. Introduction
Electronic active safety systems of modern passenger cars are intended to reduce or avoid the
risk of a road accident. Nowadays, the majority of vehicles are equipped with ABS - an electronic
device preventing the vehicle wheel from locking during brake process, ensuring the shortest
possible brake distance and brake stability. As a result of the ABS action it is possible to avoid a
collision with an obstacle. The driver has ability to control the vehicle in emergency situations. The
ABS constantly monitors the rotational speed of each wheel. If it detects a wheel rotating
significantly slower than the others, a condition indicating impending wheel lock, by reducing
hydraulic pressure to the brake at the affected wheel it is possible to reduce the braking force on that
wheel. The wheel then turns faster. Conversely, if the system detects a wheel turning significantly
faster than the others, brake hydraulic pressure is increased, the braking force is applied, slowing
down the wheel. In modern ABS systems pressure changes can occur up to 100 times per second [1,
2, 3, 4].
During braking is the wheel peripheral speed lower than the speed of the car motion. When the
rotational speed of the wheels equals zero and the car is still in motion the maximum slip is
observed. Braking efficiency is dependent on the type of road surface and weather conditions. The
wheel slips most frequently on a slippery surface, such as a road which is wet, icy or covered with
snow. Braking performances is also influenced by the tire condition. The vehicle tires must provide
the best possible adhesion to the road surface [5].
Before the winter season some drivers are considering if it is reasonable to use snow tires in our
climate zone or is it better to use the all-season tires. Winter tires are designed to provide enhanced
traction on mud or slush road surfaces when the temperature drops below 0oC. Many European
countries have obliged the car owners to use winter tires at a specified time of the year or on
prevailing traffic conditions. Polish law has not establish such a requirement but a lot of Polish
drivers change the tires before winter.
The aim of this contribution is to present some investigation results of the differences in
rotational speed of the wheels for ABS-equipped and non-ABS equipped vehicles fitted with
summer and winter tires during braking process on snow-covered asphalt.
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2. Test procedure
Experiment was carried out on track section of the Kielce University of Technology located in
Dąbrowa. Brake tests were conducted on asphalt covered by snow homogeneously. The ambient
temperature was -4oC. The test procedure consisted of accelerating the car to specified speed and
then rapid braking initiated by rapid pressing of the brake pedal. The initial velocity was
sequentially 10, 15 and 20 km/h.
The experiment was conducted with use of two types of tires:
summer tires Kleber Dynaxer HP3 185/65/R15 (read wear indicator = 0.1 mm),
winter tires Fulda Kristall Montero 2 185/65/R15 (read wear indicator = 0.7 mm).
The vehicle tire pressures were set in accordance to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Fig. 1. The test track and test vehicle.

The test vehicle (Opel Astra G) was equipped with:
ABS system,
data acquisition station µEEP-12 - Corrsys - Datron (Kistler)® with ARMS® software and a
control tablet, which enabled the collection, visualization and pre-processing of the results
non-contact,
optoelectronic sensor S-350 Corrsys - Datron® which can measure the longitudinal and
transverse speed of the vehicle and a vehicle drift angle,
directional linear acceleration sensor of measuring range +/- 2g necessary to determine the
longitudinal and lateral acceleration of a car body block,
WPT (Wheel Pulse Transducer) for acquisition data delivered from vehicle wheel rotation.

3. Results and verification
Wheel speed sensors were used to detect any sudden changes of the rotational speed of the
wheel. It enabled collecting data of the wheels work and calculation of wheel speeds as well as the
changes of the speed at the time, i.e. the acceleration and deceleration.
Fig. 2 presents a comparison of the rotational speed wheel changes of the ABS-equipped and
ABS-unequipped vehicle during braking process. The initial speed was 20km/h. The summer tires
were used for this experiment. The rotational speed of the wheels of the ABS unequipped vehicle
decreased rapidly (within approx. 0.16 s) to zero, but the car was completely stopped after 5.5
seconds. In the same conditions with the ABS system working and with the wheels initially
blocked, their rotation without slipping was restored after about 0.2 – 0.3 s.
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a)

b)

Fig. 2. The rotational speed of the wheels during braking with the summer tires: a) ABS unequipped, b) ABSequipped vehicle.

Fig. 3 presents a comparison of the rotational speed of the wheels of the ABS-equipped and
unequipped vehicle fitted with the winter tires during braking process. The initial speed was
20 km/h. The rotational speed of the wheels of the ABS unequipped car fallen to zero after approx.
0.2 s. The car stopped after 6.3 seconds. The ABS-equipped car wheels were blocked initially, but
after about 0.2 - 0.3 s they restored to rotate. The wheels fitted with winter tires rolled longer
without slipping than summer tires. The car stopped after 4 seconds.
a)
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b)

Fig. 3. The rotational speed of the wheels during braking with the winter tires: a) ABS unequipped, b) ABS-equipped.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the rotational speeds characteristics for the ABS-equipped
vehicle fitted with winter and summer tires respectively during braking process. The intensity of the
reduction of the rotational speed lines were traced. An average deceleration of a vehicle equipped
with winter tires was 1.26 m/s2, whereas the average deceleration of a vehicle fitted with wheels
with summer tires, was 0.75 m/s2.
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Fig. 4. The rotational speed of the wheels during braking ABS-equipped vehicle.

Fig. 5 presents the impact of an initial speed on average deceleration during braking process.
The initials speed were small and amounted sequentially 10, 15 and 20 km/h. Differences in the
average deceleration were not significant and the influence of the initial speed on average
deceleration was negligible.
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b)
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Fig. 5. The rotational speed of the wheels during braking ABS-equipped vehicle fitted with: a) summer tires, b) winter
tires.

4. Conclusions
The test results indicated that during braking on snow-covered road:
1. Reduction of the intensity of the wheel rotation speed was dependent on the value of
deceleration.
2. The initial braking speed value does not significantly affect on the value of the deceleration.
3. The braking process lasted longer for vehicle fitted with summer tires and ABS system.
4. The shortest braking time was observed for the car equipped with ABS system and winter
tires.
5. The experiment showed that the usage of the winter tires on the snow-covered road is fully
reasonable and recommended. The ABS system allows to keep control of the vehicle and
enables the wheel to rotate without slipping in emergency situations.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is the examination of the interaction of fluid and core molds for piston
casting. Analysis of the core will be performed by finite element method. As a tool for FEM analysis will
serve the commercial software ANSYS Workbench - Polyflow, which is often used in technical practice
because of its fast and effective means of FEM model creation. The mold and core are both metal. The core
cooling is ensured by drilled hole on the bottom side, into which is injected water. This paper is focused on
analysis of stress inside the core molds for piston casting. As a result of uneven stress in the core, cracks
begin to appear which have a negative influence on the longevity.
Keywords: Fluid flow, Interaction, Polyflow ANSYS, FEM analysis.

1. Introduction
Computer Aided Design / Engineering (CAD / CAE) tools allow engineers to design molds for
piston casting. In the last decades, together with the development of computers rose also the
popularity of the finite element method (FEM) for the simulation of miscellaneous technological
processes, such as welding, quenching, casting, cutting, etc. [1, 2].
Softwares that are available today and are only used for simulation of casting, casting
techniques, quality assurance, optimization etc. are, for example. CastCAE, MAGMA, NovaCast,
Procast and SolidCAST. Simulation of casting replace or minimize the manufactory tests. Most of
them use the finite element method (FEM). The main inputs to the geometry of the mold, thermophysical properties (density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, material properties) [3] and
boundary conditions [4, 5, 6].

Fig.1. CAD model of the mold (left) with the core (right).

On the production line pistons for combustion engines made of aluminum alloy are cast into
molds. In the mold is the core, which is heated by flame after insertion (Fig.1). The mold and the
core are subjected to extreme temperature changes. These components are made of tool steel. Cast
pistons are made of aluminum alloy. These materials are used to production the pistons because of
low melting point, low weight of the piston, corrosion resistance, etc. Material properties core and
alloy are in table (Tab.1).
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The core is a massive forging, with nitrided surface. Core cooling is provided by a hole drilled
in the bottom of the casting and water is injected into the hole. The melt is kept at a temperature of
775-785 ° C in the furnace. The mold filling time is 2-4 seconds. Opening of the bottom of the mold
occurs after 60 seconds. The mold is preheated to a temperature of about 160 ° C.

Viscosity
Density
Thermal conductivity
Heat capacity
Average temperature
Young's Module
Poisson's ratio
Coefficient of thermal expansion

µ [mPa. s-1]
ρ [g. mm-3]
k [g. mm. s-3. K-1]
Cp [mm2. s-2. K-1]
TP [K]
E [Pa]
υ
α [K-1]

Alloy (Fluid)
Al Si 17 Cu 3

Core Steel H13

2.7
2.5 x 10 -3
1 x1 0 8
1163 x 10 6
1024
-

7 x 10 -3
26.25 x 10 6
490 x 10 6
433
2.1 x 10 11
0,25
13 x 10-6

Tab.1. Material properties.

We imported the geometry of the mold and core from the CAD software as * .stp into
DesignModeler, which is integrated into the software ANSYS Workbench. We simplified the
geometry of the mold to generate good mesh, reduce the number of elements and minimize errors in
the simulation. We created a cut of the gating system common for the mold and the core. We
eliminated the small fillets and chamfers, which were negligible in the calculation. The whole
system is symmetrical, so we solved only one half. The picture shows the geometry of the core,
which is the subject of our calculations. The core consists of three parts, the middle part is essential
for us and we will focus on it in the simulations.
This paper is divided into two sections. The first part is a planar problem of non-isothermal
Newtonian flow. It is a time-dependent simulation, where we examine the impact of fluid on the
core. We want to evaluate the core temperature in contact with the liquid at different time steps.
In the second part of the paper are shown the numerical results of the core stress field. We will
not investigate the whole core, but only the central part in which cracks occur, so in this part we are
mostly interested in the stress at each time step.

2. Progress and discussion of results
Problem was solved as a 3D problem of non-isothermal Newtonian flow. This is a timedependent simulation where we examine the impact of the liquid to the core. We want to find out
what the core temperature in contact with the liquid at the end of the simulation time 2s (t=2s).

a)

b)

c)

Fig.2. Section plane of the core a) section A b) section B c) section C.

The main goal of this paper was not to flow and distribution of fluids in the mold, but
examination of the interaction of the fluid with the core, so we can simplify. It is a symmetrical
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problem, we will solve only one half. Create a sections plane of the core (Fig. 2), where the change
occurs geometry. In these areas we expect the greatest differences in core temperature changes.
In the simulation we used the adaptive mesh and remeshing. For mesh fluid was performed
every 5 time steps. The size of elements was set to 1.5 mm, and the quality of the mesh 0.9 (Fig.3.).
The areas of interaction have been set and zone sizes small elements to better fill the space around
the core and accurate calculation.

Fig.3. Discretization model of the core.

3. Result
The results for heat transfer at time step t = 1s are visible in the following figures.

Fig.4. Heat distribution at t = 1s

a) section A

b) section B

c) section C

The results for heat transfer at time step t = 2s are visible in the following Fig. 5.
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Fig.5. Heat distribution at t = 2s

a) section A

b) section B

The results of surface elastic stress at t = 1s can be seen in Fig. 6 to Fig.11.:

Fig.6. Surface elastic stress in the direction x.

Fig.7. Surface elastic stress in the direction y.
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Fig.8. Surface elastic stress in the direction z.

The results of surface elastic stress at t = 2s can be seen in the following figures:

Fig.9. Surface elastic stress in the direction x.

Fig.10. Surface elastic stress in the direction y.
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Fig.11. Surface elastic stress in the direction z.

4. Conclusion
Analysis of the core confirmed the assumption that the highest temperatures of the core are
measured at the point of its longest contact with the liquid. The core surface temperatures are after
2.0 seconds considerably uneven and these differences are the cause of inner stress in the metal
core. On the basis of heat stress, stress was determined including the speed of its changes. Given
these changes, critical points were marked. In the next steps, core adjustments are going to be
suggested with possible technologies of casting and cooling adjustments resulting in increased
longevity. The current method of core heating before casting and after technological breaks with
cooling solutions included will be assessed as well as this process may considerably influence
longevity of the cores. In the next step, further core adjustments are going to be specified. These
should lead to lowering of the number of core cracks. The newly designed shape is going to be
analyzed with FEM and then tested in real operation.
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Abstract. Experiment is very important to obtain and verify the knowledge, experiences and hypotheses.
The most important part of the experiment is to evaluate the measured values. Measurement accuracy
depends on a number of factors. Deviations of instruments cannot eliminate or influence if it is neglect the
possibility of using more precise measuring equipment. Another way for the most accurate results can be
calibration. Calibration allows achieve measurement values with relatively high accuracy using less precision
instruments. The paper deals about the problematic of thermal power measurement accuracy. Thermal power
was measured on heat source with nominal thermal power 2 MW by using direct calorimetric method. There
were used ultrasonic flow meter and type K thermocouples. Type K thermocouples are not very suitable for
these applications because of their low precision. The paper presents the possibility of using calibrated
thermocouples for the thermal power measurement with acceptable accuracy.
Keywords: Thermal power, Thermocouple, Resistance thermometer, Heat source, Calibration.

1. Introduction
Experiment is very important to obtain and verify the knowledge, experiences and hypotheses
[1, 2, 3, 4]. The most important part of the experiment is to evaluate the measured values. It is
necessary the measured values were the most accurate to achieve relevant results [5, 6, 7].
Measurement accuracy depends on a number of factors. The greatest factor is the accuracy of used
measurement instruments. Deviations of instruments cannot eliminate or influence if it is neglect
the possibility of using more precise measuring equipment. Another way for the most accurate
results can be calibration [8, 9, 10].
Calibration is a comparison between measurements – one of known magnitude or correctness
made or set with one device and another measurement made in as similar a way as possible with a
second device. The device with the known or assigned correctness is called the standard [11, 12,].
Calibration allows achieve measurement values with relatively high accuracy using less precision
instruments. As the result of the calibration is to increase confidence of the results and reduce
requirements on measurement technology and costs of the experiment [13] .
1.1. Thermocouples
Thermocouple is a sensor used to measure temperature. Thermocouples consist of two wire
legs made from different metals. The wires legs are welded together at one end, creating a junction.
This junction is where the temperature is measured. When the junction experiences a change in
temperature, a voltage is created. The voltage can then be interpreted using thermocouple reference
tables to calculate the temperature. This is due to Seebeck effect [14].
The Seebeck effect is the conversion of temperature differences directly into electricity. The
Seebeck effect creates an electromotive force wherever there is a temperature gradient. This
electromotive force can be used to perform work, however in the thermocouple it is used to develop
an open-circuit voltage [15]. Under open-circuit conditions where there is no internal current flow,
the gradient of voltage ∇V) is directly proportional to the gradient in temperature (∇T):
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∇V = -S(T)∇T

(1)
where S (T) is a temperature-dependent material property known as the Seebeck coefficient.
Type K thermocouples are the most common general purpose thermocouples with a sensitivity
of approximately 41 µV/°C (NiCr positive relative to Ni when the junction temperature is higher
than the reference temperature). It is inexpensive, and a wide variety of probes are available in its
−200 °C to +1350 °C. [16]
Thermocouples including type K thermocouples are not appropriate for applications of thermal
power of heat sources measurements [15]. The main problem is their low accuracy. There are the
most frequently used paired resistance thermometers (for example PT100) for thermal power
measurements.
1.2. The aim of the paper
The paper deals about the problematic of thermal power measurement accuracy on heat source
with nominal thermal power 2 MW by using direct calorimetric method with thermocouples for
measurement of heat-transfer fluid temperatures.

2. Thermal power of large heat source measurement
2.1. Heat source
The measurements were realized on heat source for straw burning with nominal thermal power
2 MW (Fig. 1). This device is located on southern part of Slovakia. It is used for heat production for
dryer of agricultural crops for food industry. The energy chemically saved in straw is converted to
the heat by burning square straw bales weighing 250 kg. Produced heat is transported from the heat
source to the dryer by heat-transfer fluid (water) in twin tube system.

Fig. 1. The photo of tested heat source.
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2.2. Thermal power measurement
Thermal power was measured on heat source by using direct calorimetric method. There were
used ultrasonic flow meter and type K thermocouples for measurement of heat-transfer fluid (water)
temperature in the inlet and in the outlet tube. There were used thermocouples NiCr – Ni OMEGA
TFE with class 1 accuracy with deviations ±1.5 K. The scheme of the measurement is on Fig. 2.
The temperatures and volume flow of the heat-transfer fluid was recorded by logger in every 20
seconds and then measured values was exported to personal computer (PC).

Fig. 2. The scheme of the thermal power of large heat source measurement.

On the Fig. 3 are time courses temperatures of inlet and outlet of heat-transfer fluid (water) and
the thermal power of tested heat source.

Fig. 3. Time courses of thermal power and temperatures

The thermal power of the heat source is depends on the temperature difference. In this
measurement 1 ºC temperature difference cause approximately 120 kW difference of the thermal
power. Because of this it is necessary very accurate measurement of the temperature.
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3. Calibration of the thermocouples
Calibration of the thermocouples was necessary because we wanted to reach the best possible
accuracy of the thermal power measurement. Calibration of the thermocouples was realized by
comparing the temperatures measured with thermocouples and resistance thermometer PT100
AHLBORN FPA32L0100 with 1/5 DIN class B accuracy. The maximum deviation of used PT100
thermometer is ±0.06 K at 0 ºC and ±0.16 K at 100 ºC. These values indicate that this used sensor is
very accurate in comparison with thermocouples accuracy (±1.5 K). The PT100 was connected to
logger by connector ALMENO ZA9030FS5. Thermocouples and PT100 sensors were isolated in
order to avoid mutual electrical influence of the sensors.
Requested constant temperature condition was secured through the heating/cooling circulator
JULABO F34-HE with working temperature range -30 ÷ 150 ºC and temperature stability 0.01 ºC.
The heating/cooling circulator was filled by distilled water and there were inserted the temperature
sensors. After setting the desired constant temperature it was necessary wait to stabilize the
temperatures and then the values can be recorded. The measurement was realized in temperature
range 20 ºC ÷ 95 ºC in steps 5 ºC.
Measured values of the temperatures are in the tab. 1. The results show that the deviation
between PT100 and thermocouples sensors was in range -0.16 ºC ÷ 0.35 ºC. During measurement
on heat source temperature T1 (Fig. 3) was between 70 ÷ 75 ºC (temperature difference was -0.05 ÷
0.02 ºC) and temperature T2 was about 85 ºC (temperature difference was 0.32 ºC).
PT100

T1
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95

Temperatures [ºC]
T2
20.06
20.24
25.04
25.20
30.10
30.14
34.84
35.09
39.99
40.15
44.95
45.25
49.85
50.20
54.90
55.30
60.00
60.30
65.00
65.32
70.02
70.35
74.95
75.26
79.96
80.23
85.03
85.32
90.02
90.27
95.07
95.33

∆T1
0.06
0.04
0.10
-0.16
-0.01
-0.05
-0.15
-0.10
0.00
0.00
0.02
-0.05
-0.04
0.03
0.02
0.07

∆T2
0.24
0.20
0.14
0.09
0.15
0.25
0.20
0.30
0.30
0.32
0.35
0.26
0.23
0.32
0.27
0.33

Tab. 1. Temperatures of and temperature differences of thermocouples.

4. Conclusion
The results of measurement show that the highest observed deviation of thermocouples in
temperature range 20 – 95 ºC was 0.35 ºC in comparison with more accurate PT100 thermometer.
The deviations in temperature range of tested heat source with large nominal thermal power can
cause relatively high differences in actually measured thermal power. Results of thermocouples
calibration (-0.05 ºC and 0.32 ºC in the working temperature range 70 – 85 ºC) can cause thermal
power differences about 42 kW of the tested large heat source with nominal thermal power 2 MW.
This thermal power difference is pretty high value because this amount of heat would be enough for
three average houses direct heating. Because of this it is necessary to use PT100 with higher
accuracy or calibrated thermocouples for the thermal power determination of large heat sources.
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Abstract. This paper deals with comparison of newly developed optimization algorithms based on the fully
stress design (FSD) method for discrete optimization of truss structures subjected to stress constraint. The
FSD method is based on the idea that every structural member of a structure should be loaded up to the stress
limit, this means that the material is present only where it is needed and this way minimal weight can be
achieved. The optimization algorithms were programmed in programming language Matlab and finite
element models were created and calculated by software developed by the authors also in programming
language Matlab. The first part of the paper is dedicated to the philosophy and capabilities of the FSD
method, followed by theoretical basics of stress calculation in a truss finite element and description of four
optimization algorithms based on principles of the FSD method. The second part contains testing example of
a statically loaded truss structure. The conclusion deals with an assessment of performance of the proposed
algorithms.
Keywords: Structural optimization, Fully Stress Design, Finite Element method, Regula – Falsi method,
Newton’s tangent method, Matlab.

1. Introduction
Structural optimization has always been a part of machine designing. Nowadays when the
economic and ecologic situation calls for savings of material, lowering operational costs, fuel
consumption and emissions, it has become more important than ever before. The complexity of
problems being solved grows with the improvement of computer performance and as the products
are improved through optimization, the optimization algorithms themselves also need to be
improved, mainly in terms of their effectiveness.
Not all optimization algorithms are equally effective for every problem, some can excel in one
problem but suffer great performance drop in other and some methods can be suitable for a wide
range of problems but are significantly slower. The FSD method belongs to the group of algorithms
which are extremely effective for one type of problem but cannot be used for other problems.

2. Fully stress design method
As the name fully stress design (FSD) suggests, this method is based on designing structural
components to their stress limit. This method is popular for optimization of truss structures mainly
due to its simplicity and effectiveness [4].
This method is indeed very effective however its use is limited and cannot be used for other
criteria except stress constraint. Other optimization methods like gradient methods, simplex or
genetic algorithms require evaluation of multiple points in the optimization landscape and the
number of evaluations rises with the number of optimization variables. For example the Nelder Mead simplex method and gradient based methods need n+1 evaluations per iteration (n is the
number of optimization variables), global optimization methods like genetic algorithms generally
require tens/hundreds/thousands of evaluations per iteration. On the other hand the FSD method
requires only one evaluation per iteration, regardless of the number of optimization variables.
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The importance of these properties rises when either the number of optimization variables or
the time required for evaluation of objective function is high. The time required for evaluation using
the finite element method can vary from mere seconds to hours or even days depending on the
complexity of the model and so the evaluation of objective function can be considered as expensive.
Unlike the other mentioned optimization methods, the fully stress design method is not based
on search for extremum (minimum or maximum), but on various root-finding algorithms. The
proposed algorithms are based on the Regula Falsi method and Newton’s method.
The Regula Falsi method (often called false position method) is based on similarity of triangles
which have common vertex called “the false point” hence, the false position method. The Newton’s
method is based on an assumption that the examined function has continuous first derivative. All of
the presented algorithms carry-out uni-dimensional optimization for every optimization variable
independently and the derivative is approximated numerically from the results of previous iteration.

3. Calculation of stress and theoretical basics of finite element method for truss
elements

Fig. 1 truss element in 3D space
In three dimensional space we can write the relation between displacements in local and global
coordinate system using direction cosines of angles α1, α2 and α3 as follows [1]:
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During the calculation of axial force in a truss we have to transform displacements from global
coordinate system into local coordinate system. To simplify this complex and computationally
expensive process we can use relations for direct calculation of axial forces from displacements in
global coordinate system [2].
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4. Description of the proposed algorithms
4.1. Algorithm no. 1 – classical FSD
The algorithm no. 1 is the classical interpretation of the FSD method for optimization of crosssection areas of truss structures and will serve as a standard for performance assessment. This
algorithm is based on the assumption of independence between axial forces and size of the crosssection areas of statically determined truss structures.
Geometrical interpretation of this method is depicted on Fig. 2. From the similarity of triangles
0AB and 0CD we obtain:
9!

5678

;
<6

: =

9!

;
<6

5>

9?;!

: =

(5)

From the geometrical interpretation follows that the new estimation @A

from points [0, 0] and [D& E
6

B!

BC !

is approximated

,F ]. In numerical mathematics this method is called Regula – Falsi.

From the equation 5 we can derive familiar iterative formula for FSD:
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is predicted stress for crossWhere i is the number of optimization variable, F GHIJ K
section area @K in the (k +1st) step, F B! is stress in the kth step for area @ B! , @ B! is the area in the
kth step, @K is the nth area from the vector of design variables. After the prediction of stress for every
design variable, the smallest cross-section area which satisfies the stress condition F
is chosen.
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4.2. Algorithm no. 2 – squared FSD
This method was used for optimization of shell structures, where it proved to be quite efficient.
The linear prediction of stress from the algorithm no. 1 is changed to nonlinear by adding square to
the ratio of cross-section areas see Fig. 3. This minor change reduces the change of optimization
variable between iteration steps and stabilizes convergence [3]. Prediction of axial stress is done by
following formula:
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Fig. 2 Geometrical interpretation of the algorithm no. 1 Fig. 3 Geometrical interpretation of the algorithm no. 2
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4.3. Algorithm no 3 – Newton’s method for prediction of axial stress
This method is based on Newton’s tangent method. The derivative of the unknown relation
between cross-section area and axial stress is solved numerically using results from two previous
iteration steps. Since results from two previous iteration steps are not available in the first iteration,
another method has to be used. During the tests we used the algorithm no. 1 for the first iteration.
The geometrical interpretation of the stress prediction is depicted in the Fig. 4. From the
similarity of triangles ABC and BDE we obtain relation:
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9Z;!

5678 U 5678
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<6

: =
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;
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U: =

9Z;!
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Then we can derive the following iterative formula:
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However for consistency with the other algorithms we used modified formula for prediction of
axial stress during tests. The predicted stress in (k+1) iteration step for area [K is calculated as
follows:
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is the predicted axial stress for area @K in (k+1th) iteration step, F B! is axial
where F GHIJ K
stress in kth iteration step for area @ B! , @ B! is area in the kth iteration step, @K is nth area from the
vector of design variables, @ BU ! is the area in the (k-1st) step, F BU ! is axial stress in the (k-1st)
step.
4.4. Algorithm no. 5 – Newton’s method for prediction of axial force
Similar approach as in the algorithm no. 3 is used for prediction of axial force. The geometrical
interpretation of the prediction of axial force is depicted in the Fig. 5. Axial force is predicted based
on similarity of triangles ABC and BDE. The predicted axial force is calculated as follows:
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The predicted axial stress can be calculated as follows:
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Fig. 4 Geometrical interpretation of algorithm no. 3
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Fig. 5 Geometrical interpretation of algorithm no. 5
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5. Testing example
5.1. Description of the problem
Truss structure is divided into 6 optimization groups (see Fig. 6). Design variables are discrete
values of cross-section areas of normalized steel profiles.
Material model: linear elastic isotropic – steel E = 210 000 MPa, σL = 120 MPa
Boundary conditions:
Load: lone forces (red arrows) and own mass, g = 9,81 ms-2, ρ = 7850*10-9 kg mm-3
1000
V
d )1000 e
)10000
Deformational:
The structure has fixeded degrees of freedom in 6 points marked by green color:
1. [ux,uy,uz],
2. [ux,uz],
3. [ux],
4. [uy,uz],
5. [uz],
6. [ux].

Fig. 6 Geometry, optimization groups and boundary conditions.

5.2. Results of the testing example
Algorithm
Final mass [Kg]

1
533.5

2
553.1

3
1123.4

4
548.4

Tab. 1. Final mass of the best solution found by algorithm 1 - 4.
25
20
Počet iterácií

20
14

15
10
6

6

5
0
1

2

3

4

Fig. 7 Number of iteration steps for individual algorithms

Fig. 8 history of mass convergence for each algorithm
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Fig. 9. History of stress convergence - Algorithm No. 1

Fig. 10. History of stress convergence - Algorithm No. 2

Fig. 11. History of stress convergence - Algorithm No. 3

Fig. 12. History of stress convergence - Algorithm No. 4

6. Conclusion
The numerical testing proved that the classical approach to FSD method is indeed the most
suitable method for optimization of truss structures. The algorithm no. 2 – squared FSD did not
bring any improvement over the classical approach in contrary with our experience with thin shell
structures. The algorithm no. 3 – Newton’s method for prediction of axial stress did not converge at
all and showed similar behavior when tested on other models. On the other hand, algorithm no. 4 Newton’s method for prediction of axial force performed well but when compared to the classical
approach, despite its relative complexity it did not outperform the classical approach.
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Abstract. This paper deals with accumulation of high potential energy through the process of methane
hydrates generation. We will briefly describe three methods of energy storage of natural gas in the form of
compressed natural gas, liquefied natural gas and methane hydrates. The paper takes into account the energy
input necessary to achieve the temperature and pressure conditions necessary for the various forms of
accumulation and storage. It also includes a comparison of pressure and temperature conditions between
different forms. The last criterion is the specific energy, how much energy can be accumulated in 1 kilogram.
Keywords: Energy accumulation, Liquefied natural gas, Compressed natural gas, Methane Hydrates.

1. Introduction
Humanity currently uses different sources of energy: renewable forms of energy such as wind,
hydro, solar and geothermal energy and non-renewable sources (coal, oil, and natural gas). Out of
the non-renewable sources of energy natural gas is considered to be environmentally friendly fuel
because it is a combination of the simplest saturated hydrocarbons, predominantly formed by
methane. A high proportion of hydrogen in methane is the cause of the low proportion of CO2 per
unit of energy released.
Natural gas as a source of energy had been accumulated in the form of compressed natural gas
and liquefied natural gas. After finding large deposits of methane hydrates, whether in permafrost or
under the ocean floor, in addition to mining, people began to consider the possibility of
accumulating the energy in this form. It was caused by the fact that methane hydrates are stable at
relatively high temperatures up to 18 °C and low pressure, which is close to atmospheric pressure.
1.1. Methane
It is the simplest hydrocarbon and the main component of natural gas with the chemical
formula CH4. Under normal conditions (pressure of 101 325 Pa, the temperature of 0 °C) it is
lighter than air, colourless, not poisonous, but suffocating and oppressive. Since it is odorless, it is
odorized with tetrahydrothiophene [1]. Combustion of methane produces carbon dioxide and water
"(1)."
CH 4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2 H 2 O .
(1)
Conditions

Temperature (K)
273.15

Molar mass (kg/kmol)
Density (kg/m3)
Volume (m3/kg)
Heat value of methane (MJ/m3)
Heat value of natural gas (MJ/m3)
Tab. 1. Properties of methane under normal conditions.
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atmospheric
16.04
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1.3974
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2. Forms of Natural Gas Energy Accumulation
Up to the present, natural gas has been accumulated and stored as compressed natural gas and
liquefied natural gas. Currently, methane hydrates are considered to be a new form of accumulation
and storage.
2.1. Compressed natural gas (CNG)
It is natural gas compressed to the pressure of 20-22 MPa. It is used as fuel for buses of urban
and suburban transport, cars and trucks as well as ships, trains, tractors and motorcycles. It is stored
in containers of cylindrical or spherical shape, see Fig.1.
Conditions

Temperature (K)
273.15

Density (kg/m3)
Volume (m3/kg)
Energy volume (m3 natural gas in 1 m3)
Energy density (GJ/m3)
Specific energy (MJ/kg)
Energy inputs (kJ/kg)

Pressure (MPa)
20
141.253
0.0070795
198.81
6.914
48.946
856.885

Tab. 2. Properties of compressed natural gas.

Fig. 1. Location CNG tank in the vehicle.

2.2. Liquefied natural gas (LNG)
It is natural gas in the liquid state. It does not occur naturally in the environment. After mining,
LNG is liquefied under atmospheric pressure and at the temperature of -162 to -170 °C in order to
be transported by means of tankers more easily. It is a bluish, clear, odourless, non-corrosive and
non-toxic liquid with low viscosity. It is used as fuel for long-distance buses and freight transport
and in refrigerated trucks, in which liquid gas is used as an evaporative cooling contractor. It is also
used in LCNG filling stations where it is transported as a liquid under high pressure into the
evaporator. From there it fills the gaseous CNG pressure container.
Conditions

Temperature (K)
111.15

Density (kg/m3)
Volume (m3/kg)
Energy volume (m3natural gas in 1 m3)
Energy density (GJ/m3)
Specific energy (MJ/kg)
Energy inputs (kJ/kg)
Tab. 3. Properties of liquefied natural gas.
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101.325
410.5
0.002436
577.77
20.093
48.946
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Fig. 2. Cryogenic tank of liquefied natural gas.

2.3. Methane hydrates
Methane hydrates are solid crystalline substances resulting from contact of liquid water with
small hygroscopic molecules of methane. They form a cubic crystal structure I. It consists of two
small spherical cavities with twelve pentagonal walls (512), followed by six large cavities with two
hexagonal walls and twelve pentagonal walls (51262) [2].
Actually, it is frozen methane in ice. In this form it is stable at relatively high temperatures, up
to 18 °C, and a low pressure, which is close to atmospheric pressure. 70-170 m3 of methane can be
accumulated in one m3 of ice, which makes it a very interesting way energy accumulation for the
future.
Conditions

Temperature (°C)
0

Density (kg/m3)
Volume of methane in methane hydrates (kg/m3)
Volume (m3/kg)
Energy volume (m3natural gas in 1 m3)
Energy density (MJ/m3)
Specific energy (MJ/kg)
Energy inputs (kJ/kg)

Pressure (MPa)
1.77
900
120
0.00833
168.90
5.873
6.526
1 293.253

Tab. 4. Properties of methane hydrates.

Fig. 3. Methane hydrate know also as “burning ice”.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of energy inputs and pressure conditions. Fig. 5 shows the
comparison of temperature conditions and specific energy.
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Fig. 4. Energy inputs and pressure conditions.

Fig. 5. Temperature conditions and specific energy.

3. Conclusion
The comparison shows that methane hydrates have the lowest energy input (432.21 kJ/kg). The
largest energy input has CNG (2 429.58 kJ/kg) and the energy input of LNG is 905.71 kJ/kg.
Compared to methane hydrates, the energy input of CNG and LNG is 5.6 times and 2.1 times
higher. In terms of pressure conditions, the accumulation in the form of LNG and methane hydrates
is more advantageous. When comparing temperature conditions, CNG and methane hydrates are
preferable. When comparing the specific energy, methane hydrates have 7.5 times less energy than
LNG and CNG at the same weight, because they consist of 86, 6 % water.
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Abstract. This paper describes the heat transport from the complex shaped piping system which is made of a
tube of circular section wound up into a planar spiral. Its goal is to determine the thermal performance of the
system and to verify the impact of the size of the geometric parameter on its thermal performance. The paper
shows the results of experimental measurements of heat output and the verification of the influence of the
geometric parameter on its thermal performance.
Keywords: heat transport, heat transfer, piping system, thermal performance of piping system.

1. Introduction
When discussing various piping systems with flow and heat transfer, the current issue is the
efficiency of heat distribution in complex piping systems.
Complex shaped piping systems include piping systems of different cross-sections (circular,
non-circular), various shapes (tubes, slats, ribbed tubes, ...), and various arrangement (vertical pipes,
horizontal pipes, closed profiles, which have the appearance of a ladder, asymmetrically arranged
tubes, tube coiled in a spiral, …).[1]
Performance of complex piping systems depends on several factors:
the arrangement of the heat exchange surfaces (tubes, slats),
the size and material of the heat exchange surface,
the speed of the fluid flow,
regularization of the flow of heat transfer fluid in different parts (tubes) of the system.
Regularization of the flow in different parts of the system should result in a uniform
distribution of surface temperatures in different parts (tubes) of the system and ultimately in the
enhanced thermal performance.

2. Complex shaped piping system
The complex shaped piping system was made up of circular tubes with an external diameter of
20 mm, a wall thickness of 2 mm and length of 13 m, wound into a planar spiral. The pipes were
made from multilayer polyethylene-aluminum (Ivar Alpex Turatec Multi PE-RT/AL/PE-RT 20 x
2), which is used for heating, underfloor heating and potable water installations.
Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
Max. pressure (MPa)
Max. water temperature (°C)

0,45
1
95

Tab. 1. Properties of Ivar Alpex Turatec Multi PE-RT/AL/PE-RT 20 x 2.

Heat transfer from the surface of the pipe to the heated area of this system is carried out as a
combination of natural convection and radiation. Here again, the determining parameters are the
geometry arrangement of the pipes and the diameter of the pipes. An important parameter for the
natural convection and radiation is the temperature of the pipe surface.[2]
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3. Experimental measurement
The measurement of thermal performance of the system was performed by a method used for
measuring the thermal performance of heaters according to STN EN 442-2 Radiators and
convectors. Part 2: Test methods and rating.
Experiments have helped us to verify the accuracy of the calculation methods. Experimental
results have also served to refine the calculation procedure. We experimentally determine the
thermal performance of the system and verified the influence of the size of the gaps between the
windings on thermal performance.
A total of 12 measurements were performed: three measurements for the two types of
connection and for the two distances a), b), c), d), see Fig. 1. We performed measurements of the
piping system at temperature differences: ∆T = (30 +/- 2.5) K, i.e. ts = 50 °C, ∆T = (50 +/- 2.5) K,
i.e. ts = 70 °C, ∆T = (60 +/- 2.5) K, i.e. ts = 80 °C. ∆T is the temperature difference of surroundings
(20 °C) and the heat transfer fluid.[3] First to be realized was the measurement of temperature
gradient 55/45 °C, then at nominal 75/65 °C and at the end of the temperature gradient 85/75 °C.

Fig. 1. Connection types: a) at a distance of 20 cm (10 d) between each winding and the inlet at the center of the
system, b) at a distance of 20 cm (10 d) between each winding and the inlet on the edge of the system, c) at a distance of
10 cm (5 d) between each winding and the inlet at the center of the system, d) at a distance of 10 cm (5 d) between each
winding and the inlet on the edge of the system.

The surface temperatures of windings were measured by thermocouple sensors NiCr-Ni. 8
sensors were used for the connections a) and b), and 10 sensors for the connections c) and d). The
distribution of sensors is shown on Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of thermocouple NiCr-Ni.

Basic measured parameters were: reference temperature, the temperature at the inlet and outlet
of the system, volume flow and the surface temperature of windings. The progress of measurement
was recorded on infrared cameras.

Fig. 3. Location of the system in the thermostatic chamber.
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4. The measured values of thermal performance

Fig. 4. Comparison of measured nominal thermal performance values and calculated nominal thermal performance
values.

Fig. 5. Influence of the gaps size between the windings on heat output.
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5. Conclusion
Fig. 4 shows that the measured values of nominal thermal performance are closest to the
calculation in which the spiral was replaced by horizontal and vertical tubes. It is caused by the fact
that the change of pipes position changes natural convection. Thus the characteristic dimension in
the case of vertical pipe is the height. In the case of horizontal pipes (also when replaced with a
straight pipe) the heat transfer coefficient is α2 = 9.715 W/ m2 K. Vertical pipes have the transfer
coefficient α2 = 5.892 W/ m2 K.
Fig.5 shows that the difference between the nominal thermal performance of all types of
connections is minimal. The difference between the connections a) and c) is 12 W and the
difference between the connections b) and d) is 8 W. The comparison between the two sets of
connections [a) to b) and c) to d)] has shown that when the inlet is on the edge of the system, the
nominal thermal performance is higher. When we compared the connections a) and b), in which the
distance between the coils was 20 cm, with the connections c) and d), in which the distance between
the coils was 10 cm, the heat output of the latter was smaller. This means that with a smaller
distance between each winding, the higher tubes are influenced by the free convection in such a
way that the transfer from them is smaller.
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Abstract. It is a well-known fact that modern trams are designed and manufactured on much higher standard
than older trams, many of them of obsolete concepts. On the other hand, nowadays tram designs are more
complex and require much higher investment costs. Efforts to minimise costs and demonstrate the
economic advantages of these new technologies and designs, throughout the life cycle (LC),

launched a process of economic analysis called life-cycle cost analysis and life-cycle profit analysis
(LCC and LCP).
The aim of the work was to create own methodology for the calculation of costs and profits for the life cycle
of a rail vehicle in terms of manufacturer and the operator to comply with all the relevant principles of the
EN 60300-3-3 standard. The created methodology was implemented into the MS Excel software. The data on
costs and profits during the life cycle of a tram were input into the software data. The data are mutually
interconnected and may be monitored for any individual change that will affect other costs or profits for life
cycle of a tram.
Keywords: Tram, LCC, LCP, Software.

1. Introduction
The term LCC analysis, also referred to as the analysis of life-cycle costs, can be understood as
a sequence of actions aimed at estimation of the total or part of the costs incurred for the purchase,
use and disposal of fixed assets throughout their life cycle [8].

Fig. 1 Investigated tram [3].

The term analysis of the LCP, also referred to as the life-cycle profit analysis, can be
understood as the total profit that physical asset, in our case railway vehicle, brings throughout its
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life cycle. For the costs as well as for the profits it is important to know their distribution in time.
Along with the time distribution, costs can be very easily identified when the owner will have
insufficient funds for the operation [8].
The LCC methodology in detail is covered in the standard EN 60300-3-3 Dependability
management, Part 3-3: Application guide, Life cycle costing [8].
In view of the above standard own methodology for calculating LCC and LCP was created,
which was subsequently transferred to MS Excel software by the data needed to calculate the LCC
and LCP of the selected transport company.

2. The proposed methodology for calculation of LCC and LCP
The costs and profits of the life cycle of tram can be observed from two points of view - from
the point of view of producer of the tram and the point of view of the tram operator. The proposed
methodology connects both views of calculating of LCC and LCP. Life Cycle Costs generally have
to include all costs that the product incurs:
The period of manufacture.
Period of use.
Period of disposal.
Profits consist of the following components:
Profits from the fares.
Subsidies from the government and the regions.
Profits from advertisements.

3. Calculation of life cycle costs
Costs consist of the following components:
;

(1)

where:
- Acquisition costs,
- The costs of maintenance (preventive and corrective
maintenance,
- The costs of cleaning,
- The costs of accidents, - The costs of staff
– The costs of energy,
– The costs of power supply,
– The costs of transport
salaries,
route,
– The costs of overhead.

Fig. 2 The costs structure of tram [3].
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Acquisition costs
In the price of the vehicle may or may not be included: financial costs, transportation, testing,
approval, documentation, training, corrective maintenance during the guarantee, spare parts, tools
and the like. In case of loan it is necessary to calculate the additional cost factor.
For the selected tram daily mileage of 172.8 km was assumed. Then annual throughput with
regards to preventive and corrective maintenance which represents about 95% availability of the
vehicle is 59 918.4 km. Thus the total mileage over the 30 years’ service life is 1 797 552 km.
Acquisition cost of tram is about 2 450 000 €. When financed by a loan, the price of tram is
3 667 708 €. Acquisition costs calculated per km throughout the lifetime is the 1.363 € / km.
Preventive maintenance
The costs of preventive maintenance for the life cycle of tram based on data on failures
constitutes 816 371 €. Then the costs of preventive maintenance of life cycle of tram are 0.4542
€/km.
Corrective maintenance
Corrective maintenance is not planned – has random character (stochastic). Its occurrence and
extent can be determined based on experience from the operation of similar vehicles and the
detected data on failures. The approximate cost of corrective maintenance for the lifetime of the
vehicle based on data on failures constitutes 123 649 €. These costs are approximately 15 % costs of
preventive maintenance. Then the costs for corrective maintenance of life cycle tram are 0.0775
€/km.
Accidents
Traffic on city streets carries the risk of accident. Tram accidents are very common and occur
about every 20 000 km. Usually, these are light damages, the costs are about 0.0885 €/km.
Energy
It is a simple calculation of performance-transport work. For tram, the specific energy
consumption is about 100 kWh / 1000 tkm. The price of electricity for traction is 64.20367 €/MWh.
Then the costs of energy of life cycle tram are 346 228.31 € and 0.1926 € / km.
Operating materials
It is a smallish item when calculated per kilometre run. These include sand, windscreen washer
fluid, grease for flanges lubrication and the like.
Salary costs
The amount of the salary costs calculated on a passed kilometres decides in particular the
number of board staff Kn, hourly wage M, employee productivity p, the ratio of labour costs to
wages km, the ratio of the period of personnel service time to vehicles service ks and turnaround in
speed v0. Then salary costs represent around 0.4298 € / km.
Costs of the transport route
The costs of transport route are € 0.39 / km. These costs themselves contain all the items that
are used to ensure smooth operation of trams and also imply the maintenance and repair of transport
route.
Costs of cleaning
Maintaining internal and external cleanliness of tram is controlled at regular intervals like
preventive maintenance. Are planned personnel costs and material costs (cleaning products) and
technology (car wash, etc.). At present, the trend is to ensure cleaning and washing completes trams
by using specialized cleaning companies. The cost of cleaning throughout the life cycle of trams is
76 230 €. After calculation the cleaning costs are 0.0424 €/ km.
Overhead costs
For large companies, it is necessary to ensure transparency - avoid meaningless billing
cumulative administrative costs and overheads. Overhead costs throughout the life cycle trams are
581 867.58 €. After calculation the overhead costs are 0.3237 € / km.
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Power supply costs
The cost of power supply throughout the life cycle of tram are 665 094.24 €. After calculation
the power supply costs are 0.37 € / km.

Fig.3 Life cycle costs per kilometre [3].

The calculations suggest that the total life cycle costs for the investigated tram and annual
mileage of 59 918.4 km are 3.7919 € / km.
The calculations suggest that the total life cycle costs for the investigated tram with 52 seats
and an annual mileage of 59 918.4 km are 0.0718 € / km / seat.

4. Calculation of life cycle profits
Public passenger transport by rail is the public service. And ensure their availability to the
public is the main task of the state or region. Therefore, these services are funded from public
regional budgets.
Profits consist of the following main components:
Profits from the fares.
Subsidies from the government and the regions.
Profits from advertisements.
Profits from passengers
They range roughly between 1.1638 € per kilometre. The total approximate amount of sales for
the full occupation of seats and the entire lifetime is the 2 091 942.75 €.
Subsidies from the customer traffic
Subsidies for region government are about 1.186 € / km. Overall subsidies for tram throughout
its lifetime are therefore 2 131 896.67 €.
Profits from advertising
Advertising profits are ranging about 0.2 € / km. Profits from advertisements throughout the
lifetime of tram are about 359 510.4 €.
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Fig. 4 The profit (revenues) structure of tram [3].

The calculations suggest that the total life cycle profits for 30 meter tram an annual mileage of
59 918.4 km are 2.5498 € / km.
The calculations suggest that the total lifecycle costs for 30 meter tram with 52 seats and an
annual mileage of 59 918.4 km are 0.049 € / km / seat.

5. Designed software to calculate LCC and LCP
The program is created in software MS Excel. The application consists of one file and several
worksheets. There are connections among some worksheets, and all worksheets are connected to the
input list. In the designed application costs and profits for the life cycle of selected tram are
calculated.
The software consists of:
Global data, Acquisition costs, Preventive maintenance, Corrective maintenance, Accidents,
Cleaning, Energy, Salaries, Transport route, Power supply, Overhead, Profits from passengers,
Subsides from the traffic customer, Advertising, Chart of LCC, Chart of LCP.

Fig. 5 The software to calculate the LCC and LCP.
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Fig. 6 The software to calculate the LCC and LCP.

6. Conclusion
The aim of the work was to create own methodology for the calculation of costs and profits for
the life cycle of a rail vehicle in terms of manufacturer and the operator. The created methodology
was implemented into the MS Excel software.
The calculations suggest that the total life cycle costs for the investigated 30 meter tram and
annual mileage of 59 918.4 km are 3.7919 € / km. The calculations suggest that the total life cycle
costs for the tram with 52 seats and an annual mileage of 59 918.4 km are 0.0718 € / km / seat.
The calculations suggest that the total life cycle profits for the investigated 30 meter tram and
annual mileage of 59 918.4 km are 2.5498 € / km. The calculations suggest that the total lifecycle
costs for the tram with 52 seats and the annual mileage of 59 918.4 km are 0.049 € / km / seat.
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Abstract: The paper presents a new type of Stirling engine. The structural differences between the
traditional Stirling engine and the new type have been described. The advantages resulting from the proposed
modifications have been presented. The program developed in the MATLAB / SIMULINK environment to
simulate the Stirling engine operation has been described. The performance characteristics of the traditional
Stirling engine and the new type with the same conditions are presented and compared. They were also
compared with the theoretical and real Stirling cycle.
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1. Introduction
The Stirling engine is a type of external combustion engine which operates over a closed,
thermodynamic cycle with the ability to use a different energy sources.
The Stirling engines working principle is that when the gas pressure value is above the ambient
pressure, the working piston is pushed. With the increase of the volume, the working gas pressure
starts to decrease. Then, the gas is pushed into the cooled zone, the temperature decreases and hence
the gas pressure decreases below ambient pressure. Now, the piston begins to move back. With the
decrease of the volume, the pressure starts to rise. Then, the gas is pushed back into the heated zone
and its pressure increases, the engine cycle of operation is closed [2].
There are many types of Stirling engines. Two solutions for moving the gas from the heated to
the cooled zone and back are the most popular: the first one called alpha type consists of a system
of two pistons in two cylinders, where one is heated and the other cooled (Fig. 1a) and the second
one called beta type is a piston coupled to the displacer which pushes the gas from one zone to
another (Fig. 1b).
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a)

b)

Fig. 1. The most popular types of Stirling engine a) alpha type, b) beta type.

There are many ways to couple the displacer with the piston movement. The crankshaft is the
most popular solution used in conventional Stirling engines. However, it has a major drawback: a
displacer is set in the position allowing to obtain the biggest heat transfer area for a very short time
in relation to the time of one cycle of the engine. In the invented engine a cam mechanism has been
applied, so that the displacer is set in this position for much longer time than in the case of the
crankshaft. A good heat transfer is one of the most important parameter influencing the efficiency
of the Stirling engine. Because of the cam mechanism the invented engine is characterized by a
simple construction and only one movable sealing element.
There are several configurations of this engine type according to the positioning order of the
piston, displacer and cam mechanism. It is also possible to improve the engine by stopping the
rotation of the piston and the reciprocating movement of the displacer. Fig. 2a shows one of the
simplest configurations of this engine with only one moving element. Fig. 2b shows an enlargement
of the cam mechanism.
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14
13

b)
Fig. 2. Configuration of the investigated Stirling engine: a) view the entire engine, b) enlargement of the cam
mechanism; 1 – shaft, 2 – cylinder, 3– piston, 4 – stator, 5 – displacer, 6 – heater, 7 – cooler 8 – balance element,
9 – heat exchange chamber, 10 – cam mechanism, 11 – sleeve, 12 – seal ring, 13 – cam channel, 14 – slider.

2. Simulation
The engine thermodynamic model was developed on the basis of the first law
of thermodynamics (3) and the ideal gas law (5). The main relations and equations of the model are
presented below.
Heat transfer rate from the heater (1), is achieved by using following formula:
l ⋅ 2 ⋅ π ⋅ λwG ⋅ (TG − T )
Q& G = AG ⋅ w
r
(1)
ln( z )
rw
where:
lw – exchanger length,
λwG – the heater wall conduction,
Tg – heater temperature,
T – working gas temperature,
rz – exchanger external radius,
rw – exchanger internal radius.
Heat supplied in a single calculation step (2) is calculated as follows
(2)
∆Q = Q& ∆t
where:
Q& – heat transfer rate ,
Δt – time of single calculation step.
Internal energy change of working gas in single calculation step (3) is calculated on the basis of
the first law of thermodynamics [1]. The volume of working gas change results from the response
of the mechanical system to the thermodynamic system operation.
∆U = ∆Q − p∆V
(3)
where:
p – working gas pressure,
ΔV – working gas volume change ,
ΔU – working gas internal energy change.
Temperature of working gas is given by a relation (4)
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T=

U
m g cv

(4)

where:
mg – mass of working gas,
cv – specific heat of working gas.
Pressure (5) is calculated on the basis of ideal gas law:
mg ⋅ R ⋅ T
(5)
p=
V
where:
R – specific gas constant for air.
The engine mechanical system equations of motion were also developed [3]. These
relationships have been implemented in Matlab/Simulink environment. The resulting program
allows to simulate the engine operation with different parameters of the thermodynamic and
mechanical system and different shapes of the cam. The engine work simulation allows to display
the most important characteristics of the engine.

3. Characteristics
In order to compare the work of classical Stirling engine with invented one, the simulations
were carried out with two types of cams: the first one allowing the displacer movement in the way
to increase the heat exchange and the second one providing the displacer movement as in the case
of the classical Stirling engine. The engine indicator diagrams generated by the simulations are
presented below: for the heater temperature 600oC on the Fig. 3 and for temperature 120oC on the
Fig. 4. For comparison, Fig. 5 shows a theoretical shape of the Stirling cycle and Fig. 6 shows the
real indicator diagram of an exemplary conventional Stirling engine.

Fig. 3. Simulated indicator diagram of conventional Stirling engine and the diagram of investigated engine for heater
temperature 600⁰C.
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Fig. 4. Simulated indicator diagram of conventional Stirling engine and the diagram of investigated engine for heater
temperature 120⁰C.

Fig. 5. Theoretical Stirling cycle.
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V [cm3]
Fig. 6. The real indicator diagram of an exemplary conventional Stirling engine [5].

4. Conclusions
The indicator diagrams, simulated for the cam which increases heat transfer, are much more
similar in shape to the ideal Stirling cycle. Moreover, they have larger surface area than the graphs
generated for the cam providing the displacer movement as in the classical Stirling engine with
crank system. The larger area of the resulting indicator diagram, obtained using the same simulation
program with the same working conditions for the new engine type, shows its higher efficiency [4].
The indicator diagrams for the cam imitating the crank system work are similar in shape to the real
exemplary Stirling cycles. This confirms the correctness of the simulation. The obtained results can
be supported experimentally, when the construction of the new engine prototype will be completed.
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Abstract. The reliability of the operation of the braking system of the vehicle depends to a large extent on
the cooperation of the brake components forming a pair of friction e.g. brake disc-friction pad. Work
instability arises between the occurrence of vibrations on friction element, which affects the lower efficiency
of the braking process. In practice, this means that, during braking the vehicles currently alternative at a time
of friction resistance may cause uneven braking process. The effects of these changes in accordance with the
work [5] may be revealed in the form of a self-excited vibration. The vibrations generated by the assemblies
are moved per vehicle, which also adversely affects ride comfort.
The purpose of the article is to assess the possibility of selected vibration parameters accompanying
processes of friction in the disk brakes and use it for process evaluation braking of a rail vehicle.
Keywords: Brake disc, Friction pad, Coefficient of friction, Instantaneous value of vibration acceleration.

1. Introduction
Because of numerous advantages in comparison to a traditional air block brake, disc brakes, are
more and more often utilized in passenger carriages and other railway vehicles.

Fig. 1. View of passenger car with disc brake system: a) view of brake discs mounted on axle passenger car, b) view
of bogie 25AN, c) passenger car.

In rail vehicle, because of constantly rising ride speed and to obtain required braking distance,
disc brakes are used as primary brake. Additionally, according to UIC 546, speed of passenger
trains of over 160km/h triggers application of disc brake. Stable and constant - in the whole speed
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range- average coefficient of friction µ, with the value: µ =0.35 is a basic advantage of disc brake
systems [6].
Few disadvantages of disc brake include a lack of possibility of controlling the condition of the
friction set: brake and pad in the whole operation time. It is particularly observable in rail cars,
where disc brakes are mounted on the axle of the axle set between the wheels (Fig. 1c) [3]. To
check the wear of friction pads and brake discs it is necessary to apply specialistic station e.g.
inspection channel to carry out inspections, and to carry out replacement of friction parts in case
they reach their terminal wear [7].
Selection of friction materials of type disk and pad directly affects the braking process. Work
instability arises between the occurrence of vibrations on friction element, which affects the lower
efficiency of the braking process. In practice, this means that, during braking the vehicles currently
alternative at a time of friction resistance may cause uneven braking process. The effects of these
changes in accordance with the work [5] may be revealed in the form of a self-excited vibration. As
a result, the growth of vibration friction pad causes changes in the activity of the temporary
coefficient of friction during braking, as braking to. This will be presented in the next part of the
article.

2. Methodology and research object
The research was carried out at internal station for tests of railway brakes. A brake disc type
610×110 with ventilation vanes and friction pads type 200 FR20H.2 made by Frenoplast constitute
the research object (thickness of 15mm). A research program 2B1 (I) according to instructions of
UIC 541-3 was applied.
The braking was carried out from speed of 120km/h. During the research pad’s pressures to
disc N of 28kN was realized as well as braking masses per one disc of M=7.5t and during braking
to stop [4]. This research was carried out in accordance with principles of active experiment [8].
After carrying out a series of brakings the friction pads were changed and values of instantenuous
vibration accelerations were registered.

Fig. 2. Measurement set of vibration generated by caliper with pads.

Vibration converters were mounted on pad calipers with a mounting metal tile. During the
research signals of vibration accelerations were registered in three reciprocally orthogonal
directions [9]. To acquire vibration signal a measuring system consisting of piezoelectric vibration
accelerations converter and measuring case type B&K 3050-A-060 with system software PULSE
16.0 was used. Fig. 2 presents the view of the measurement set [1, 2].
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3. Research results
Fig. 3 shows an exemplary signal of instantaneous values of vibration accelerations of caliper and
pad registered in direction Y1 (orthogonal to the disc) during station research. The analysis of results
of vibration tests showed that obtaining dependence of friction pads’ thickness on the value of point
parameters is possible by measuring vibration in directions Y1 and Y2 on a accelerometer mounted
from the side of brake cylinder’s case and brake cylinder’s piston rod. Fig. 4 show the mileage
instantaneous and average coefficient of friction for braking with speed v=120 km/h. The average
coefficient of friction is calculated from (1) as the integral of the instantaneous coefficient of
friction on the road braking s2 [4].

1
µm =
s2

s2

∫ µ ⋅ds ,

(1)

0

where:
s2 – road braking from speed v to stop,
µ
– instantaneous coefficient of friction.
In fig. 4a) also shows the time braking for first and second braking.

Fig. 3. Signal of vibration accelerations registered on pad caliper on direction Y1 for different thickness of
pads during braking to stop (Speed at beginning of braking v=120km/h).

Both flaw detectors made it possible to obtain correct, while the data for the study of ultrasonic
pulses systems. Examples of the pulses are shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that the pulse was obtained
from the bottom of the connection, which means that full penetration was achieved. Current
research aims to develop a technique that allows to location of melting boundary, which is
important for car manufacturers and car equipment components producers.
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Fig. 4. The coefficient of friction obtained from the braking to stop reagent with velocity v=120 km/h for two braking:
a) the instantaneous coefficient of friction, b) the average coefficient of friction.

4. Conclusion
Research conducted at the inertial station for tests of railway brakes, showed that there is a
dependence of the growth acceleration of vibrations from instantaneous and average friction
coefficient. Measurement of vibration accelerations in direction Y2 orthogonal to friction surface of
the disc and mounting vibration converter from the side of brake cylinder piston rod, is
characterized as the most sensitive towards direction Y1, which is confirmed by values of coefficient
of dynamics of changes. In addition, research conducted on the inertial station for tests of railway
brakes, showed that the wear of the friction pads effect on the reduction of instantaneous and
average friction coefficient of friction pads relative to the brake disc. In the result of worn brake
friction pads increase the deceleration time. Studies have shown that the braking process is not
repeated. At the same parameters of braking in some cases, there are vibration in the resonant
character in the last phase of braking.
The project is funded by the National Centre for Research and Development, program LIDER V,
contract No. LIDER/022/359/L-5/13/NCBR/2014
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Abstract. This paper presents experimental measurement of the first stress invariant on the plate with hole at
fatigue testing machine due to adiabatic elastic deformation. The theoretical part is concentrated on the
theory of thermal stress analysis focusing on thermoelastic analysis. The experimental part is dedicated to the
postprocessing of the measured data including analytical and numerical solutions for the plate with hole
using finite element method (FEM).
Keywords: Thermoelastic stress analysis, Infrared camera, First stress invariant, Temperature change.

1. Introduction
The deformation of structural materials is followed by thermal effects. We recognize
thermoelastic or thermoplastic stress analysis, depending on whether the load creates elastic or
plastic strains. Thermoelastic stress analysis describes the relation between stress changes and
temperature changes of a body in specimens. When the tensile deformation is in the elastic field
specimen’s temperature increases, on the other hand when there is a pressure load it decreases. The
thermoplastic effect quantifies the heat generated by plastic deformation. In the elastic part it is
possible under adiabatic conditions to determine the value of the first stress invariant on the
material surface by measuring changes of the surface temperature. Adiabatic conditions are ensured
by frequency higher than 2Hz for steel specimens and more than 20Hz for aluminum specimens. In
plastic zone it is possible only to estimate the trace of stress tensor, because there is not a total
conversion of mechanical energy into heat.
Surface temperature in thermal stress analysis was previously measured using thermocouples.
The development of new technologies brought a new contactless method for measuring the
temperature with greater sensitivity by using thermography. Infrared thermography is a unique
technology which allows using an infrared detector to measure the surface temperature of an object.
The measurement results is a thermographic image called thermogram. It is possible to determine
the temperature changes on the surface of the measured object from the thermogram [1].

2. Thermal stress analysis
Thermoelastic and thermoplastic effect are summarized in a 3 – dimensional heat equation
together with the effect of heat conduction [2]:
,
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where is the material density,
is specific heat capacity at constant deformation, T is absolute
temperature, t is time, k thermal conductivity, x, y and z are spatial coordinates [3],
is the initial
temperature,
stress tensor,
is the rate of change of elastic deformation, is the ratio of
plastic deformation, which is converted to total heat of plastic deformation,
is the irreversible
part of deformation tensor [2].
2.1. Thermoelastic effect
Thermoelastic effect is known as the conversion between mechanical forms of energy and heat.
This transformation occurs when stress changes within a material element alter its volume. Density
of energy generated in an object is transformed into local temperature changes. If specific heat of
metal is high this phenomena is insignificant in terms of temperature change. Roughly 1 MPa
change in stress state causes a temperature change of 1mK in steel [4].
The equation of thermoelasticity is derived from heat equation ignoring thermoplastic effect
[5]:
.

(2)

To evoke the thermoelastic effect it is standard to load object cyclically so that no heat
conduction takes place. Therefore the first term on the right side of (2) can be neglected. Time
integration of (2) ignoring heat transfer leads to the following equation:
∆

"# $, % = 1,2,3.

(3)

Using Hooke´s law and simple mathematical operations we obtain an expression that relates the
trace of stress tensor (first stress invariant)
and temperature changes ∆

where

$=1,2

-

$$ = −

∆

*

−

0

2 2 0
/.
(1 − -)

(4)

- Poisson´s ration (-)
- linear coefficient of thermal expansion (K-1).
Equation (4) can be simplified by using the relationship between heat capacity at constant
deformation and heat capacity at constant pressure
[5]:
=

20 2 0
−
,
(1 − -)

(5)

where
E
- Young´s modulus (Pa).
Substituting (5) to (4) we obtain
∆ =−

.

12,

3

(6)

The term 45 is a proportionality constant known as thermoelastic constant K. Therefore (6) can

be rewritten as:

6

∆ = −7 (

2

+

+ 8) ,
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where 2 ,
, 8 are changes in the principal stresses. The sum of principal stresses is known as
the first invariant of stress or trace of stress tensor. Equation (7) says that the sum of the principal
stresses is related to the dilatational component of deformation. Tensile load causes a decrease of
temperature and vice versa.

3. Experimental part
The experimental part consists of measuring the temperature change by using an infrared
camera in elastic field during cyclic tension – compression load. The measurement was carried out
at the Department of material engineering, which has a frequency Zwick Roel pulsator. The sample
was loaded by dynamic amplitude of 1kN with a frequency of 104 Hz. The measurement was
performed on a plate with a hole. On the specimen a black emissivity spray (for LWIR) was applied
to prevent the partial reflection of the surrounding surfaces. The emissivity spray for MWIR was
not used, this problem is difficult and complex [6].
3.1. Measurement preparation
To measure the temperature change an infrared camera with a cooled detector FLIR SC7000
was used (Fig. 1a). Three softwares were used to evaluation the measured data: Research IR MAX,
ALTAIR LI, ALTAIR. The software ALTAIR LI provides thermograms of stress fields using
thermoelastic effect, which is based on a linear relationship between the temperature changes
induced mechanical load and stress at the surface of the material. ALTAIR LI software is associated
with the Lock In method that is used to extract the signal from noise and for synchronization signal
load to signal measured data.
The sample used in the experiment was a steel plate with dimensions 50 x 111 mm with a
thickness of 1 mm. In the middle of the plate a hole was drilled with a diameter of 12 mm (Fig. 1b).
The specimen material is steel S355J.

b)

a)
Fig. 1 a) Infrared camera SC7000, b) Steel plate with hole.

3.2. Analytical solution
In plane stress problems during the applied loading of plate with hole results in stress
concentration at the edge of the hole. For an infinite plate the stress is equal to three times the stress
in full cross section. For finite plate (cantilevered on one side), the value is slightly higher. The
maximum stress in place of stress concentrator is analytically calculated by the stress concentration
factor 79 :
:;<

= 79 .

=>: .
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The stress concentration factor is determined from the graph in Fig. 2. Nominal stress
stress in cross section at half the length of the bar:
=>:

=

?
,
(@ − A). B$C D#EE

=>:

is

(9)

where P is loading force in N and dimensions are given according to Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Stress concentration factor (www.latech.com).

If the sample is loaded with force 1kN, the nominal stress is calculated:
?
,@ ) A.. B$C D#EE

=>:

1000
,50 ) 12.. 1

26.3 H?I,

(10)

and the stress in the field of stress concentration:
2,425.26,3

63.8 H?I.

(11)
In full cross section stress evoked by loading force of 1kN is 20 MPa. In the place of stress
concentration it is 64 MPa after rounding.
:;<

4. Measurement results
Figure 3 shows thermograms of stress fields under tension (Fig. 3a) and compression loading
(Fig. 3b). Here we can see that the maximum stress is at the edge of the hole as we assumed in the
analytical solution.

a)

b)
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Fig. 3 Measured results for a) tension loading, b) compression loading.

Further processing of the results was carried out in ALTAIR software, which provides the user
greater comfort with processing of measured data. For a sample in tension loading (Fig. 4) and
compression loading (Fig. 5) was chosen transverse line and plotted curve of the first stress
invariant in each pixel. In Fig. 4 you can see that maximum first invariant stress is on the edge of
the hole and its value is 68.17 MPa. The maximum value during compression loading
is -68.18 MPa.

Fig. 4 Measured results for tension loading.

Fig. 5 Measured results for compression loading.

5. Numerical solutions
Numerical solution was performed in ANSYS FEM software. Structural analysis was created to
find out stress field of the specimen during cyclic loading tension – compression. The mesh is
generated by 4 node – Plane 42 elements. This is a 2D plane element which is used for modeling
plane stress. The applied material is elastic, isotropic with properties of steel S355J:
Young´s modulus E=200 GPa,
Poisson´s ratio µ=0.3,
density ρ=7800 L MN8.
The model is loaded by cyclic loading with amplitude of 1kN and frequency of 104 Hz.
Boundary conditions were defined according to the experiment. The results of the structural
analysis for tensile and compressive loading are presented in Fig. 6. Here we can see that maximum
first invariant stress for tensile loading is 65.2 MPa after rounding and for compressive loading
is -65.6 MPa.
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a)

b)

Fig. 6 Numerical solutions for a) tension loading, b) compression loading.

6. Conclusion
The paper deals with thermal stress analysis focusing on the thermoelastic analysis. The
introduction provides an overview of the theory of thermal stress analysis. The experimental part is
preceded by the preparation of the measurement including analytical solution for the plate with a
hole. Measured data are compared with numerical solution using the finite element method.
In this paper we compare measured data with analytical and numerical solutions. The specimen
used for measurement was selected due to better comparison of results. During solution of plane
stress of plate with hole stress concentration at the edge of the hole occurs. For analytical solutions
is the stress value 63.8 MPa. From thermograms we obtained the maximum first invariant of stress
68.17 MPa in tensile loading. The maximum value during compression loading is -68.18 MPa.
Numerical solution was performed in ANSYS FEM software. The result of the structural analysis
for tensile loading is 65.2 MPa and for compressive loading is -65.6 MPa. The error in
measurements is less than 10 percent.
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Abstract. Article deals with the detection of reduced stress in a braked railway wheel based on thermal
transient analysis on virtual models, because they influence the characteristics of the railway wheels.
Structural analysis was performed by means of the ANSYS Multiphysics program system package. Thermal
transient analysis deals with the detection of temperature fields which are result of braking by brake block.
The applied heat flux represents the heat generated by friction of brake block. It is applied to the quarter
model because of the acceleration calculation. This analysis simulates two braking with subsequent by
cooling. Distribution of the equivalent stress was detected in the cross section railway wheel, at selected
points. The input parameters were used from the thermal transient analysis. These equivalent stresses result
due to thermal load.
Keywords: Railway wheel, Brake block, Residual stress, Transient thermal analysis.

1. Introduction
The brake system of railway vehicles is an important subsystem in terms of driving safety.
Investigated property is process of non-stationary temperature fields, generated by the braking
railway vehicles. Thermal load of railway wheels arises when braking by the brake blocks [2, 3, 4].
It has significant share of the impacts that lead to wear - modifications of the driving wheel profile
and damage to the wheel tread [7, 8]. We have to consider two factors in the process of braking.
Railway wheel is overheated by the brake block at the point of contact. It is loaded by the normal
and tangential stress, which is the source of the braking process. Brake blocks are structurally
designed as adhesive brakes. The braking effect of the vehicle with respect to the track is carried out
in the wheel-rail contact via the contact surface.
Professional public must pay attention to studying the effects of thermal and mechanical
loading wheels of railway vehicles of reasons: the operation of vehicles, protection of life and
health of the traveling public, reliable transport material and minimizing the negative effects of rail
traffic on the environment [5].
Article deals with the detection of reduced stress in a braked railway wheel based on thermal
transient analysis. Railway wheel is loaded by heat flux, which is applied on the contact surface.
This topic is discussed in more detail in [6, 11, 12, 13].

2. ANSYS program package
The program ANSYS (Fig. 1) uses the finite element method. Modeling of the finite element
method belongs to the group of numerical methods. This method develops due to the continuous
increase in computing power. Its core is the discretization of bodies on the files of finite elements
[1, 10]. These elements form analogue after parts field that can be mathematically written [9].
The ANSYS program is generally nonlinear, multiphysics program including structural and
thermodynamic analysis, analysis of flow continuum, analysis electrostatic and electromagnetic
fields, and acoustic analysis. All these analyses can be performed individually, but thanks ANSYS
multiphysics conceived program can also be included in one common analysis. The ANSYS
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program allows you to not only check calculations, but also enables optimization and sensitivity
analysis due to parameterized computational models, as well as the calculations of reliability.
ANSYS Mechanical product is intended to simulate the structural and thermodynamic tasks.
The program includes the complete set of linear and nonlinear simulation with using linear and nonlinear elements, material models, and contact non-linear algorithms.

Fig. 1 ANSYS Workbench program system environment.

3. Transient thermal analysis in ANSYS program
The problem simulates heating of the railway wheel tread. The railway wheel is braked by the
brake block. The heat generated by friction of brake block, represents the heat flux of 40 kW. It is
around the circumference of the wheel. The Analysis simulated two braking for time 100 seconds.
The heat flux is applied to the tread. Railway wheel cools for 200 seconds after each braking. The
value of heat flux is then zero. A quarter model of railway wheel was created using CATIA
program and imported into ANSYS program.
3.1. The definition of material properties
Railway wheel is made of steel DIN 40Mn4. The thermal properties used in the simulation are
shown in Tab. 1.
Property
Density ρ [kg.m-3]
Heat capacity Cp [J.kg-1.K-1]
Thermal conductivity k [W.m-1.K-1]
Emissivity [-]
Dynamic viscosity [Pa.s]

Railway wheel
7850
486
52
0.28
-

Air
1.170
1100
0.026
1.8.10-5

Tab. 1 Thermal properties of materials.

3.2. Definition of boundary conditions
A quarter model was used because of the acceleration calculation. The symmetry has been
applied to the model. The values of the heat flux (power) (Fig. 3) are shown in Tab. 2. Dependence
heat flux to time is shown in Fig. 2.
Step
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Time [s]
0
10
100
101
300
310
400
401
600

Tab. 2 Dependence heat flux to time.
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Fig. 2 Dependence of a heat flux to time.

Fig. 3 Heat flux applied to the tread of the rail wheel.

Reference ambient temperature was set to 20°C.
Thermal radiation was set to all areas of railway wheel.
Six degrees of freedom were taken to the railway wheel (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Applied boundary conditions.

Finite element mesh (Fig. 5) was created according to the dimensional parameters with the
following parameters:
element size: 10 mm,
element type: SOLID 90,
number of elements: 5075,
number of nodal elements: 26156.

Fig. 5 Finite element model.
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Setting solver:
direct solver with fixed setting step and automatic control of convergence.
Computation parameters:
processor: Intel Core i7 3.3 GHz (6 core),
memory (RAM): 64 GB,
computation time about 25 minutes.
3.3. Results
The maximum temperature value was 172°C at the time of 400 seconds (Fig. 6), which is at the
end of the second braking. The maximum value of the temperature was 138.8°C at the end of the
first braking. The maximum values were detected in the surface layer of the rail wheel.

Fig. 6 Temperatures in railway wheel at the end of braking (time 400 s).

The temperatures in the cross section of the rail wheel, at selected points (Fig. 7), are shown in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 The selected points, where were evaluated the temperatures and stresses.

Fig. 8 Dependence temperature to time in selected points.
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4. Calculation of equivalent stress
Distribution of equivalent stress can be detected based on thermal transient analysis of braked
railway wheel. These stresses result due to thermal load. We could use the parameters from the
previous thermal transient analysis thanks the ANSYS program.
The maximum equivalent stress (von - Mises) value was 212.55 MPa at the time of 400
seconds (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Equivalent stress in railway wheel at the end of braking (time 400 s)

The equivalent stresses in the cross section of the rail wheel, at selected points (Fig. 7), are
shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Dependence stress to time in selected points.

5. Conclusion
One possibility for identifying the impact of thermal and mechanical loading on braked railway
wheel is the use of appropriate software and implementation of computer analyzes.
The article deals with the detection of structural properties braked railway wheel using a
program that uses the finite element method.
Structural analysis was done on the basis of thermal transient analysis, where it was possible to
determine the distribution of temperature fields during braking with constant heat flux. Thermal
loads are used as input parameters from the previous thermal transient analysis. Distribution of
equivalent stresses is the result of the analysis. These stresses result due to thermal load. This
problem was solved in ANSYS program, which was suitable for this assignments.
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Abstract. Higher particulate matter concentration in ambient air has harmful influence, therefore it is
important to decrease their amount from every source. In small combustion installation with biomass
combustion we can influence amount of particulate matter in flue gas path. Particle image velocimetry can be
used for visualization and measurement of fluid medium and also particles flow. This method is able to
measure velocity and direction of vectors without affecting of flow and help to change the flow in flue gas
path with regard to decreasing particulate matter concentration. Particle image velocimetry is also good tool
for verification of simulation from computational fluid dynamic program.
Keywords: Particulate matter, Small combustion installation, PIV method,

1. Introduction
Approximately 14 % of the world’s energy use is derived from biomass and in developing
countries the corresponding figure is 35 %. Many countries also encourage the adoption of biomass
combustion in order to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, improve energy security and rural
development. However, combustion of biomass, along with many other industrial, commercial and
transport activities, leads to emissions of air pollutant that are potentially harmful to human health
[1].
Residential wood combustion (small heat sources) for heat production has been assessed to be
a major source of fine particle mass emissions, particulate polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and
certain gaseous pollutants such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) throughout Europe [2].
Those small sources are not controlled and not monitored and especially during heating season
produce large amounts of pollutants.
Many European countries observed increased particulate matter concentration in ambient air,
what has negative influence on air quality and on human health. Particulate matter pollution can
cause or aggravate cardiovascular and lung diseases, heart attacks and arrhythmias, affect the
central nervous system, the reproductive system and cause cancer [3][2].
Therefore is also important to decrease particulate matter production from those sources.
1.1. Particulate Matter
Bigger attention is paid to particulate matter with smaller diameter. Particles PM10 with
diameter under 10 micrometer and particles PM2,5 with diameter less than 2.5 micrometer belong
into the group of smallest particles Those particles are able to infiltrate deep into the lungs and
cause serious damage. They contribute to rising of cardiovascular and respiratory problems too.
Moreover they are able to keep longer time in the atmosphere and could be drifted hundreds of
kilometers from the source of pollution. In contrast to fine particles are course particles (bigger than
10 microns) filtered during breathing by natural process in a top part of respiratory system and don`t
charge the organism. Bigger particles with diameter above 100 microns are relatively quickly
settled down near the source of pollution [1], [3],[2][4].
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2. Modelling of Particulate Matter Flow
Modelling of physical changes by simulation program (computational fluid dynamics - CFD) is
advantage for science and technology. It is safer, more economical and more environmentally
friendly and it may significantly reduce the “trial and error” development time needed if
experiments only are used for design optimization. For example it can be used as an option to
observe influence of construction changes on the flue gas flow with particulate matter [5].
Results of modelling are velocity, temperature and particle layout, which can be used for
particulate matter behaviour observation inside the flue gas path (Fig.1). Form and velocity of flow
influence particulate matter capture in the flue gas path. Optimized geometry of flow can decrease
particulate matter emission from small heat sources. Therefore is useful for optimizing to know
vector maps of flow.

Fig. 1

Vector map of flow.

3. Particulate Image Velocimetry Method
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a whole-flow-field technique which provides
instantaneous velocity vector measurements in a cross-section of a flow. Two velocity components
are measured, resulting in 2D velocity vectors, but use of a stereoscopic approach permits all three
velocity components to be recorded, resulting in instantaneous 3D velocity vectors for the whole
measured area. The use of modern digital cameras and dedicated computing hardware, results in
real-time velocity maps [6].
Principle of velocity measurement is based on recording of particles movement in flow and
subsequent evaluation of this motion (Fig.2). The seeding particles in the target area of fluid flow
are illuminated by laser pulses with defined time difference and the velocity vectors are derived
from sub-sections of the target area of the particle-seeded flow by measuring the movement of
particles between two light pulses. Positions of seeding particles are recorded on digital camera.
The camera is able to capture each light pulse in separate image frames [6], [7].
Elementary equation , which evaluate those recordings is equation (1):
x
v=
(1)
t
where distance x is movement of particle in fluid flow per time interval t.
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Fig. 2

Scheme of PIV principle [6].

Once a sequence of two light pulses is recorded, the images are divided into small subsections
called interrogation areas. The interrogation areas from each image frame, I1 and I2, are crosscorrelated with each other, pixel by pixel (Fig. 3) [6].

Fig. 3 The correlation of the two interrogation areas, I1 and I2 , results in the particle displacement represented by a
signal peak in the correlation [6].

The correlation produces a signal peak, identifying the common particle displacement. An
accurate measure of the displacement - and thus also the velocity - is achieved with sub-pixel
interpolation. A velocity vector map over the whole target area is obtained by repeating the crosscorrelation for each interrogation area over the two image frames captured by the camera [6], [7].
According simulation model which was used for modelling of flow is prepared real model from
plexiglass for measurement by PIV method. For experiment is necessary to prepare the same
condition as was set up in the simulation, it means to use approximately same temperature of air (as
in simulation) and set up the same chimney draft. Position of devices for PIV measurement is done
according scheme of the experiment in Fig. 4, where camera is able to record fluid flow.
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Fig. 4: Experiment scheme.

4. Verification
Verification of changed, optimized results can be done by gravimetric method in real small heat
source. Gravimetric method is the manual single method with sampling of the flow gas by probe. It
is based on determination of the median concentrations by sampling from multiple points of
measurements cross-section and their subsequent gravimetric assessment. Solid contaminants are
usually separated by an external filter [8].
According final particulate matter concentration is possible to observe if geometrical changes
also change the amount of particulate matter in flue gas path.

5. Conclusion
There are efforts to reduce particulate matter emission from small heat sources. Construction
changes of combustion appliances can satisfy the following requirement. Use of CFD simulation is
good tool for observation of particulate matter behaviour. For verification is suitable measurement
by PIV method. CFD simulation together with PIV measurement method can be appropriate
solution how to find out how is flow of particulate matter in combustion devices influenced and see
how particulate matter concentration can be depending on construction changes. That can also help
to do construction changes with regard to decrease particulate matter pollution.
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Abstract. The article present the design of non-standard long railway freight wagon with variable use of
loading platform with regard to the safe operation and assessment of the properties by the calculation
methods of simulation analysis. 3D model of wagon was created in a computer program PTC/Creo. Wagon
chassis frame was subjected to the static and dynamic analysis in programs ANSYS and ADAMS/Rail. On
the basis of computer aided simulation analysis was optimized the frame of the wagon. This wagon chassis
frame will be able to offer even more capacity and utilize less resources and energy than current wagons for
intermodal transport.
Keywords: Wagon design, Chassis frame, Computer simulation analyzes.

1. Introduction
Indeed nowadays about 1.5 billion t/km are transported in Europe by lorry at distances farther
than 150 km, conversely only 0.4 billion t/km (20%) are transported by train [1], this entails
important costs for fossil fuels. In the nearby future when transportation has to be more sustainable
it seems quite clear that freight railways will win the mode choice more often.
For this to happen though, it is necessary that freight railways, apart from lowering their prices,
significantly improve highly increase the quality of transportation. In that sense, quality standards
such as reliability, flexibility, availability, cargo security and safety, punctuality, customisation,
marketability, traceability, complementary servicing and time for transport among others have to be
improved by railways as well.
Hence, rail freight has the challenge to become excellent and to gain in reputation. There are
many actions to increase quality in rail freight transport; one of them is the optimisation of the
current wagon fleet to improve availability, flexibility, marketability, commercial speed, cargo
security and cost [2]. This optimisation has to respond to the actual trends of transport demand and
has to be in consonance with the required and feasible infrastructure upgrades.
The basic idea of new wagon is that in the future, longer loading surfaces without interruptions,
as well as more capable platforms with higher axle loads and with lower loading heights will be
necessary to increase the capacity of the freight railway transportation.
The time schedule is divided to several subtasks as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The time schedule segmented into several subtasks.
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2. Analysis of the problems and requirements of railway operators
Intermodal continental transports utilize a large amount of unit types (much more than
hinterland (sea) transportation) and that increases the amount of possible loading cases for the
trains. In that sense, there would be an optimal wagon for each case but this wagon could be suboptimally utilized for other cases. This variety of cases makes difficult to know which wagon is the
optimal for an averaged situation.
Wagons represent an important investment for companies (c.a. 100 000 € per wagon) and they
should be extensively utilized during their whole life cycle (25-30 years) to achieve profitability.
For this reason, wagons specialized in one kind of units are usually employed for other unit types
even if they are not 100% efficient at it [3].
From individual wagons were created four trains, whose maximum length were 500 m and
have been investigated the parameters listed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Load distribution and energy consumption - Investigated parameters.

Concluding that:
106 ft wagon suits optimally the FTL (full truck load, semitrailers) segment and performs
quite reasonably in other segments except the pure bulk ones,
60 ft wagon is the optimal wagon for the pure bulk segment,
80 ft wagon would offer better performance than 106 ft in averaged situations (mainstream
shuttles), but it is not recommended for specialized FTL transports, however it performs better
than 106 ft wagon in bulk segments,
90 ft wagon would offer better performance than 80 ft if in the future the 45 ft unit is widely
introduced.
The results of the capacity simulations have showed that an 80 ft long wagon could lead to an
important advantages in efficiency. These advantages would be amplified by averaged cases with
mixture of units, for example in the case of a shuttle between the two important continental
terminals with an unknown and varying proportion of units [4].
It could be concluded that the 80 ft wagon would bring about an important gain for continental
transports since it would enable better utilization of space (loading length) on trains than existing
wagon technologies. The 80 ft wagons would be able to transport same of even more amount of
units with the fewer axles and the less deadweight. Furthermore the aerodynamics would improve
(fewer gaps between containers, fewer bogies per meter) and the noise emissions would be reduced
due fewer axles per train.
Longer loading lengths 85 ft and 90 ft could have an advantage too, but only if the 45 ft unit is
widely introduced and if it dominates in intermodal traffics, which is not the actual case. A revision
of this issue has to take place in the approximately 5 years.
The strategic procedure would be to design a 80 ft without pocket and try to make it as cheap as
possible. By this it could be very competitive in its market segment [5, 6].
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3. Concept of wagon in the form of 3D model
The model presents a complete structure of the 4 – axle freight wagon (Fig. 3) for
transportation of ISO containers and swap bodies which should meet prescriptions TSI-WAG, valid
regulations UIC, agreement on the reciprocal use of freight wagons in international traffic AVV
(RIV), recommendations ERRI and norms EN.

Fig. 3. The 3D wagon model designed in program PTC/Creo.

Chassis frame (Fig. 4) is welded the steel construction consisting of two side longitudinal
beams (in the most of “I” profiles various sections) which through the cross beams create a support
frame. On lower flange plate of main cross-beam there is rotating lead for upper of rotating pivot
standard type and arms for sprung side bearers. The passage from the front to the center part of the
wagon is branched because of better layout longitudinal forces. The center section of chassis frame
contains the cross brace by reason optimizing the torsional stiffness of the wagon. The material
thickness of individual structural parts has been optimized based on strength analysis simulations
[7].

Fig. 4. Main parts of the chassis frame.

4. Computer aided simulation analyzes
Integral part of the development of rail vehicles are ride tests performed on test tracks and static
tests on test stands. These tests are expensive and nowadays are using the modern computer
technologies that can simulate riding a vehicle/train on the track and detect selected parameters [8,
9, 14, 15].
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For the proposed wagon were performed several simulation analyzes which there are shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The layout of static and dynamic evaluations.

Investigated construction was subjected to static structural analysis (program ANSYS) based
on the standards EN 12663-2 and ERRI B12/RP17. On the basis of the 3D model of chassis frame
was created calculation model which characteristics are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Computational model – boundary conditions, loads and properties.

The task of structural analysis was to simulate behaviours of stresses and deformations in the
proposed construction loaded maximum vertical forces.
The simulation analysis shows that the greatest deflection investigated structures (middle of the
wagon) will be 29.928 mm. The report ERRI B12/RP17 states that the maximum deflection of the
chassis frame must not exceed 3% of the distance between bogie pivots respectively axis of
wheelsets. The results of the simulations show that the chassis frame satisfies strength conditions.
For further development respectively production of this type of construction it is necessary to verify
the results on the real construction on the test stand [11, 12].
Behaviour of displacements and stresses is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Results of static simulation analysis – max. displacement and stress.
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Dynamic simulation (verify enough overlap of buffers, when the vehicle ride through S-curve)
was performed in the program Adams/Rail.

Fig. 8. Lateral displacement of buffer axis.

The buffers (according TSI) should have such size that it is not possible to lock two vehicles in
horizontal curves or opposite curves [13, 16, 17].
The simulation calculation shows that the maximum lateral deviation from the center line of the
buffers dy (Fig. 8) reached the value 510 mm, which corresponds to 70 mm overlap. The minimum
acceptable overlap according TSI is 50 mm. It can be concluded that the used buffers (width of
plate 650 mm) satisfy the conditions of safe operation.

5. Conclusion
It is estimated that this wagon will be a sustainable wagon that will be able to offer the same or
even more capacity and utilize less resources and energy than current wagons for intermodal
transport.
The analysis of the intermodal traffic has enabled to carry a simulation in which wagon
capacity performance has been assessed. The primary results speak for an increase of capacity due
to wagon use of about 10% in comparison to a realistic reference case. This capacity increase is
mainly produced by a better arrangement of containers and by reduction of deadweight of the
wagon. When it comes to energy consumption wagon could save up to 18% of the energy necessary
to transport a units. This is mostly due to an improvement of the loading factor that enables a better
compression of the containers, fewer gaps, a reduced number of axles and a lighter tare per units.
Main advantages over existing design are:
lower loading plane = transport of containers and swap bodies all dimensions in kinematic
gauge G1 (including HiCube containers and swap bodies with a wide of up to 2600 mm),
distance between pivots to 18 000 mm = no special permissions.
Due to the reduced amount of axles, for same or even more units capacity, wagon will bring
about important savings in maintenance and very importantly, it will reduce the noise emissions per
train.
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Abstract. The aim of the article is to present necessary changes at the conception of the angle of attack
setting mechanism and the modification of the spring element at the load module SIMRAIL, part of roller rig
RAILBCOT. During the measurements were recorded imperfections, which could influence continuous
testing, and would lead not to reliable and fully trustworthy results. The article describes three steps to
improve the situation. The first step describes the stabilization of the members to prevent the occurrence of
clearance. In the second step were started measurements at the roller rig at different operating speeds. In the
third step the angle of attack setting mechanism is modified where mechanical spring element was changed
by the hydraulic spring element. Mentioned, increasing the stiffness of the spring element is also needed,
which the lack of stiffness caused loss of stability before the requesting speed. The gear lever was modified,
where the transmission ratio and dimensioning of spring element was changed.
Keywords: RAILBCOT, SIMRAIL, Modification of mechanisms.

1. Introduction
Researchers at the University of Žilina have been intensively interested in railway research
mainly in fields of friction tests performance with the brake test stands and rail/wheel contact
analysis from various points of views. By means of the flywheel test stand UIC was possible to
perform the investigation of the phenomena that appears in accordance to braking of railway
vehicles. Contact geometry is closely connected with wheel/rail surface contact stress analysis. The
contact analysis was performed by means of more sort methods. These analyses led to the
investigation of wheel/rail profiles mutual attitude and their influence on ride behavior of vehicles
and the values of contact stresses. New profiles were established on the requested geometrical or the
contact stress options. RAILBCOT test stand was developed as a research project in years 2009 2012. Because of the stand creates the test stand and research core, there was need to complete it
with the load modulus of the test stand for the realistic simulation of railway operation in laboratory
conditions – SIMRAIL.

2. Load module SIMRAIL
Load module SIMRAIL (acronym for SIMulation module for the realistic simulation of
RAILway operation under laboratory conditions), was created at the request to generate force and
position inputs at the roller rig RAILBCOT that faithfully simulates the behavior of the vehicle on a
real track (change the angle of attack, acting lateral forces to the wheelset simulated passing arc and
also change the size of the vertical wheel forces when passing arc, or asymmetrically loaded
vehicle).
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Fig. 1. 3D model of the test bench RAILBCOT (B) equipped by the load device SIMRAIL (A).

The RAILBCOT test stand represents the operational conditions of the four-axle railway
wagon. Based on dynamic simulations and measurements performed on a roller rig RAILBCOT
during operation, it was necessary to modify the parameters of the load module SIMRAIL and
modify or replace some elements of mechanisms which acting on the wheelset during the test drive.
SIMRAIL device consists of two separate modules shown in Fig.1.
Module A provides the changes for the angle of attack during the test, creates a lateral forces
acting on the wheelset and also allows the wheel oscillation along the x axis in the test around the
fixed angle of attack.
Module B compensates the changing wheel forces, whether in passing the arc, or as a substitute
to asymmetrically loaded vehicle. Also leads weights in the lateral and longitudinal directions and
prevents their swinging out.

3. Mechanism for the setting the angle of attack
The system for setting the angle of attack is in the module A and the elements are described in
Fig. 2. The roller rig RAILBCOT is connected with the pivot lever (1) by a connector (0). The lever
is pivotally clamped to the frame of module SIMRAIL (10) with bearing (2). This pair transmits the
moment caused by the difference of tensile forces Tx1 and Tx2 on flexible bond (4), which leads to
capture this moment of force caused by means of a pivot joint (3). Flexible bond is due to this force
pressed by the value of displacement adequate to the force in positive or negative direction. Flexible
bond (4) is not connected to the frame (10) directly, but through the gear lever (7), fixed to it by a
dowel joint (5). The gear lever is running fitted in the frame through of a friction bearing (6). On the
frame is actuating device for adjusting the angle of attack (9). It is connected to the gear lever (7)
with pivot pin (8). Gripping the actuating device is rotatable by means of pins supplied with the
gearbox of the actuating device.
Description of the Fig. 2: 0 – connector of system with the device RAILBCOT, 1 - lever for the
transmission of oscillating moment, 2 - the bearing of the lever for the transmission of oscillating
moment, 3 - a connecting pin for the transmission lever and the oscillating motion of the actuating
device, 4 - actuating device, 5 - connecting pin of actuating device and gear lever, 6 - location of
the gear lever, 7 - gear lever, 8 - connecting pin of the gear lever and the actuating device, 9 –
actuating device, 10 – frame.
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Fig. 2. Parts of the system for the angle of attack setting.

In Fig. 2 the detail of the actuating device is shown, which consists of two parts. For tapping a
moment and rotational movement of the shaft is used a servomotor (b) with a nominal output of
0.75kW, which is manageable by the number pulses. It is equipped with a brake that enables detent
the final position. The control electronics monitors through the feedback the device position, in
consequence the propulsion dispose with information about the actual location. Engine (b) is
connected with a lifting gear (a), whereby there is a change of the transmission ratio, as well as the
screw on output changes rotation movement of the motor shaft to linear motion of the screw.
Gear ratio is 1:36, this is achieved through worm gear and except sensitive separation is also
self-locking, which ensures when the brake failure in the engine there is no change the angle of
attack by acting a forces in roller rig RAILBCOT. Modifying the rotational motion of the worm
wheel provides screw with trapezoidal thread Tr 30x6, where per one rotation of the worm wheel is
change of vertical position of the resilient member 3 mm, as the shifting lever has an aspect ratio of
2:1. In all, for the displacement of 1 mm is necessary 12 rotation of the shaft of the servomotor.
Lifting gear is designed for total load of 25 kN and that load is transfered by actuating device is 50
kN. Elastic member consist of two spring units of 13 against the embedded pre-stressed springs for
half of the maximum compression. Whereas within the operating range works only with
compression between 0.25 to 0.75 of maximum and preload is always guaranteed. Thus compiled
spring, when pressing 7 mm, deduces the strength 30 311.5 N, therefore k = 4 330.2 N/mm, which
represents a deviation of 1 per cent.

4. Operation
During the operation of device for changing the angle of attack was registered some specific
imperfections in the construction. At startup the roller rig has occurred in the device excitation of
oscillations due to clearances, which are reflected in the imposition of the working screw in the
lifting gear. Impact of the clearance, which was 0.2 mm at the beginning and during the test
operation was extended to 0.5 mm. There have been damaged polyamide bearing, where is mounted
a lifting gear. After the replacing with Teflon bearing the device worked for a short time in
accordance with the requirements. As a consequence of bruising the material of Teflon bearings
after a short time the affect of clearance has reflected the lever bearings. The measurements were
performed with the software developed at the University of Žilina.
As a result of this roller rig RAILBCOT had semi-unstable behavior even at engine speeds 300
rpm. and there was an expectation of damage of other elements of the roller rig. Then was carried
out the modifications in construction and the problem was solved for short time. Plain Teflon
bearing has been replaced by bronze housing. Bronze housing better tolerate shock loads and in
places of heavy drive fit was used a putty to prevent beat out the bond caused by beats. On working
screw was installed female screw with thread TR 30x6 that eliminated the clearances in the lift gear.
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But this has inhibited the possibility to change the angle of attack during measurement. After the
changes is evident, that the clearances were eliminated in the mechanism.

Fig. 3. Characteristics of required and achieved spring stiffness of rebuilt actuating device.

After a stabilization of the mechanism for changing the angle of attack has followed the
detection of stability of roller rig across whole spectrum of operating speeds of simulated drive at
the wheelset on the rail. During the tests were increasing rotational speed of the rail and the
displacement was with the position sensor, which monitors the oscillation of the wheelset about the
x axis. To the speed of 400 rpm. was the displacement in the stable area but at speeds above
450 rpm. has increased the deflection. This confirmed the results of the simulation program
SIMPACK.

5.

Spring element stabilization

For modification of activating device there was two possible ways. In the first case the creation
a new body of activating device was considered. The second case was the originating body, as the
activating device was designed for higher loads than the initial proposal. As required stiffness, was
determined four times value of the stiffness 17 142.85 N/mm. Because the device was already in the
proposal designed for possible adjustments in the stiffness of the activating device, therefore were
used disc springs. It was also necessary to take into account the fact that the production of activating
device body was expensive and this element is only for one special purpose, its further use would be
questionable. So the chosen path was to rearrangement the flexible elements. As a good option, has
been found suitable arrangement in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. New arrangement of flexible element.

There are 14 springs arranged in pairs opposite each other. So for the compression of the spring
the has to be double force and total active spring deflection is reduced, at double force will be the
spring half-pressed and thus we reached almost four – time higher stiffness.
In Fig. 3 the comparison of the achieved and required stiffness is shown, where the stiffness has
reached a value of 16 288.6 N/mm. For the verification of the mechanical properties or modifying
particular components were done strength calculations for doubled maximum load, where the
condition for applicable condition was not to exceed the yield strength. It is for heat – treated
material 423CrMo4 min 550 MPa for proportions of material from 100 to 160 mm and for sizes 16
to 40 mm it is 750 MPa. The actuating device is at the specified load able to pass this burden.
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6. Optimizing the mechanism for the angle of attack setting
After adjusting the characteristics of the activating device was necessary to adjust and
overdesign the mechanism for adjusting the angle of attack. The original design is shown in Fig. 2.
The new solution had to maintain a gear lever, but change its gear ratio to increase the sensitivity of
the steering but activating device will be modified or changed.
Double-acting hydraulic cylinder was complemented by spring hydraulic brake, which fixes the
device during the stable phase. This occurs at a time when there is no need to change the angle of
attack and also in case of a sudden power failure or hose rupture or failure of hydraulic pump.

Fig. 5. New adjustment of mechanism for the angle of attack setting.

The final set up and scheme is in Fig. 5: 1 - hydraulic brake, 2 - hydraulic cylinder, 3 hydraulic power unit, 4 - position sensor, 5 - frame for fixing the actuator, 6 - selector lever. The
changes are mainly at the gear lever (6), which has in the new version the ratio of arms 1:3
compared to the original gear ratio 1:2. Rebuilt were also fastenings of pivots in lever, where are
used clamping sleeves to eliminate the clearances and they are also made of bronze. To the original
frame is mounted actuating device (5) consisting of hydraulic cylinder (2) with a work force of 50
kN at working pressure 20 MPa and hydraulic brake (1) with braking force of 50 kN at an operating
pressure of 16 MPa. In body of the hydraulic cylinder (2) is an integrated position sensor Baluff
BTL-A510-M0350-C-SR32 with range of 0 - 350 mm. Whole device is powered by using the
compact hydraulic power unit mounted with a hydraulic generator with working pressure 20 MPa
with a flow of 1.6 l/min.
The hydroelectric generator is powered by three-phase asynchronous electric engine with an
output of 0.75 kW.

7. Conclusion
The article describes the changes in concept of mechanism for changing the angle of attack and
modification of the actuating device. The introduction describes the structure, principles of
operation and basic parameters of the module SIMRAIL In this configuration the test measurements
aimed to verify the functionality of individual elements of construction equipment have been
carried out. When the long – term tests were performed, were found, that some deficiencies has to
be eliminated. Eliminating of this condition consisted of three steps. In the first step the parts of
device was stabilized. In the second step, the verification of stability of the roller rig at different
operating speeds. The third step the mechanism for the change the angle of attack was to adjust. At
the verification of the stability of the roller rig was found, that the used actuating device has a low
stiffness, which caused a loss of stability in the speeds of 61-70 km/h. Therefore, it was necessary to
increase the stiffness of the actuating device. This was achieved by rearranging the segments of disk
springs. After this change required flexibility of rigid member at a minimum cost for rebuilding has
been achieved. The next chapter describes the modification of the mechanism for changing the
angle of attack. Here was the original mechanical actuator replaced by a hydraulic actuator. The
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selector lever has been also adjusted, where the gear ratio has increased from the original value of
1:2 to 1:3. Also the actuating device was dimensioned for double load. Connections were also
modified to prevent the parasitic clearances.
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Abstract. The article is about damping. It is resume of basic information about springs and dampers, shock
absorbers. Article includes information about the function and importance of the spring and damping
mathematical relations for calculation of forces in the spring and a brief overview of the different types of
vibration dampers.
Keywords: Suspension, Damper, Spring.

1. Introduction
In a vehicle, shock absorbers reduce the effect of traveling over rough ground, leading to
improved ride quality and vehicle handling. While shock absorbers serve the purpose of limiting
excessive suspension movement, their intended sole purpose is to damp spring oscillations. Shock
absorbers use valving of oil and gasses to absorb excess energy from the springs. Spring rates are
chosen by the manufacturer based on the weight of the vehicle, loaded and unloaded. Some people
use shocks to modify spring rates but this is not the correct use. Along with hysteresis in the tire
itself, they damp the energy stored in the motion of the unsprung weight up and down. Effective
wheel bounce damping may require tuning shocks to an optimal resistance.
Spring-based shock absorbers commonly use coil springs or leaf springs, though torsion bars
are used in torsional shocks as well. Ideal springs alone, however, are not shock absorbers, as
springs only store and do not dissipate or absorb energy. Vehicles typically employ both hydraulic
shock absorbers and springs or torsion bars. In this combination, "shock absorber" refers
specifically to the hydraulic piston that absorbs and dissipates vibration.
Because surface unevenness the wheels have to do movement- up and down. Under fast ride
this movements are undertaken in very short time interval and then acceleration and deceleration are
formed in vertical direction by the direction of runway, which ones are multiple of Earth's
gravitational acceleration. Impact forces influence on vehicle, which increase with the mass in
movement. Suspension with damping is tasked absorbs impacts from traffic and convert them to
vibration.
Damping is the control of motion or oscillation, as seen with the use of hydraulic gates and
valves in a vehicle's shock absorber. This may also vary, intentionally or unintentionally. Like
spring rate, the optimal damping for comfort may be less than for control.
Damping controls the travel speed and resistance of the vehicle's suspension. An undamped car
will oscillate up and down. With proper damping levels, the car will settle back to a normal state in
a minimal amount of time. Most damping in modern vehicles can be controlled by increasing or
decreasing the resistance to fluid flow in the shock absorber.
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2. Springs
Springs support the weight of the vehicle. In vehicle suspensions coil springs, air springs,
torsion bars, and leaf springs are used (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Vehicle suspension springs.

Coil springs, torsion bars, and leaf springs absorb additional load by compressing. Thus, the
ride height depends on the loading condition. Air springs are rubber cylinders filled with
compressed air. They are becoming more popular on passenger cars, light trucks, and heavy trucks
because here the correct vehicle ride height can be maintained regardless of the loading condition
by adjusting the air pressure.

Fig. 1. Linear coil spring and general spring characteristics.

A linear coil spring may be characterized by its free length LF and the spring stiffness c, fig. 2.
The force acting on the spring is then given by
FS = c ( LF − L ) .
(1)
where L denotes the actual length of the spring. Mounted in a vehicle suspension the spring has to
support the corresponding chassis weight. Hence, the spring will be compressed to the configuration
length
. Now, (1) can be written as
FS = c ( LF − ( L0 − u ) ) = c ( LF − L0 ) + cu = FS0 + cu , .

(2)

where Fs0 is the spring preload and u describes the spring displacement measured from the spring’s
configuration length.
In general the spring force FS can be defined by a nonlinear function of the spring displacement
u
FS = FS ( u ) .

(3)

Now, arbitrary spring characteristics can be approximated by elementary functions, like
polynomials, or by tables which are then inter- and extrapolated by linear functions or cubic splines.
The complex behavior of leaf springs and air springs can only be approximated by simple nonlinear
spring characteristics, FS = FS ( u ) .
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3. Damper
Dampers are basically oil pumps, Fig. 3. As the suspension travels up and down, the hydraulic
fluid is forced by a piston through tiny holes, called orifices. This slows down the suspension
motion.
Today twin-tube and mono-tube dampers are used in vehicle suspension systems. Dynamic
damper model, ompute the damper force via the fluid pressure applied to each side of the piston.
The change in fluid pressures in the compression and rebound chambers are calculated by applying
the conservation of mass.
In standard vehicle dynamics applications simple characteristics
FD = FD ( v ) .

(4)

are used to describe the damper force FD as a function of the damper velocity v.

Fig. 2. Principle of a mono- tube damper.

Types of shock absorbers
Twin Tube Gas
This type of shock absorber has two tubes. An outer reservoir tube and inner pressure tube. The
piston moves up and down inside the pressure tube and oil is forced through the compression valve
or the rebound valve.
As the oil displaces, an inert gas such as nitrogen at relatively low pressure (around 5
atmospheres) is maintained on the oil in the reservoir tube.
The reason why an inert gas at pressure is used is to reduce the chances of aeration.
This type of shock absorber eventually will fade if used hard and simply requires time to cool for
full damping to return.
Foam cell
Again a twin tube but an interesting design where instead of allowing any gas to come in
contact with the hydraulic oil, nitrogen impregnated foam cells are used.
These shock absorbers virtually eliminate aeration and will generally hang on a bit longer than
the twin tube gas shock absorbers before fading. Unfortunately if this type of shock absorber is
overheated, it will not regain its damping qualities when cooled.
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Fig. 3. Twin Tube Gas and Foam cell.

Mono tube
As the name implies, this type of shock absorber uses only one tube and the piston valving
controls both rebound and compression damping. A floating piston separates the nitrogen gas from
the oil and the gas is at a high pressure generally above 20 atmospheres.
This type of shock absorber is more prone to stone damage than the twin tube types. Once the
tube is hit, the rod piston and/or floating piston will no longer seal properly against the cylinder
wall. With the gas at the bottom of the shock absorber, it's difficult to design one with as much
travel as the twin tube designs above. As such it's a popular shock absorber on road cars and as it
heats up, the gas pressure increases and exerts more force on the oil. The end result is that the
damping rates increase with heat
Twin tube hydraulic
This type of shock absorber is similar to the twin tube gas type except instead of using an inert
gas at pressure, it simply uses air at atmospheric pressure. Generally, it's prone to aeration and will
fade quickly. Allowing the shock absorber to cool will see a return of its damping qualities.

Fig. 4. Mono Tube and Twin tube hydraulic.
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4. Conclusion
The suspension system affects both the driver's control of the car and the comfort of the
occupants. The springs allow the wheels to move up to absorb bumps in the road and reduce jolting,
while the dampers prevent bouncing up and down. Various mechanical links keep the wheels in
line.
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Abstract. This article is about steering and wheel alignments. In clear and concise way describes principle
of steering system, its function, properties and basic parts. The important chapter of article is about
Ackermann geometry- explanation of the principle of geometry and formulas. And at least it mentioned
wheel alignments.
Keywords: Steering, Ackermann geometry, Caster, toe, Camber.

1. Introduction
The steering system is a very important interface between driver and vehicle. The most
conventional steering arrangement is to turn the front wheels using a hand–operated steering wheel
which is positioned in front of the driver, via the steering column, which may contain universal
joints (which may also be part of the collapsible steering column design), to allow it to deviate
somewhat from a straight line. Other arrangements are sometimes found on different types of
vehicles, for example, a tiller or rear–wheel steering.
Via the steering wheel the driver controls the vehicle and gets a feedback by the steering
torque. The traditional steering system of high speed vehicles is a mechanical system consisting of
the steering wheel, the steering shaft, the steering box and the steering linkage. Usually the steering
torque produced by the driver is amplified by a hydraulic system. Nowadays, hydraulic power
steering are widely use in every vehicle. It contains a power steering pump that use to pump
hydraulic in the steering rack which will make the turning of vehicle easier. Today, new technology
was invented which is electric power steering that fully controlled by the electronic device.

Fig. 1. Car steering system.
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Modern steering systems use an overriding gear to amplify or change the steering wheel
angle. Recently some companies have started investigations on ‘steer by wire’ techniques. In the
future steer-by-wire systems will be used probably. Here an electronically controlled actuator is
used to convert the rotation of the steering wheel into steer movements of the wheels. Steer-by-wire
systems are based on mechanics, micro-controllers, electro-motors, power electronics and digital
sensors. At present fail-safe systems with a mechanical backup system are under investigation.
The steering system must guarantee easy and safe steering of the vehicle. The entirety of the
mechanical transmission devices must be able to cope with all loads and stresses occurring in
operation.
The basic aim of steering is to ensure that the wheels are pointing in the desired directions.
This is typically achieved by a series of linkages, rods, pivots and gears. One of the fundamental
concepts is that of caster angle – each wheel is steered with a pivot point ahead of the wheel; this
makes the steering tend to be self-centering towards the direction of travel.
The steering linkages connecting the steering box and the wheels usually conforms to a variation of
Ackermann steering geometry, to account for the fact that in a turn, the inner wheel is actually
travelling a path of smaller radius than the outer wheel.

2. Ackermann streering geometry
Within the validity limits of the kinematic tire model the necessary steering angle of the front
wheels can be constructed via the given momentary pivot pole M, Fig. 2. At slowly moving
vehicles the lay out of the steering linkage is usually done according to the Ackermann geometry.
Then, the following relations apply
(1)

where s labels the track width and a denotes the wheel base. Eliminating the curve radius R, we get
(2)

The deviations
of the actual steering angle
from the Ackermann
steering angle , which follows from (2), are used, especially on commercial vehicles, to judge the
quality of a steering system.
At a rotation around the momentary pole M, the direction of the velocity is fixed for every
point of the vehicle. The angle β between the velocity vector v and the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle is called side slip angle. The side slip angle at point P is given by
(3)

where x defines the distance of P to the inner rear wheel.
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Fig. 1. Ackermann geometry.

3. Wheel alignments
Wheel alignments ensure that all four wheels are consistent with each other and are optimized
for maximum contact with the surface of the road. The way a wheel is oriented on your car is
broken down to three major components; camber, caster, and toe.

3.1. Camber
Camber angle is the measure in degrees of the difference between the wheels vertical
alignment perpendicular to the surface. If a wheel is perfectly perpendicular to the surface, its
camber would be 0 degrees. Camber is described as negative when the top of the tires begin to tilt
inward towards the fender wells. Consequently, when the top of the tires begin to tilt away from the
vehicle it is considered positive.

Fig. 2. Camber.
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Negative camber is becoming increasingly more popular because of its visual appeal. The
real advantages to negative camber are seen in the handling characteristics. An aggressive driver
will enjoy the benefits of increased grip during heavy cornering with negative camber. During
straight acceleration however, negative camber will reduce the contact surface between the tires and
road surface.

3.2. Toe
Toe represents the angle derived from pointing the tires inward or outward from a top-down
view – much like looking down at your toes and angling them inward or outward.
Correct toe is paramount to even tread wear and extended tire life. If the tires are pointed inward or
outward, they will scrub against the surface of the road and cause wear along the edges. Sometimes
however, tread life can be sacrificed for performance or stability.
Positive toe occurs when the front of both tires begins to face each other. Positive toe permits both
wheels to constantly generate force against one another, which reduces turning ability. However,
positive tow creates straighter driving characteristics. Typically, rear wheel drive vehicles have
slightly positive tow in the rear due to rolling resistance – causing outward drag in the suspension
arms. The slight positive toe straightens out the wheels at speed, effectively evening them out and
preventing excessive tire wear.
Negative toe is often used in front wheel drive vehicles for the opposite reason. Their
suspension arms pull slightly inward, so a slight negative toe will compensate for the drag and level
out the wheels at speed. Negative toe increases a cars cornering ability. When the vehicle begins to
turn inward towards a corner, the inner wheel will be angled more aggressively. Since its turning
radius is smaller than the outer wheel due to the angle, it will pull the car in that direction. Negative
toe decreases straight line stability as a result. Any slight change in direction will cause the car to
hint towards one direction or the other.

Fig. 3. Toe.

3.3. Caster
Caster is a bit harder to conceptualize, but it’s defined as the angle created by the steerings pivot
point from the front to back of the vehicle. Caster is positive if the line is angled forward, and
negative if backward.
Typically, positive caster will make the vehicle more stable at high speeds, and will increase
tire lean when cornering. This can also increase steering effort as well.
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Fig. 4. Caster.

4. Conclusion
Countless hours of research and development go into designing suspension components and
steering systems. The steering system converts the rotation of the steering wheel into a swivelling
movement of the road wheels in such a way that the steering-wheel rim turns a long way to move
the road wheels a short way.
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Abstract. This article is about modeling in Matlab SimDriveline. In the example model of vehicle
powertrain is showed some basic block like engine, planetary gear and tires. Every using block is explained
by description its function and how put the block in to the vehicle model. Step by step you make your own
vehicle model.
Keywords: Vehicle model, SimDriveline, Simulation.

1. Introduction
SimDriveline™ provides component libraries for modeling and simulating one-dimensional
mechanical systems. It includes models of rotational and translational omponents, such as worm
gears, planetary gears, lead screws, and clutches. You can use these components to model the
transmission of mechanical power in helicopter drivetrains, industrial machinery, vehicle
powertrains, and other applications. Automotive components, such as engines, tires, transmissions,
and torque converters, are also included.

2. Vehicle drivetrain model
SimDriveline has many possibilities, good way to show you is make one simple example model,

that can be reused for controls development. Basic concept for a vehicle model is shown in
fig. 1. The blocks of the drivetrain parts are described below.

Fig. 1. Block schema of vehicle model.
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Generic engine
The block represents a general internal combustion engine. Engine types include spark-ignition
and diesel. Speed-power and speed-torque parameterizations are provided. A throttle physical signal
input specifies the normalized engine torque. Optional dynamic parameters include crankshaft
inertia and response time lag. A physical signal port outputs engine fuel consumption rate based on
choice of fuel consumption model. An optional speed controller prevents engine stall and enables
cruise control.

Torque convertor
A torque converter couples two driveline axes, transferring torque and angular motion by the
hydrodynamic action of a viscous fluid. Unlike a friction clutch, a torque converter cannot lock the
axes together. The Torque Converter block acts between the two ports I and T. The block acts as a
lookup function of the relative angular velocity of the two connected driveline axes. This function is
defined at discrete angular velocities.

In our model we need to specify the inertia on the other side to the torque convertersimply copy and paste exist inertia block. Set the inertia of the shaft is different.

Simple gear
The Simple Gear block represents a gearbox that constrains the two connected driveline axes,
base (B) and follower (F), to corotate with a fixed ratio that you specify. You can choose whether
the follower axis rotates in the same or opposite direction as the base axis. If they rotate in the same
direction, ωF and ωB have the same sign. If they rotate in opposite directions, ωF and ωB have
opposite signs.
The next part in our model is the transmission. Put a simple gear and connect that to model. In
simple gear we can specify parameters like: main, meshing losses, viscous losses. We change just
the output shaft rotates in the same direction as input shaft.

Differential gear
The Differential block represents a differential gear that couples rotational motion about the
longitudinal driveshaft axis to rotational motion about two lateral or side axes. The differential is
composed of a simple gear and two symmetric sun-planet bevel gears. The simple gear comprises a
differential crown gear attached to the carrier of one of the sun-planet bevel gears, plus a bevel gear
attached to the driveshaft.
The next component in our model is differential gear. Differential gear split the torque between
the 2 wheels on the rear axle.

Tire
The Tire (Magic Formula) block models the longitudinal dynamics of a vehicle axle-wheel-tire
combination, with road contact represented by the Magic Formula and optional deformation
compliance. The convention for the vertical load is positive downward. If the vertical load is zero or
negative, the horizontal tire force vanishes. In that case, the tire is just touching the ground or has
left the ground. The longitudinal direction lies along the forward-backward axis of the tire. We put
2 tire block in to our example model. By the differential is torque split between this tires. Tires are
connected with differential by mechanical connections.

Vehicle body
The Vehicle Body block models a two-axle vehicle, with an equal number of equally sized
wheels on each axle, moving forward or backward along its longitudinal axis.
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The model includes the following vehicle properties: mass, number of wheels on each axle,
position of the vehicle's center of gravity (CG) relative to the front and rear axles and to the ground,
effective frontal cross-sectional area, aerodynamic drag coefficient, initial longitudinal velocity
Our vehicle model needs a model of longitudinal vehicle dynamic. Drag this into the model and
connect mechanical connections to tires blocks. Tires blocks need to know the normal force, son
that is can calculate the slip. We use the normal force calculation from a longitudinal vehicle
dynamics model.
Generic engine

Torque convertor

Simple gear

Differential gear

Tire (Magic formula)

Vehicle body

Fig. 2. Symbols of blocks.

Scope
We use the scope to plot the vehicle speed (Fig. 3). The vehicle speed is calculated by our
vehicle dynamics model. To set the units of the speed of the vehicle to be plotted will use the
converter block.

Fig. 1. The converter block + Scope.

We need also to set up the solvers for our simulation because we model a physical systems and
use special solver technology need access to some additional solver settings and we get those
through this offer configuration block. Then, the model is complete and ready to the simulation
(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 2. Complete model ready for the simulation.

The last step is choose the solver for simulation - ode15s, which is a full implicit solver.

3. Conclusion
SimDriveline™ provides component libraries for modeling and simulating one-dimensional
mechanical systems. It includes models of rotational and translational components, such as worm
gears, planetary gears, lead screws, and clutches. This setting help you create your own models
easier. This is one example from many others.
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Abstract. The article is focused on determine of fatigue lifetime of aluminium alloy EN AW 2007.T3 during
by multiaxial cyclic loading. The theoretical part deals with the fatigue and with the criteria for evaluation of
multiaxial fatigue lifetime. The experimental part deals with modeling of combined bending - torsion loading
and determining the number of cycles to fracture in region low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue and also during
of loading with the sinusoidal wave form under in phase φ = 0° and out phase φ = 90°.
Keywords: Multiaxial fatigue, Criteria, Stress, Aluminium alloy, Fatigue lifetime.

1. Introduction
Aluminium is the world’s most abundant metal and is the third most common element,
comprising 8% of the earth’s crust. The versatility of aluminium makes it the most widely used
metal after steel. Pure aluminium is soft, ductile, corrosion resistant and has a high electrical
conductivity. It is widely used for foil and conductor cables, but alloying with other elements is
necessary to provide the higher strengths needed for other applications. Aluminium is one of the
lightest engineering metals, having a strength to weight ratio superior to steel. By utilising various
combinations of its advantageous properties such as strength, lightness, corrosion resistance,
recyclability and formability, aluminium is being employed in an ever-increasing number of
applications. This array of products ranges from structural materials through to thin packaging
foils[1, 2].
Fatigue failures in metallic structures are a well-known technical problem. In a specimen
subjected to a cyclic load, a fatigue crack nucleus can be initiated on a microscopically small scale,
followed by crack grows to a macroscopic size, and finally to specimen failure in the last cycle of
the fatigue life. Understanding of the fatigue mechanism is essential for considering various
technical conditions which affect fatigue life and fatigue crack growth, such as the material surface
quality, residual stress, and environmental influence. This knowledge is essential for the analysis of
fatigue properties of an engineering structure [3, 4].
Fatigue under combined loading is a complex problem. A rational approach might be considered
again for fatigue crack nucleation at the material surface. The state of stress at the surface is twodimensional because the third principal stress perpendicular to the material surface is zero [5].
Another relatively simple combination of different loads is offered by an axle loaded under
combined bending and torsion. This loading combination was tested in our and also in many others
experiments [6,7]. In spite of this fact, fatigue mechanisms are still not fully understood. This is
partly due to the complex geometrical shapes and also complex loadings of engineering components
and structures which result in multiaxial cyclic stress-strain states rather than uniaxial.
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2. Criteria
Criteria valid for the fatigue lifetime calculation can be classified in three different categories:
strain based methods, strain-stress based methods and energy based approaches [8].
Goodman used main stresses for evaluating the fatigue under multiaxial loading. Normal
stresses are calculated for each plane and their ranges are used for calculation of fatigue lifetime. If
the point of the combined stress is below the relevant Goodman line then the component will not
fail. This is a less conservative criteria based on the material ultimate strength yield point Sut. To
establish the factor of safety relative to the Goodman´s criteria can be written as:
×

+

1

=

(1)

Findley criterion is the first critical plane criterion. He suggested that the normal stress σn,
acting on a shear plane might have a different linear influence on the allowable alternating shear
stress, ∆τ/2. Criterion has the following form:
∆
+
2

×

=

´

×

(2)

Sines published his works throughout the fifties of the last century. His criteria are very much
alike, utilizing the amplitude of second invariant of stress tensor deviator (which corresponds to the
von Mises stress) as the basis. Another term is added to the equation in order to cope with the mean
stress effect – while Sines prefers the mean value of first invariant of stress tensor (i.e. hydrostatic
stress σh). His resulting failure criterion can be expressed as:
∆

2

+

× 3×

=

´

×

(3)

Minimum circumscribed ellipse (MCE) – The origin of this method goes out from minimum
circumscribed circle method (MCCM). This method was first presented by Papadopoulos. Its major
feature is its explicitness in determination of mean shear stress. Papadopoulos later shows that such
minimum circumscribed circle can be obtained by a search through all pairs and triads of points in
the shear stress path, but such an approach can be very lengthy. The contrast in comparison with
MCCM is clear – it should offer a better solution of phase shift effect problems. Nevertheless, as
regards the definition of mean shear stress, it does not offer any new approach. For proportional
loading this will always be a straight line and for non-proportional loading histories will have some
complex shape.
= !"#$ + "%$

(4)

Fatemi and Socie [9] observed that the Brown and Miller’s idea could be successfully
employed even by using the maximum stress normal to the critical plane, because the growth rate
mainly depends on the stress component normal to the fatigue crack. Starting from this assumption,
he proposed two different formulations according to the crack growth mechanism: when the crack
propagation is mainly MODE I dominated, then the critical plane is the one that experiences the
maximum normal stress amplitude and the fatigue lifetime can be calculated by means of the
uniaxial Manson-Coffin curve; on the other hand, when the growth is mainly MODE II governed,
the critical plane is that of maximum shear stress amplitude and the fatigue life can be estimated by
using the torsion Manson-Coffin curve [9]. Criterion has the following form:
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Smith, Watson and Topper (SWT) created a parameter for multiaxial load, which is based on
the main deformation range ∆ε1 and maximum stress σn,max to the main plane. Criterion has the
following form:
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Brown and Miller [10] observed that the fatigue life prediction could be performed by
considering the strain components normal and tangential to the crack initiation plane. Moreover, the
multiaxial fatigue damage depends on the crack growth direction. Different criteria are required if
the crack grows on the component surface or inside the material. In the first case they proposed a
relationship based on a combined use of a critical plane approach and a modified Manson-Coffin
equation, where the critical plane is the one of maximum shear strain amplitude. Criterion, which
was created, has the following form:
∆&
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Liu created a virtual model of the deformation energy, which is a generalization of the axial
energy on the basis of prediction of fatigue life. Criterion has the following form:
∆5 = 4 ×
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Where: γf´ is the fatigue ductility coefficient in torsion; εf´ is the fatigue ductility coefficient; σf´ is
the fatigue strength coefficient; σhmean is the mean hydrostatic stress; σn is the normal stress; σn,max is the
maximum stress; σn,mean is the mean stress; σy is the stress in the direction of the axis y; τa is the
equivalent shear stress; τf´ is the fatigue strength coefficient in torsion; ∆ymax is the maximum shear
strain range; ∆ε1 is the principal strain range; ∆εn is the normal strain range; ∆τ/2 is the alternating
shear stress; ∆τoct is the octahedral shear stress; ∆W is the virtual strain energy; b is the fatigue strength
exponent; bγ is the fatigue strength exponent in torsion; c is the fatigue ductility exponent; cγ is the
fatigue ductility exponent in torsion; Nf is the number of cycles to fracture; Se is the modified fatigue
strength; Sut is the ultimate tensile strength; ff is the factor of safety applicable the fatigue; A, B, S, k,
α are material parameters; E is the elasticity modulus in tension; G is the elasticity modulus in torsion;
RA is the major axis of the ellipse; RB is the maximum distance of stress point.

3. Numerical calculations and results
In ANSYS software was created the model of the test bar. The real geometry of this component
is shown in Fig.1. The rod bar had a circular shape with a defined section, in which was expected an
increased concentration of stress and creation a fatigue fracture.
The ends of this model were loaded by reversed bending moment on the one side and by
reversed torsion moment on the opposite site. The values of presented stresses and strains in the
middle of the rod radius were taken from computational analysis using finite element method. We
used the following parameters in finite element model: used material was aluminum alloy EN AW
2007.T3 (AlCu4PbMg) with Young's modulus E = 0.817x1011 Pa, Poisson number µ = 0.3 and with
the strength limit Rm = 491 MPa. From computational analysis can be seen that the area with greatest
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concentration of stresses or eventually the place with the higher deformation was localized in the
middle of the rod radius (see Fig.2).

Fig.1 Shape and dimension fatigue test specimen
(dimension in mm)

Fig.2 Result of FEM analysis

Obtained values of the stresses from finite element analysis were next computational analyzed
using Fatigue Calculator software. This is a program which can quickly calculate fatigue lifetime of
selected material. After starting the calculation, Fatigue Calculator displayed the number of cycles
to failure for different models of damage. In our calculation we considered with all multiaxial
criteria described above which can be applied to low-cycle and also to high-cycle fatigue region. All
the tests were performed under controlled bending and torsion moments. Frequency of each analysis
was equal to 30 Hz. It was first detected the number of cycles to fracture for multiaxial high-cycle
fatigue with amplitudes in the phase shift 0° and then out of the phase shift 90° for stress. The same
was done for multiaxial low-cycle fatigue.
The obtained number of cycles are processed into Wöhler curves σxx – log Nf for multiaxial
cyclic combined bending - torsion loading. For multiaxial high-cycle fatigue with phase shift 0°,
Wöhler curves are shown in Fig.3. For multiaxial high-cycle fatigue with phase shift 90°, Wöhler
curves are shown in Fig.4.

Fig.3 Wöhler curves for multiaxial high-cycle fatigue
with phase shift 0°.

Fig.4 Wöhler curves for multiaxial high-cycle fatigue
with phase shift 90°.

For multiaxial low-cycle fatigue with phase shift 0° and with phase shift 90°, Wöhler curves
are shown in Fig.5 and in Fig.6.
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Fig.5 Wöhler curves for multiaxial low-cycle fatigue with
phase shift 0°.

Fig.6 Wöhler curves for multiaxial low-cycle fatigue with
phase shift 90°.

4. Conclusion
All multiaxial models applied to fatigue lifetime calculation of aluminum alloy EN AW
2007.T3 increases with decreasing stress amplitude continuously in the cycles of number region.
Comparing Wöhler curves for low-cycle fatigue (Fig.7), for amplitudes of the load with phase
shift 0° (black lines) and for amplitudes of the load with phase shift of 90° (gray lines), it can be
seen that some models (such as Fatemi-Socie and SWT) give higher resistance to fatigue damage in
the phase shift than the synchronized load amplitudes. This may be caused by, that the bending
loading and neither torsion loading not active with the maximum value on the sample at the same
time during the phase shift, but alternately. In this way, as if the sample was loaded by lower value
of stress or deformation in a given time (phase shift of 90°). For other models, this shift of
amplitudes did not cause any significant changes and the differences are minimal.
Comparing Wöhler curves for high-cycle fatigue (Fig.8), for amplitudes of the load with phase
shift 0° (black lines) and for amplitudes of the load with phase shift of 90° (gray lines), it can be
seen that all models (except for Sines) gives a higher resistance against fatigue damage in the phase
shift than in the synchronized amplitudes of loading. Probably the reason will be same as for lowcycle fatigue.

Fig.7 Comparison of Wöhler curves for multiaxial
low-cycle fatigue

Fig.8 Comparison of Wöhler curves for multiaxial
high-cycle fatigue

It was observed that a phase shift 90° is the cause of "rotating" curves of fatigue life, which
may have an impact on partial increase of fatigue life for the area of low-cycle and high-cycle
fatigue.
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the mechanical system dynamic properties investigation of the test stand
RAILBCOT (RAIL vehicles Brake Components Test stand). Using sensors attached to some parts values of
positions, the longitudinal, vertical and transversal forces, revolutions and accelerations have been measured.
There was created computational model of the mechanical system in SIMPACK software system
environment. There were performed model establishment, starting and boundary condition setting and
simulation computations to determine the dynamic properties parameters. The measured values were
compared with calculated values. Subsequent verification has been confirmed the necessity of modification
of the flexible member of the bench. The paper consists of issue definition and the comprehensive references
specification from the field of investigation of working team at the University of Žilina relevant to this field
of study.
Keywords: Test bench, Multibody system dynamics, RAILBCOT, SIMPACK, Simulation computations.

1. Introduction
Experimental investigation of interaction rotating rails and a wheelset is a complex interaction
of test stand construct design and test sample, which is represented by a wheelset and a collection of
computer controlled loading conditions for the realization of tests. Test stand is a part the
laboratory, affecting with results of its running and also current state of the environment affects the
running of test stand and test results [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The functional core of the test stand is
equipped by the system SIMRAIL (SIMulation modul for the realistic simulation of RAILway
operation under laboratory conditions) [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

Fig. 1 Overview of the test stand RAILBCOT.

To assess the behavior of the test bench in operation at the specified boundary conditions, it is
often necessary, sometimes indispensable to do simulating calculations taking into account all
important parameters future experimental work. The test bench is equipped with measurement
technology with characteristic sensor ranges. For ensuring the best use of the range and accuracy of
the sensors, as well as the entire measurement chain the specification of the anticipated values of
the measured magnitudes is significant contribution. Computer simulation of the movement of the
wheelset, pressed against the rotating rails is another important contribution in analysis of its
interaction, when loading forces affect.
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2. The purpose of test bench
The purpose of test bench RAILBCOT is the analysis of changes in the geometry of rail thread
driving profiles railway wheelset induced by change in the simulated operating load in laboratory
conditions to imitate the real operation as closely as possible.
Activity of test bench lies in active loading the tested wheelset by various forces that will be
simulated simultaneously in combination with the change of engine torque, engine speed, wheel
load change, changing the size of the free channel gauge, changing the angle of attack of a wheelset
and fluctuating braking mode, which is based on independent activities of two and two brake units
with the option to change their arrangement, shape and material composition of brake blocks, while
also considering the possibility of simulation under different weather conditions.
The specific focus of this test bench has to be the analysis the driving characteristics of
wheelsets for freight wagons with a wheel diameter of 920 mm for axle boxes V84, with emphasis
on placement in bogie Y25, at traffic load 22.5 tons per axle, the maximum test speed of 160 km h-1
and when using an electric motor with a maximum output of 434 kW and torque of 3900 Nm.

3. Operating principle of test bench
Driving motor (1) transmits the torque trough conical gear (2) and rotates rotating rails (3).
Rotating rail is connected with gearbox shaft by gear clutch (11). This stationary part of the bench is
firmly secured to the base grid (9). Against the discs of the rotating rails (3) the wheelset (8), placed
in the support frame (7) is pressed.

Fig. 2 Operating principle of the test stand core.

Discs can zoom in and out with each other, simulating the change of gauge. Frame (7) is
hanged on two front hinges (6) and one back hinge (5). The wheelset (8) in frame (7) is pressed
against the discs (3) by the cable transmission that is connected to the weights (10). The frame with
the wheelset creates the moveable part, which represents the rail vehicle. The frame has the
opportunity to move in a limited extend in the transverse direction (in axle of the wheelset). It can
be tilted. Each wheel is braked by a pair of modified brake units.
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4. Monitored values and location of sensors
Development of methodology for analyzing the wear is based on scientific knowledge of
phenomena in rail-wheel contact. Therefore, it is important to analyze and evaluate the phenomena
arising during braking between rail wheel and brake block, as well as phenomena in contact of rail
wheel and (simulated rotating) rail track. An integral part of the work of this stage is to finalize the
installation of sensors and integrated sensory technology to the bench, verifying their activity,
testing of measuring instruments and data acquisition and evaluation.
Based on these information it is possible to test and apply methods of evaluating the measured
data, the results of which may give a relevant view of an operation state of the contact components
and provide verified materials to predict the development of the wear of brake components by the
expected operation.

Fig. 3 Measured parameters on the bench according to placement of sensors.

Realization of each test lies not only in obtaining the measured data, but also in the manner of
its management. This management is normally done via PC and control software, which guide
trained staff in the so-control center.
For the purposes of carrying out measurements on the test stand are used mainly sensors for:
force measurement: wheel forces, longitudinal forces between wheel/rail, guiding forces and
force in the rear rod of the middle frame,
revolutions measurement: engine, wheelset,
acceleration measurement: wheelset / frame.
Currently on the bench are situated these sensors of:
longitudinal force – HBM, type U3, are located on the hinge of the wheelset,
lateral force – HBM, type U3, are fixed to the rotating frame of the rail,
vertical force – HBM, type U10M, are situated between connection of the wheelset and the
weights attached via rollers to the frame of rotating rail,
contact force – EMSYST, type EMS70, located in the brake units on the brake hinge,
friction force – EMSYST, type EMS100, placed in the brake units body in the setup of
remoteness of brake pads,
motor velocity - LARM, type IRC315/360, integrated directly on the motor,
wheelset velocity – LARM, type IRC315/360, connected to the axle,
acceleration – TML, type ARF-100A and ARF-100A-T, located on the bearing housing and
weights.
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The Fig. 3 marked the location of the sensors, by which are measured certain key parameters on
the test bench RAILBCOT. It is clear that for the implementation of the various sensors it was
necessary produce the relevant adapter that sensors are attached to the construction of the bench to
form the desired chain.
In Fig. 4 - Fig. 8 8 the comparison of two different physical quantities measured by two
different devices can be observed. The basic measurement is Acc_x acceleration, measured data
acquisition systems HBM QuantumX.
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Fig. 4 Second derivation of the lever position – right side.
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Fig. 5 Second derivation of the lever position – left side.
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Fig. 6 Longitudinal forces and wheelset right side measured by means of sensors (n*Tx1).
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Fig. 7 Longitudinal forces and wheelset left side measured by means of sensors.
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Fig. 8 Longitudinal forces difference and acceleration in x- direction.

Fig. 9 shows the course of the difference of forces Tx1 and Tx2 and the torque that has been
calculated as x- lever position * stiffness of spring element (4285715N/m)+ lever position
derivation * bumper contact (3000N*s/m).
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the course of DeltaTx and the torque.

In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 the dominant frequency of the signal DeltaTx (Fig. 11 x-lever position)
corresponds with the frequency of the rotating speed rail. Dominant excitation of inequality rails
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cause getting into resonance with its own frequency and then starts to act dominant excitation of the
wheelset and un-roundness.
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Fig. 10 Rail disc revolutions [rev*s-1] and Delta Tx frequencies (frequency of harmonic part with maximum
amplitude).
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Fig. 11 Rail disc revolutions [rev*s-1] and max Amplitudes of lever and max Amplitudes of Sum of wheel forces
frequencies (harmonic part frequency with maximum amplitude rot the lever position and the sum of Q).

Fig. 12 shows a frequency analysis of the acceleration signal and the difference Tx1 and Tx2
forces in the time domain 330-340s.

Fig. 12 FFT analysis of acceleration Acc1_x signal and DeltaTx forces signal.

Correlation of acceleration in Fig. 13a with a correlation coefficient of 0.965 confirms the value
of the quadratic moment of inertia about 3121m4.
Correlation of the calculated torque in Fig.13b with a correlation coefficient of 0.978 confirms
that moment ≈ DeltaTx.

Fig. 13 a) Correlation of acceleration in the time range 330-340s (left) b) Correlation of (calculated) torque in the time
range 330 – 340s (right).
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From the transfer functions of Fig. 14 it is clear that the value of the natural frequency, at which
the resonance imaging, corresponds to the moment of inertia about 3100 m4 (left) and DeltaTx
value of about 1.00 (right).

Fig. 14 Transfer function of signals Acc11_x and DeltaTx (left) and Moment and DeltaTx (right).

5. The results of dynamic analysis
After starting the dynamic analysis starts increasing angular velocity of the rotating rail, which
rotates the wheelset as well as its roundness excited driven oscillations. Fig. 15a shows the model in
system SIMPACK and Fig. 15b shows two time-dependent courses. On the graph below is seeing
an increase in the angular velocity of the wheelset (red) and the rotating rail (black), which are
bound constant gear ratio between wheel and rail, caused by different diameter of wheels. On the
graph above is displayed angular deflection of the lever at the time, which corresponds to an
increase of angular speed of rail. Extreme deflections occur at lower speeds than 20 rad/s, which
does not fall within the scope of our work.

Fig. 15 a) Simplified mechanical system dynamic schema (left) b) Dynamic analysis in SIMPACK (right).

The natural frequency of the rotary movement of middle frame (boogie) reached at resonance
by dynamic analysis in SIMPACK value 5.42 Hz at a speed of about 70 km/h.
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6. Conclusion
Verification of comparison of measured and calculated values confirmed the need to change the
structural parameters of the structure of the bench.
After determining the natural frequency of the moving frame 5.42Hz at velocity approximately
at 70 km/h, when the resonance occurs, it is necessary to increase the stiffness of the elastic member
at least twice. Then the natural frequency increases and the resonance will occur at higher working
speed about 98 km/h, which is sufficient for further measurements.
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Abstract. The paper presents examination of the Modal characteristic of currying frame and gearbox for
extruder. Finite element analysis (FEA) is divided into analysis of currying frame, which is under load from
mass and inertial effects of motor and gearbox and into analysis of separate gearbox, which is under load
from torque moment. We performed FEA in software ANSYS Workbench.
Keywords: Gearbox, Extruder, Modal analysis, Contact of bodies, Finite element mesh.

1. Introduction
Gearbox has been designed in Transmisie engineering a.s. Martin. On gearbox together with
the currying frame were detected increased vibration at 17 rpm on the output shaft. Based on the
vibration analysis was developed new design of currying frame. The aim of the design changes was
to move natural frequencies of the system outside the scope of excitation effects. We performed
finite element analyzes after these design changes.

Fig. 1 Gearbox together with currying frame (before and after design changes).

.

2. Basics of Modal analysis
Modal analysis, or the mode-superposition method, is a linear dynamic-response procedure
which evaluates and superimposes free-vibration mode shapes to characterize displacement
patterns. Mode shapes describe the configurations into which a structure will naturally displace.
Typically, lateral displacement patterns are of primary concern. Mode shapes of low-order
mathematical expression tend to provide the greatest contribution to structural response. As orders
increase, mode shapes contribute less, and are predicted less reliably. It is reasonable to truncate
analysis when the number of mode shapes is sufficient.
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Fig. 2 Resultant displacement and modal components.

For the most basic problem involving a linear elastic material which obeys Hooke's Law,
the matrix equations take the form of a dynamic three-dimensional spring mass system. The
generalized equation of motion is given as:
(1)
,
where M is the mass matrix, C is a damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, acceleration, is the
velocity, q is the displacement and f is the force vector.
The general problem, with nonzero damping problem, is a quadratic eigenvalue problem.
However for vibrational modal analysis, the damping is generally ignored, leaving only the mass
matrix M and the stiffness matrix K.
(2)
0.

3. Modal analysis of gearbox and currying frame
Due to the high computational demands is even nowadays perform a complex analysis of large
3D model, consisting primarily of volume solids big challenge. Therefore, we performed two
independent analyzes. At first we performed finite element analysis of currying frame in
consideration of mass and inertial effects of the motor and gearbox. Second was finite element
analysis of gearbox under load of torque moment on input shaft. 3D model was supplied by
Transmisie engineering a.s. in the native format Creo Parametric 2.0.. It was necessary to modify
geometry of the whole 3D model regarding to finite element analysis demands.
3.1. Finite element analysis of currying frame
We have removed all welds from 3D model of currying frame due to avoid possible
complications when calculating finite element mesh. Also, since their removal would not change
significantly the weight and stiffness of the currying frame. We created one part from all parts,
which included assembly.
We used material model with the following properties:
• Young´s modulus E=205 MPa,
• Poisson´s ratio µ=0.3,
• density ρ=7850
.
On the currying frame we applied mass and inertial effects of the motor and gearbox using
“Point mass”.
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Hmotnosť
m [kg]

Moment zotrvačnosti
Ix [kg.m2]

Moment zotrvačnosti
Iy [kg.m2]

Moment zotrvačnosti
Iz [kg.m2]

4600

1263,8027

1103,7918

1580,9491

1650

-

6,3

-

Prevodovka
Motor

Tab. 1. Mass and inertial effects.

Fig. 3 Point mass.

We removed all Degree of Fredom (DOF) from four lower surfaces.

Fig. 4 Fixed support.

When creating finite element mesh we were trying achieve compromise between the number of
generated elements and the accuracy of the results. We performed four analyzes with different finite
element mesh in order to increase the accuracy of results. Software ANSYS Workbench
automatically uses element type SOLID185. Is defined by eight node points with three degrees of
freedom movable in X, Y, Z. It can be modified to element type SOLID 186 with twenty node with
three degrees of freedom movable in X, Y, Z.
To solve static analysis was chosen direct solver SPARSE. From this solution we obtained
state of stress in currying frame. Therefore, stiffness also changed. After static analysis we
performed in ANSYS Workbench modal analysis with the new stiffness matrix. We calculated the
first twenty natural frequencies and mode shapes.
Exciting frequency was detected at 17 rpm on the output shaft, which is 0.283 Hz. From
solution we obtained the lowest frequency f =4.48 Hz, which is below exciting frequency.
Therefore, there is no resonance.
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3.2. Finite element analysis of gearbox
Before finite element analysis we had to manage complex modification of the 3D model. At
first we have removed all components from gearbox, which were not needed for analysis (seals,
bearing elements, plugs etc.). Secondly we had to simplify geometry of various parts, which could
cause problems when generating the finite element mesh.

Fig. 5 Simplifying geometry of the input shaft.

In Design modeler module, which is included with the software ANSYS Workbench, we add
individual parts into smaller components.

Fig. 6 Adding of individual parts.

After geometry modification we have defined contact pairs between all components. We
replaced all bearings in gearbox for Spherical Joint. These Spherical Joints represent constraint
equations. We applied torque moment on the input shaft. We also removed all DOF on the output
shaft and on eight lower surfaces.
The biggest challenge was to generate the finite element mesh. On contact surfaces we used
CONTA174 and TARGE170 elements. We were trying to use the fewest number of finite elements
but with sufficient accuracy of results. The final finite element mesh consists of 12353489 elements
and 2504988 nodes.
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Fig. 7 Finite element mesh.

To solve static analysis was also chosen direct solver SPARSE. From this solution we obtained
state of stress in the gearbox with the new stiffness matrix. After static analysis we performed in
ANSYS Workbench modal analysis. We calculated the first twenty natural frequencies and mode
shapes.
The lowest calculated frequency is 31.568 Hz, which is below exciting frequency. Therefore,
there is no resonance.

Fig. 8 The first mode shapes.
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Fig. 9 Some mode shapes inside the gearbox.

4. Conclusion
The paper presents examination of the Modal characteristic of currying frame and gearbox
for extruder. The introduction provides an overview of the examined gearbox and currying frame.
We performed two independent analyzes. At first we performed finite element analysis of currying
frame in consideration of mass and inertial effects of the motor and gearbox. We calculated the first
twenty natural frequencies and mode shapes. Exciting frequency was detected at 17 rpm on the
output shaft, which is 0.283 Hz. From solution we obtained the lowest frequency f =4.48 Hz, which
is below exciting frequency. Therefore, there is no resonance. Second was finite element analysis of
gearbox under load of torque moment on the input shaft. The lowest calculated frequency is 31.568
Hz, which is also below exciting frequency. Therefore, there is no resonance.
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